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This thesis is an economic analysis of canadian partici-
pation in the air traffic of the pacific ocean region from

1970 to 1985. Based on this analysis an evaruation is made

of the effectiveness of canada's air transport policy and

Canadian airline performance.

The thesis is empirical ano historicar and uses quantita-
tive data. Àirline structure, conduct and performance compo-

nents are used in the context of government and enterprise
relationships. The thesis reviews airline economics, the
structure of international airline regulation, and canada's

bilateral air transport agreements and public policy. Àn

anarysis of the growth of the region's air traffic, the
character of specific markets in the region, and canada's

air traffic development in the region, follows. À systemat-

ic performance anarysis of canadian government activity and

carrier conduct is the focus of Lhe thesis.

The research showed that: the economic determinants of
air traffic arowth gave the region the highest growLh raLe

in the world in the period reviewed; air transport in the
region has been highly competitive with severar aggressive
carriers, strong nationar ambitions and rerativery deregu-

lated markets; traffic diversion via the u.s. has been a

ÀBSTRACT
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problem for canada; market share and load factor analysis
revealed that cP Air's scheduled passenger traffic perform-
ance faded in important markets after some initial strength;
canada's air cargo and non-schedured passenger traffic per-
formance has been relatively weak.

The thesis concludes that: canada's international carri-
er market allocation poricy has been unrearistic and sl-ow in
adjustment in the pacific ocean region; canada's birateral
agreements need attention in terms of traffic extension and

liberalization of operating cLauses; cargo traffic requires
development through more effective carrier use, gateway air-
port facilities improvement, and attention to freight for-
warder rerationships; the passenger charter market needs

evaluation in terms of its current potential in the region.
rmprovement in canada's air transport situation in the
region reguires both effective government and carrier inter-
vention and also government interdepartmentar cooperation.
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The international commercial aviation industry has rnade

significant progress since the conclusion of World War II.
International Civil Aviation Organization (rCeO) statistics
show that tonne-kilometers performed in international ser-
vice by the industry increased from 56.65 billion in 1970 to
157.33 billion tonne-kilometers performed in 1984.1 Canada

has been an important participant in international commer-

Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

TABLE 1

InternationaL and Total Scheduled Services performed bv
Canadian Àirlines

I nternat i onal
Tota 1
International Percentaqe

(rn uillions Tonne-Kilometers Performed)

Source: Statistics Canada, Àir Carrier Operations in Canada,
Catalogue 51 -002. 1970 , 1975, 1 980 and 1 984.

cial air transport. About half of canadian scheduled air-
line traffic is international (see Tabre 1). Furthermore,

Canadian airlines are important participants in major inter-
national markets. For example, in 1982, 1 ,01 6,000 passen-

197 0

1 ICÀO, Annua1 Reports, 1971 and 1985

-l

880
1923
48.3

197 5

1 337
2896
46.2

1980

1 935
4152
46 .6

1 984

227 3
4 584
49.6



2

gers were carried on transatlantic routes and 254r000 pas-

sengers flevr in in the Pacific Ocean region market by Cana-

dian airlines.2

The purpose of this thesis is to provide an economic

analysis of canadian participation in airline traffic of the

Pacific Ocean region for the period 1970-1985. More specif-
icaIIy, it will study the evolution and participation of the

canadian government and canadian air carrier participation
in this region from the economic and public policy perspec-

tive.

The Pacific Ocean region is an important and increasingly
significant region for airline activity. IcAo statistics
identify airline traffic volume in six major geographical

regions; namely, North Àmerica, Europe, Asia/pacific, Latin
Amerícâ/Caribbean, Middle East and Àfrica. They show that
tonne-kilometers performed in this region have increased

from 863 in 1960 to 4,418 in 1970. In 1975, this figure
grew to 10 1259 and it has subsequently risen to 27 ,847

tonne-kilometers performed in 1984. 3

According to ICAO statistics, as shown in Table 2, the

Asia/pacific region has consistently placed third in per-

centage terms among these six regions. More importantly,
though, is the fact that the Àsia/pacific percentage share

Canada Year Book 1985, p.421.

Tonne-kilometers performed in esia/pacific region statis-
tics are estimated from ICAO, Ànnual ReporLsr Vârious
i ssues.



World Airline Traff ic--RegionaI Percentage

North Àmerica
Europe
Asia/Pacific
Latin Àmer íca/Car ibbean
Middle East
Àf r ica

(rn Tonne-Kilometers Performed)

TABLE 2

Source: ICÀOrÀnnual ReÞorts. Various issues.

of world airline traffic has shown by far the greatest per-

centage increase among the top three regional markets and

that this percentage share has risen from just under 9% of

that of the Iargest market to al-most 50%, as shown in Table

¿.

1 950

61.5
¿¿"6
7.0
5"4
1.3
2.2

197 0

50.8
35.2

t.ö
2.7
1.6
t.>

For the purpose of this thesis, the Pacific Ocean region

includes air transport routes in the North Pacific, South

Pacific, and Southeast Asia. In terms of countries the most

significant, in addition to Canada, are Japan, Hong Kong,

China, Àustralia, New ZeaIand, Singapore, Thailand, Korea,

Indonesia, the Philippines, and the United States.

Canadian carrier involvement in international air trans-
port in the Pacific started in 1949 v¡ith CP Air's first
overseas operation on July 13. This enabled CP Àir to estab-

lish a route linking Vancouver and Sydney with intermediate

stops in Honolulu and Fiji. Subsequent to the establishment

197 5

{i t.o
36.8
t¿. I

4.7
2.3
2.5

1980

38.6
3s.0

2.8
2.6

1 98s

38.5
32.7
1'7 '7

4.9

2.7



of this south Pacific market, in september of the same year,

cP Àir increased its Pacific involvement with a fright con-

necting vancouver to Tokyo and Hong Kong by v¡ay of Ànchorage

and the Àleutians, which provided technicaL stops. Subse-

quently, CP Àir has continued to engage in the development

of its Pacific air transÞort netv¡ork.

The period 1970-1985 has witnessed considerabre change in

the Pacific region. Airline traffic growth has been impres-

sive. rnternationar Air Transport Àssociation (rere) sta-
tistics show that scheduled available tonne-kilomecers

recorded for the North and Mid Pacific marketa have grown by

a factor of 24.0 from 435 millions in 1969 to 10,430 mil-
lions in 1985. During the same period, totar rA,TÀ inrerna-
tional airrine traf f ic only increased by a factor of 5.5

from 20,182 míl1ions to 1 13rB98 mil1ions. In 1990, a total
of 41794 millions tonne-kilometers available was recorded in
the North and Mid Pacific market; a factor of 2.6 in compar-

ison with the 1985 figure, while the industry only grew by a

factor of 1.4 with 81,763 milrions tonne-kirometers avail-
able.s As part of this air traffic development, the canadian

network has been expanded in the pacific region.

same time, aggressive airrine competition based in countries
of the Pacific ocean region has emerged. Major changes in
u.s. airline poricy have had important implications for can-

IATÀ definition of regions
given in Appendix À.

IATA, World Air Transport Statistics, 1970, 1981 and 1986.

relevant to this thesis are

At the



adian participation in this region as r+el1. within thi
context, the thesis addresses three principal questions:

t. What has been the nature of the evolution of Canadian

commercial air transport participation in airline
traffic in the Pacific Ocean reqion from 1970 to
1 985?

How effective has Canadian public policy been in sup-

porting the participation of Canadian airline per-

formance in the Pacific Ocean region?

How successful has Canadian airline performance been

in competing with the carriers of other nations?

À number of more specific questions are related to these

basic questions. For example, what has been the character of

air transport rivalry in this region? What are the specific
characteristics of Canada's network in the region? What

types of operations have Canada's carriers conducted? What

are the implications of this thesis for Canadian public pol-
icy and the future development of Canadian air transport

development in the Pacific Ocean reqion?

S

The answer to the first
by material which shows

development in the region,

tion in it, and the evoluti
ry"

basic question will be provided

the nature of Canadian traffic
and Canadian carrier participa-

on of carrier activity and rival-
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To give precision to the ans$¡er to the second basic ques-

tion, the following criteria are established for a public

interest evaluation of government performance:

1. Has the Canadian government been successful in

extending and strengthening the Canadian air trans-
port network in the Pacific Ocean region through new

bilaterals and/or major renegotiation of existing
bi lateral relat ionships?

Has the government been successful in removing

"flaws" in the bil-ateral system present in the region

at the start of the period under revierv through, for
example, activation of a bilateral or through lessen-

ing the restrictions of an existing bilateral?
Has the government been effective in its air trans-
port instrumentation of its bilaterafs in the region

through its choice of carriers to operate in the

region?

This evaluation will be made on the basis of material in

Chapter IV. Evaluation of Canadian carrier performance in

the Pacific Ocean region, in answer to the third basic ques-

tion, will- be made in terms of the following criteria:

1. Market share performance by specific markets. This

analysis will consider both market share l_evels and

trends.

¿. Load factor analysis by specific markets.
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This performance evaluation will be made in Chapter VIII.

The methodology of this thesis is basically empirical.
The subject studied has important institutional constraints
which form a basic structure within which international air
transport operates. Government public policies play an

important role within this framework of government and

enterprise relationships.

Organization of material draws on the structure-conduct-
performance paradigm used in industrial organization stud-

ies. It should be noted, however, that international air
transport markets are not "free markets" as indicated by the

previously mentioned institutional constraints. Use of the

structure-conduct-performance framework is confined to the

organization of anaJ-ysis rather than a technique for the

testing of hypotheses. In addition to the use of the compo-

nents of this framework, a government enterprise framework

also contributes to the thesis design. The thesis is
directed basically towards public policy questions but nec-

essarily includes important systematic empirical analysis of

the carriers involved. Historical development and quantita-
tive data are the basis of the thesis, which is fundamental-

Iy empirical. Characteristic of the operation of the carri-
ers is duopolistic and oligopolistic rivalry.

The evolution of the thesis will be as follows:
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The economic aspects of international airline operations,

such as the nature of demand, market structure, eÌements of

airline costs, pricing policy, and oLher irnportant economic

characteristics, will be discussed in Chapter II.

The role of Chapter III is to introduce the structure of

the international air transport industry and its institu-
tional elements and regulatory framework. particular empha-

sis is placed on the restricted "Freedom of the Skies" and

how these institutional developments relate to the wide

range of regulatory machineries.

In Chapter IV, special attention is drawn to the bilater-
a1 air agreements6 that Canada has concluded with foreign
governments. The existing canadian bilateral air transport
agreements that are relevant to the canadian Pacific region

are examined and Canadian public poticy on carrier designa-

tion is presented. The performance evaruation of canadian

government policy for air Lransport in the Pacific ocean

region is of special importance in this chapter.

Chapter V examines the economic characteristics of the

Pacific ocean region. rt shows that the large population

base in this area, coupled with the economic growth,

increases in per capita income, expansion of industrialíza-
tion and the lowering of the fare lever together have stimu-

e ¡ bilateral air agreement is a treaty negotiated and
signed by representatives of two contracting states for
reciprocal international air service between the states by
designated carrier or carriers of the respective states.



Iated growth in traffic activity in the region.

chapter vr reviews the international- air transport envi-
ronment for Canada in the Pacific Ocean region. Leading

features of the air traffic system and the route structure
of the Pacific area's air transportation development will be

anaryzed. The characteristics of the airlines and their
bilateral relationships with canada is also given attention
in this chapter.

The focus of Chapter VI I on the development of the Cana-

dian traffic system in the Pacific ocean region shows that
the trade expansion observed in the region has led to sig-
ni ficant growth in both passengers and cargo traffic. It
also indicates the problem of traffic diversion to the unit-
ed states has inhibited the development of canadian air
transport in this region.

chapter vIII provides an economic analysis of the market

condition for canadian carriers in the pacific ocean region.
This evaluation of the performance of canadian airrines and

their relative strength in competing with carriers in this
region is made in terms of market share analysis and road

factor analysis.

chapter rx is oriented towards canadian airrine conduct

and the role of the canadian government in the period under

review. rt presents a criticat anarysis of the conduct of

these two institutional components of canadian air transport
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under review.

Chapter X concludes this thesis with a concise review and

concluding statements on the implications of the thesis.

in the Pacific Ocean region

Each chapter ends with a brief summary. Às far as possi-

b1e, statistical data are presented in tabular form and in

areas immediate to the main text wherever possible, other-
wise, they can be found towards the end of the thesis in

Appendix. It should also be noted that statistical informa-

tion are complied from various government publications,
international agencies reports and trade journals.

ln summary, this chapter has pointed out the importance

of the Pacific Ocean region in the overall picture of the

international commercial aviation development, and that Can-

ada has always been an active participant in the region. In

addition, it has provided an introduction to the thesis.
The research method is identified and the structure of the

chapters in the thesis is clearly defined. Given this over-
view, the economic aspects of airline operation will now be

presented in Chapter II.

10

in the period



Certain economÍc variables in the international air
transport industry which play a significant role in deter-
mining the conduct of firms that, ultimately, affect the

performance of the industry. This chapter will outline the

basic economic characteristics of the international commer-

c ial aviat ion industrv.

Chapter I I

ÀIRLINE ECONOMICS

2.1 THE CLÀSSIFICATION OF THE ]NTERNATTONÀL AIR

The international commercial- air transport industry can

be divided into three different components on the basis of

fundamentally different service components. These are

scheduled commercial operations, non-scheduled (or charter)

commercial operations, and air cargo or air freight opera-

tions.

INDUSTRY

all
Lc I t I

International scheduled air carriers provide the general

travelling public with a convenient programmed type of ser-

vices with frequency of flight clearly specified. Àir
transport services that are "open to use by the general pub-

Scheduled Commercial

TRANSPORT

Operat i ons

11
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Iic" and "provide through a published timetable or with
flights so regular or frequent that they constitute a recog-

nizable systematic series" are accordingly classified as

scheduled services.T This definition of a scheduled service
published by ICAO during the early fifties has worked rea-

sonably we11. With the introduction of the "programmed

charter", the definition appears to be applicable to certain
charter service as well.

Within the scheduled international commercial aviation
industry, there are normally three sources of revenues from

which an air carrier can derive its income; these are rev-
enues generated from performing passenger, mail, and freight
services. However, operating revenue generated from inter-
national scheduled commercial operations represents well
over ninety percent of the total industry's revenue and pas-

senger traffic constitutes the most irnportant element of

thi s scheduled a i rI ine traf f ic .

uled traffic, and the smaller charter and cargo components,

some airlines have supplemented their earnings from other

aviation activities by accepting work contracts in areas

such as aircraft maintainance and overhaul. s In some

instances, carriers also engaged in the training of pilots
and other crew personnel for other airlines as well.s

See ICAO, Definition
vice, Doc. #7278-C/841

In the Pacific region
emphasis on providing

Àir Canada is one of

In addition to this sched-

of a Scheduled International Àir Ser-
, May 10, 1952, p.3.

, Pakistan Airlines has placed heavy
this type of service.

many airlines engaged in these activ-



At the very beginn

tion, traffic from

Iarge proportion of

ties, however, the

traffic has changed

reducing its reliance

ing of

2.1.2 Non-scheduled Commercial Operations (Charters)

mail services provided carriers with a

their revenues. Since the early fif-
gradual and steady growth in passenger

the composition of airline revenues by

on this mail traffic.

13

commercial air transport opera-

effective market alternative to scheduled service for some

purposes. While restricted in some ways by regulations,
charter carriers have demonstrated a capability to offer
international airline service at rates substantially below

the prevailing scheduled service fares. rnternational air
charter service dates back to the early fifties. The char-
ter explosion of the rate sixties and early seventies indi-
cated the existence of a large untapped market for interna-
tional air transportation, which had changed from a luxury
good into a mass-market product.

Internat ional charter service 1 o has been seen as an

ities. In 1986, Àir Canada was training
Winnipeg for a domestic Japanese airline.

ro For a more detailed discussion of difference types of
charter classifications, see Anthony F. LoFrisco and paul
S Quinn, Charters, ReÞates Ànd Enforcement In The Travel
Industrv, New York: (Practicing Law Institute, 1975).
Kamp, Jaap., Àir Charter Requlation--A Lega1, Economic,
and Consume! Study, (Praeger Publishers, Inc. U.S.A.EcT-

DC9 cilots in
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The concept of air charter vras originally intended to
offer alternative air services to individual groups and

organizations where fuI1 occupancy of a plane was expected.

When organizers anticipated that, wi+-h a large number of

people travelling, it might be more economical to lease an

aircraft and hire their own crevr than to purchase scheduled

air tickets for each individual, the charter business was

born.

If a traveller were willinq

charter company' s convenience,

equivalent to the difference in

by scheduled operators and those

In 1983, total revenue of $2.8 biltion was recorded from

charter operations and resulted in an operating profit esti-
rnated at U.S. $100 million, with a net profit of $40 mil-
lion. While non-scheduÌed air transport represented a sig-
nificant part of overall operations for European Civil
Aviation Conference's (nCaC) nations, it was of minimal

importance in the Pacific area 1 1

In 1984, over half of the Canadian charter operations
were performed by Wardair with operating revenues of

$280,396,616 while the industry result was $508 ,079,915.12

to travel according to the

they could save an amount

fares between those offered

of the charters.

1 1 1982 data from ICAO indicates that the largest non-sched-
uled market is within the 22 ECAC member states. It is
here that non-scheduled air transportation represents 55
per cent of all air transport activities.

1 2 r n 1982, the f igures were $269,899 ,3 1 0 and
respectively. Statistics Canada, Canadian

$533,1 1

Civil
2,720
Àvia-
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rn 1970, over half of the international flights nere per-
f ormed by canadian carrier.s. Total internat ional- charter
passengers in 1970 from leading Pacific regions included

city pairs such as Toronto-Tokyo, which ranked 16 among the

top city-pairs with 4r210 passengers travelling to Canada

and 4r561 departures.

with 4 r095 passengers arrivals and 4 r454 travelling to
Tokyo.13

2.1.3 Carso Operation

rnternational air transportation has becorne a more impor-

tant element in facilitating the exchange of worl-d commodí-

ties. As economic conditions improve, the demand for goods,

especially perishable items, has increased. This increase

has in turn increased the demand for air freight transporta-
tion.

operations of the air freight industry can be classified
into scheduled and non-scheduled cargo services. cargo is
often carried as a secondary service on scheduled passenger

flights. Predominantly cargo shipments are mainly performed

on the basis of charter operations. Only recently have spe-

cialized schedured operations experienced growth of such a

magnitude that it has almost outgrown non-scheduled air car-

Vancouver-Tokyo ranked seventeenth,

tion, 1982 and 1984

1 3 Statistics Canada,
tical Handbook of
51 -501 , p.1 01 .

, Catalogue 51-206, pp.20-21 .

Aviation in Canada, 1971 -- A Statis-
Canadian Civil Aviation. Catalogue



go operaE,lons.

By the nature of the industry, there is usually a direc-
tional imbalance in the flow of cargo traffic. In the Cana-

dian Pac i f ic Ocean region ,

always flying with fully utilized cargo space while the

westbound flights are almost always less than half uti-
lized. 1 a For example, in 1 983,

transported f rom Seoul to Seattle while only 32 tonnes r.¡ere

recorded in

air freight
tonnes perf ormed by Cathay Pac i f ic alone, but only -1 06

tonnes iÁras reported to have been carried by the same carrier

the other direction. Àlso for the same year,

in the opposite direction. This

also be found in other sectors as

eastbound flights are almost

from Hong Kong to

During 1984, revenue tonne-kilometers--the overall meas-

urement of passenger, freight and

16

157.33 billion, compared with 32.62 billion in 1967, âD

increase of 482 per cent.16 There are three explanations for

726 tonnes of freight were

Vancouver ?ras recorded at 607

14 Í.ihelan , Bvz, Vice-president, (Cargo) , Japan Àir Lines.
Export g¡¿ Àir: Unfilled Westbound Capacitv Beckons, Cana-
da Japan Trade Council Publication. 1987, p.1 1 -1 5.

Àgain, in 1983, Tokyo to Vancouver runs recorded 1960
tonnes and Tokyo to Seattle had a recorded high of 9464
tonnes, however, the return flight had only 1278 and 5761
tonnes respectively. 1n the forth quarter of 1976, total
freight transported from Tokyo to Seattle was 907 tonnes
while Seattle-Tokyo was 738.4. A1so, Tokyo-Vancouver was
281 .9 tonnes, and Vancouver-Tokyo was 1 43.5 tonnes.

15

directional imbalance could

weI1. 1 s

1 6 1984 figure is obtained from "ICÀO Ànnual Report , 1984" ,
ICAO Bulletin, July 1985, 9.20. 1967 figure is obtained
from "ICAO Annual Report, 1977", ICAO BuIletin, January
1978, p.15.

mail traffic--rose to
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the growth of air cargo demand. The first contributing fac-
tor in this observed growth is that air freight transport
al1ows the shipper the convenience of having the cargo

delivered within a shorter time-span than other modes of
transport, hence, the shipper is abre to reduce costs that
are time-related, such as the reduction of in-transit capi-
tal costs. second, in relation to other modes of transport,
the speed that air transport offers has significantly
reduced the necessary transit time and, therefore, reduced

the risk. As a result, the shipper may save on insurance
costs. Fina1ly, air freight transport usually invol_ves ress
inland transport than other modes, hence, eliminating unnec-

essary inland shipment costs that would have occured if the
shipment were to be shipped by another mode of transporta-
tion. Despite a higher freight rate, the reasons for the

strong growth in this industry are apparent. Total costs are
offset by the savings that this mode of transport provides,
thereby reducing the associated opportunity costs. This is
especially true for high-price commodities such as televi-
sion sets and video-cassette-recorders.

The growing use of air freight by more and more firms is
indicated by the healthy increase in the annual freiqht
results.
1985, however, was the striking growth in the share of traf-
fic by carriers based in the Asia and pacific region. The

twenty-four airlines of the region together accounted for

The surprising aspect of cargo deveÌopment in
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20.6 per cent of the world's freight traffic, second only to
all U.S. major airlines combined. 1 7 On the international
Ievel, air cargo transport represented 1 0.85 percent of

International Air Cargo Transport as a Percentage of Total
Àirline's Revenue

Pe rc enta qe

Source: ICAO, Ànnua1 Reports. Various i ssues.

total scheduled airline operating revenues in 1983.

TÀBLE 3

ryÞu

The growth of the cargo traf f ic of international air car-
riers has been no less spectacular than the growth of pas-

senger traffic, it should be noted, however, that the growth

in international air cargo transport has led to an increase

in freight capacity. This is reflected in the steady per-

centage average weight load factor of around 58% for the

world's scheduled air services as shown in Tab1e 4.

9.8%

1965

I 
^ ^o/I V .'t/o

197 0

10.6%

197 5

11.9%

1980

1 1 'fo/

1983

10.9%

17 Air Transport World, May, 1986. p.73 and 96.



Percentage Average Weight Load Factor

(Scheduled Services Of Airlines Of ICAO States)

YEAR INTERNÀTIONAL DOMESTIC TOTÀL

TABLE 4

1 950
1951
1952
I qq?

1 954
1 955
1 956
1957
1 958
1959
1 960
1 961
1962
1 963
1964
1 965
I vbb
t>o I
I vbö
1 969
197 0
197 1

197 2
197 3
197 4
197 5
197 6
197 7
197 8
197 9
1980
1 981
1982

bJ
6¿
Þt
60
Þt
ol
Þt
58
60
58
52
-4

53
54
54
52

52

49

53
53
3¿

58
59
45
59
58

tr.7

63
60
59
59
58
58
56
56
55
54
52

50
50
50
52
50
47
^tr=J

=J

44
47
47
49
49
50

55
56
53

53
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s8
53
Þl
60
s9
59
59
57
56
57
trtr
52

51

52

s1
48
4ö
47
46
+>
s0
)l
50
52

56
57
çq
55
56

Source: ICAO, Ànnua1 Reports. Various issues.
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The demand for international air transport has been

expanding very rapidly. Increases in real per capita income

in many parts of the world and changes in relative prices
(intermodal competition) have contributed significantly to

the growth of air transport demand. The saving in travel
time costs through high-speed air travel has been very

important in the expansion in air transport demand, espe-

ciaJ.ly for long-range trips. Improvement in the quality of

service, measured in terms of frequency and comfort also
favoured the international aviation industrv as weIl.

Elasticity of air transport demand is important because

it serves as a guide for airline managers and planners in
revealing the character of the markets using air transport.
It guides their decision making process for factors such as

frequency scheduling, type of aircraft to be utilized on a

specific route and the timing of flight departures, ecc.,
which can affect every aspect of the airlines operations

and, therefore, its performance.

There are many diverse factors whi.ch influence the pas-

senger demand for air transportation, such as income 1eve1s,

price, and flight frequency availability. For air cargo or

freight transport, the general 1eve1 of trading activity
between the host and trading countries may also be an impor-

tant factor.

THE DEMÀND FOR TNTERNATIONÄL AIR TRÀNSPORT

20
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In the short run, given a particular technology, overall
demand for the transport of goods is relatively inelastic.
This is because this demand is derived from the general lev-
el of economic activity that produces the goods and services

for which transportation is demanded. Lower transport costs

can act as a stimulus to the economy, but these costs are

generally only a small part of the final'price. Therefore,

even a relatively large decrease in freight rates may result
in a relatively small decrease in final prices. Factors

such as general economic conditions and price, though impor-

tant in many respects because of their ínfluence on air
transport demand, remain external to the air transport
industry in the sense that airline planners and managements

alike have no control over them.

hand, some other factors such as the number of stops en

route, time of day of arrival and departure, frequency of

flights and type of equipment used that are mainly internal
and airline planners wi11, therefore, have direct control
over them.

The analysis of air transport demand is plagued by many

problems. The most obvious are the lack of disaggregated

data, the difficulty in segmenting the various travel mar-

kets and knowledge concerning the preferences of these trav-
e11ers. It is generally agreed among economists that the

demand for air transportation service is determined by the

consumer's desire for performing certain economic activi-

There are, on the other
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ties. The enjoyment of such economic activities requires

the physical presence of the consumer in places where air
travel represents one of the available means for achieving

that goal. Since air transport demand arises as a substi-
tute for, or complement to, the demand for something else,
it is therefore, commonly referred to as a derived demand.

Although the demand for air travel involves many differ-
ent markets, the simple concept of derived demand gives rise
to two distinct categories of demand that can broadty be

identified as air services demand for Ieisure purposes and

for business purposes. This division of demand by trip pur-

pose is very important in air tra-nsport price el_asticity
demand analysis. It would be expected that the price elas-
ticity of demand for leisure air transport services tends to
be somewhat elastic, while the business passenger market is
less sensitive to fare level in general, but more dependent

on the availability of flights, their frequency and the

duration of flight time. In most tourist travel air fares

make up a large, and in some cases, major portion of total
expenser so that a reduction in the fare level will cause a

significant increase in demand. Hence, the characteristics
of the l-eisure passenger market are such that its demand

depends very much on the price level and the level of dispo-

sable and discretionary income per capita in that market.

Demand for air travel between two countries is directly
related to their G.N.P., leve1 of discretionary income (tiv-
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ing standard), and the relative exchange rate between their
two currencies. A stronger Japanese yen and a weaker U.S.

dollar, for exampre, will tend to create more travel demand

from Japan to the U.S.

rnherently, air transportation demand is arso sensitive
to the seasonal variations that impact other types of servi-
ces. The resulting fluctuation in demand can be very sig-
nificant and can lead to problems of excess capacity during
the relatively slow season. The abirity of an airline to
fill up its non-storabre airrine seats can have a substan-

tial effect on its profitabilitv.

Ànother important aspect of demand is that the number of
people who travel at night is generally Lower because of the

reduction in business travel. The peaks occur in the early
morning and late afternoon, and the carrier will have to
operate with spare capacity at other times; rnost notably

during the late evening period.

interested in knowing how easy it is to induce daytime lei-
sure travellers to shift their travel to night time by means

of a reduction in price during this off-peak period. It is
for this reason that the study of demand elasticities and

consumer choice or preference becomes most important.

Empirical studies of demand for air traver show the fol-
lowing factors to be usefur in predicting demand for air
travel-: national income per capita, population size and lev-

Carriers, therefore, are



el of air fares.

ric estimates of

l8 Table 5 orovides a selection

Price

Transport Canada ( 1 984 )
International (197 4-1978)

To Canada
From Canada

Snith & Toms (1978)
To Australia (1ow)

From Àustrari 
(high)

TABLE 5

Empirical Estimates of Demand Elasticities

elast ic i t ies of demand for air

SLraszheim (197
North Àtlantic

First Class

Economy

Peak Economy
Standard Econ
High discount
Excursion
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of economet-

t ransporta-

Elasticity Income Elasticitv

8)

-1 .06
-1.8

-1 q

-t.ö

Mutti & Murai (1977)
North Atlantic

Economy
Charter

Bechdolt (1973)
U.S. Hawaii (1961-1970)

Low estimate
High estimate

1948-1 97 3)
1948-7 3
t>5¿- | 5
1952-7 3
1 963-7 3
tJ3¿- | 5

omy

-0.76
-0.65
- | . ¿tö

-1.12
- | .>¿
-1 .96
-2.7 3 1 .'1
-1 .82

1 .28
0. B3

'1 .1
2.6
2.4

tion. Of all the available estimates on international air

1 I See Cheung,
castinq Air
tistics and
June , 1984.

-v.l+
-1.43

-1.Þ
-3.3

Hym-Kwai and PauI Kochhar. À ModeL for Fore-
Travel Demand Between Canada and Àbroad, Sta-
Forecasts Branch (air), Transport Canada.

r.Þy
2.74

.96
1 .07
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transport demand, the Cheung and Kochhar Transport Canada's

study conducted in 1984 is of special interest because its
data source covered areas that are of vital importance to

the present study. The Transport Canada study was formulat-

ed on the basis of a modified gravity model known as passen-

ger origin-destination mode1. Three modules vrere developed"

These are 1) Domestic, 2) Transborder and 3) Other interna-

tional modules. Each module v¡as structured by sector, trip
purpose and direction, with the exception that trip purpose

vras not included in the international module. Of the three

modules, the most relevant one is the "other international"
module (hereafter referred to as "international modeI"). In

the international model, data from both scheduled and char-

ter operations v¡ere employed by aggregating Canadian data

into six super zones and data from all other foreign coun-

tries $¡ere grouped into five-zone groups. Tv¡o separate

estimations v¡ere made based on trip direction, of which Can-

adian-origin traffic $¡as distinguished from foreign-origin
traf f ic .

This forecast indicates that the price elasticity of

international air transportation demand to Canada is -1.06"

For travel originating from Canada, the price elasticity is

-1.8. In other words, in the event of a price increase, it
would impact more on the number of persons travelling from

Canada than those travelling to Canada. With respect to

income elasticities, the estimate has the value of 1.28 for
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traffic destined to Canada and 0.83 for traffic generated

f rom Canada. These results indicate that with an overal-l-

world income increase, one could expect a Iarger increase in

travel- would occur from other countries to Canada than Cana-

dian outbound travel.

Similar results in terms of price demand elasticity of

origin traffic were obtained by Smith and Toms. ls In their
Àustral-ian air transport demand analysis, elasticity of

demand originating from Àustralia was estimated to be -1.8
a1so. However, a marginally higher price elasticity was

reported for traffic destined for Australia, with a coeffi-
cient of -1.9. Hence, travel to Australia is more respon-

sive to price changes than travel from Àustralia.
resuLt is completely different from the Canadian study.

with respect to the income elasticity of demand, Smith and

Tom's estimates reported the range of 1.1 to 2.6 for travel
destined for Australia and 2.4 for travel originating from

Àustral ia.

À study by Straszheimr 2o utilized time-series traffic
data for the North Atlantic market. In his study, Stras-

zheim employed mostly simple regression analysis. MuItiple
regression was only applied in the estimaLion of the high

19 A. Smith and J. Toms, Factors Àffectinq Demand for Inter-
national Travel to and from Àustralia. (Canberra: Bureau
of Transport Economics, 1 978. )

Straszheim, Mahlon R. "Àirline Demand Functions In The
North Àtlantic Ànd Their Pricing Implications." Journal
of Transport Economics and Policy, Yol-.12, No.2, May,
1978, pp. 1 1 9-1 95.

20
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discount fare group. This high discount fare group's esti-
mates showed that better and more reliable results could be

obtained when an additional income variable is taken into

consideration. The results of this study indicated that

high discount travel is most responsive to price change with

a pr ice elast ic i ty est imated at -2 .7 3 . Other est imates

range from -1.12 for economy class travel (1952-1973 data)

to -1 .96 in the case of standard economy cl-ass. Às expect-

ed, more inelastic estimates were reported for first cfass

travel with value of -0.65 and -0.76.

In addition to the significance of the price elasticity
of demand differences by trip purpose, where the empirical

studies confirm the a priori expectation of an inelastic
demand for business and an elastic demand for leisure trav-
€1, it is important to note the strong income elasticity of

demand for air travel. This income elasticity of demand is

of great importance in areas of high economic arowth as ris-
ing incomes impact strongly on the air transport industry.

It is interesting to note that elasticity of demand for

vacation routes has the tendency of being more elastic. For

example, Bechdoltr2l using time-series travel data between

United States and Hawaii, estimated that the demand elastic-
ity for air travel could be as elastic as -3.3 and income

elasticity estimation indicated a more or less unitary

21 Bechdolt, BurIey V. "Cross-Sectional
tions: U.S. Visitors to Hawaii,
Review of Economics & Business. Vol.

TraveI Demand Func-
1961 -70" Ouarterlv

1 3, 1973. pp.37-47 .



result for each of the 10 years time period

tion. Therefore, elasticity of demand for a

influenced by both the characteristic of the

the nature of the route.

According to a study by Mutti

Atlantic route, income elasticities are estimated to be 2.74

for charter services and 1.69 for the economy class servi-
ces. For price elasticities, the estimates are -1.43 and

-0.74 respectivery. Their analysis also included estimates

on cross price elasticity of demand for economy class with
respect to charter f are , which v¡as est imated to be 0 . 1 3 .

This implies a one percent increase in economy fare would

result in more than a 0.13 percent increase in charter traf-
fic. ÀIso included in their study was the result of price
erasticity estimates based on totar travel expenditures

rather than the LeveL of air fare alone. The results indi-
cated that a one percent increase in total expenditure would

result in 1.39 percent decrease in charter traffic and, sim-

iIarly, a 1 .1 percent reduction in economy class travel
demand.
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under examina-

ir transport is

travellers and

& Murai22 on the North

22 Mutti, John and
North Àtlantic.
icv. Vol.11 No

Yoshi taka
" JournaI
. 1 , 

-.rã*iuaTy

Murai. "Àirline Travel On The
of Transport Economics and Pol-
1977. pp.45-53.



2.3

Àir transport is a service industry which provides output

to passengers and, to a lesser extent, to shippers of cargo.

The basic output is dependent on the characteristics of an

airline's fleet capacity. The output is often given as

available passenger-seat-kilometers or, more conveniently

for cargor âs available-tonne-kilomeLers per unit of time,

often a year. Output from cargo capacity is subject to a

volumetric constraint depending on aircraft size and config-

urat i on .

OUTPUT

Expansion of output occurs through the use of morer or

more productive, aircraft, or both. Àircraft productivity
is increased by higher speed, greater size, and higher annu-

aI hours of utilization. Increased aircraft range enables

an airline to reach more distant markets and/or provide more

non-stop service.

29

Given the service nature of the industry, the work of

flight and ground personnel and the provision of suitable

seating and cargo provision are important to the quality of

the output. These personneÌ, combined with the characteris-

tic of the aircraft in use, are basic to product differenti-
ation of the output in the air transport industry.

Àircraft have multi-product capacity inasmuch as cargo

space is available in the belly space of an aircraft as a

necessity of high-speed fuselage design. The cabin space
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can be modified for mixed Our"unnu r/cargo use ot¡ more fre-
quently for different classes of passengers. Specialized

freighter aircraft have been developed to deliver cargo with

its specialized needs and time constraints which differ from

the passenger market.

Àirline ouLput is delivered in terms of city pairs as is
characteristic of medium to long range transportation. Tn

effect an airline caters to many markets because it is

delivering spatial utility.

It is noteworthy that the output of an airline cannot be

stored. This fact, combined with the airline efforts to

maintain fleet utilization despite demand fluctuations, has

important implications for the marketing of airline output.

The conversion of available passenger-seat-kilometers (or

tonne-kilometers) into revenue passenger-seat(tonne) nilo-
meters is a primary airline business objective. Maintenance

of at least a break-even load factor (percentage occupancy)

is necessary for the profitable provision of output.

2.4 TRENDS IN ATRLINE

Air transport costs experienced a long period of uninter-
rupted decline in terrns of unit output in the post-war peri-
od until the end of the sixties. Average fares per passen-

ger mile reflected a variety of fare reduction plans and by

continuing improvement in the economy and efficiency of

COSTS
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operations. In this phase the distribution of operating

costs by categories remained relatively stable. Basic to
this impressive performance was the improvement in aircraft
productivity as the speed, size, utilization and range of

aircraft increased.

particular the use of jet aircraft, had a dramatic effect on

operating costs in the sixties.

With the arrival of the seventies this decline in unit
operating cost through improved productivity was offset by

inflationary factor cost pressures in the labor, materials,
and capital equipment categories. Especially noteworthy s¡as

the impact on costs of increased fuel prices. The introduc-
tion of wide-body aircraft, especially the Boeing 747, with
its large seat and range capacity and low break-even load

factor, acted to improve airline economics.

Tab1e 6 presents operating cost and revenue of world

scheduled airlines for selected years. Over the twenty-year

period between 195.1 and 1971 costs per tonne-kilometer per-

formed dropped by 15.7 per cent, while costs per tonne-

kilometer available dropped by 52.3 per cent. For the peri-
od between '1975 and 1983, increasing f ue1 costs and inf Ia-
tionary pressure increased these two costs items by a sig-

The introduction of turbo-power, in

n i f icant amount ,

respect ive1y.

f rom 34.9 to 70.2 and 16.5 to 41 .5



TABLE 6

World Scheduled Àirlines' Costs and Revenues (1951 1983)

(for Selected years)
1951, 1961, 1971, 1975, and 1983

(u. s. cents )

Costs/ton-km performed 40.4
Costs/ton-km available 25.2
Revenue/ton-km performed 40.9
Passengers only 43.6
Non-scheduled flights 32.6
Mail 66.7

Revenue/ton-km available 25.6
Passenger Rve . /pass-km
(scheduted services onlv)

Source: ICAO,

1 951 1961 1971

2.5 OPERATING COST

Àircraft operating costs normally decline with increased

stage lengths. This is due to the better economics of an

aircraft operating at a steady cruise speed and the mini-

mization of "down time" and ground costs. Airlines which

operate long distance city-pair sectors and non-stop flights
are well situated to benefit from this fact.

Larger aircraft tend to have lower unit operating costs

than smaller aircraft. Important airline activity in the

Pacific Ocean region capitalizes on both this fact and the

lengthy stage lengths just mentioned.
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39.6 34.9
21 .2 16.5
38.9 35.9
44.5 43.5
17 .6 17.0
39.8 23.5
20.8 17 .0

Financial

1975 1 983

48.9 70.2
24.8 41.s
49.5 73.6
58.0 84.3
30.0 52.3
32.1 41.5
25 .3 42.4

Data, Various issues.

3.9 3.9 5.2 7 .6



The structure of

the following ICÀO c

Direct Operatinq Costs (oOC)

Flight Operations
Flight crel¡ salaries and expenses
FueI and oil
Àirport and en route charges
I n suranc e
Rental of aircraft and/or crews

Maintenance and overhaul

airline operating costs can

Iassification.

Depreciation and amortization
Flight equipment
Ground equipment and property (could be IOC)
Àmortization of development and crew training

Indirect Operatinq Costs (IOC)

Station and ground expenses

Passenger services
Cabin crew salaries and expenses (could be DOC)

Ticketing, sales and promotion

General and administrative
Other operating costs
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be seen in

ICÀO data presented by Doganis show that direct operating

costs of the scheduled airlines of ICÀO v¡ere 54.2% (1972),

56.5% (1977) and 58.4% (1982) of totat operating 23 The per-

centage tends to be somevrhat higher for Pacific Ocean region

carriers when compared with carriers operating with North

Àmerica.

¿J Rigas Doganis
I nternat i onal
1 98s. p.82.

, Flyinq
AirLines,

Off Course -- The Economics of
George ÀLIen & Unwin, London,



Problems associated with classification of airline costs

into "fixed costs" and "variable costs" has long been recog-

nized in the literatures. For example, Caves states:
If business costs fe11 neatly into the "fixed" and
"variable" categories of economic theory, measur-
ing this aspect of industry structure would be
simple. In fact they do not, and the task is cor-
respondingly difficult. Some capital goods may be
readily detachable from the firm by open-market
sa1e, so that the cost of their services to the
firm is effectively variable even if it is normal-
1y financed through the issue of long-term securi-
ties; this is an important feature of the air-
lines.2a

While some direct operatinq costs

the characteristics of fixed costsr25 others are parallel to
variable costs.26 Variable costs can also be seen as a func-

tion of the traffic volume. Indirect operating costs may

also reflect the extensiveness of the route structures being

served, si.nce indirect operating costs include items such as

user charges and stat ion expenses , 2 7 passenger services ,

ticketing sales and promotion, general and administrative,

34

24 Richard E. Caves, Air Transport Ànd Its Requlators -- Àn
Industrv Study, Harvard University press, Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts, 1962. p.79.

2s Since direct operating costs, in the short run, do not
vary with particular flights and are not escapable in the
short term, such as within a scheduling period.

could be viewed as having

26 Some direct operating costs can be classified as variable
costs because such costs are characterized as escapable
costs. That is to say, in the event that carrier can-
celled a flight or a serie?_of.flights, costs that the
carrier can expect to avoid incurring are said to be
variable costs.

The more extensive the network of routes, the higher the
costs associated with user charges and station expenses
are expected to be. In general, user charges and station
expenses include landing and associate airport charges,
en-route facility charges and station expenses.

27
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plus other operating expenses which are positively related

to the level of services orovided.

Studies of economies of scale in air transportation have

analyzed the effects of various firm sizes on unit operating

costs per available tonne-kilometer. Most of the evidence

to date has suggested that the airline industry does not

have signi f icant economies of sca1e. In most instances,

returns to scale have been fairly constant. Some could find
no economies of scale at all. For example, Arthur DeVany

found evidence of increasing unit flighi costs in the air-
line industrv.2s

Recent studies in airline economics have introduced a

concept similar to that of increasing returns to sca1e. This

concept is known as "economies of scope. " 2s Holding firm
size constant, economies of scope are said to exist if joint
production of two different outputs can be produced at l-ess

cost than if the same amount of these outputs were to be

produced by two specialized firms.

À further cost variation can be identified when it
realized that there are two dimensions of airline size--t
size of each carrier's service network and the magnitude

28 See A.S. DeVany, "The Effect of Price and Entry Regula-
tion on Airline output, Capacity and Efficiency", BelI
Journal of Economics, Spring, 1975, Vo1.6, pp.327-45.

2e For a detailed discussion, see Roger Roy, Economies of
Scale In The Àirline Industrv, (Canadian Transportation
Commission: Research Branch, June 1980), and J. Panzar,
and R. wi11i9, "Economies of Scope," American Economic
Review, YoI.7 1 , No.2 r pp .268-272.

is

he

of
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passenger and freight transportation services provided.

With this in mind, one can make a distinction between

returns to density(the variation in unit costs caused by

increasing transportation services r¿ithin a network of given

size) and returns to scale(ttre variation in unit costs with

respect to proportional changes in both network size and the

provision of transportation services).

The inclusion of points served in the cost function along

with output permits us to distinguish between returns to

density and returns to scale in airline operations.

define returns to density as the proportional increase in

output made possible by a proportional increase in all
inputs, with points served, average stage length, average

Ioad factor, and input prices held fixed. This is equiva-

lent to the inverse of the elasticity of total cost with

respect to output. Economies of density exist if unit costs

decline as an airline adds flights or seats on existing
flights(through larger aircraft or a denser seating configu-

ration), with no change in load factor, stage length, or the

number of airports served.

It would appear that the presence

and returns to density put demands

personnel to explore the possibilities

tem and thereby achieve greater cost

fleet development is also of great

cost economv.

We

of economies of scope

on airline management

offered by their sys-

ef f ic iency. Opt imal

importance in airline



2.6 PRTCING

The importance of the aviation industry to national
interests has long been recognized. Thus, the desirabirity
of controlling fares was agreed upon by a number of govern-

ments at the Chicago Convention in 1940. Though these gov-

ernments realized that some form of control of price was

necessary they could not agree on thq vrays to control and

regurate it. This probrem was not resolved untir the estab-
lishment of the rnternational Àir Transport Association
(fefa) to study various methods of regulating fares.

Through IATA, a system

left f inal author i ty in

authorities. Because of

ting, IATÀ has often been

accusation has lonq been a

rATÀ's negotiation procedures meant that fares had to be

established with the least efficient carrier (often one that
was created primarily for nationaL prestige) in mind in
order to achieve unanimity. This practice tended unduly to
resist pressure to lower prices by the more progressive air-
I ines.

It should be noted that IATÀ provided other institutional
support to the airrine industry which has been clearly bene-

ficial. Examples of this is their work to standardize tick-
eting and provide for inter-line crearance of fares. These

37

of agreement was developed which

the hands of national regulatory

its prominent role in price-set-
accused of beinq a cartel.

debatable issue.

'r'n 1 s
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contributions improved international air transport networks

for the benefit of both airlines and consumers.

Membership in IATA among nations operating in the Pacific

Ocean region has been incomplete so that the restrictive
aspects of the IÀTÀ fare establishment procedures have not

played as major a role in that region as in the Àtlantic
region.

For international commercial air transport, the fixing of

passenger fares and freight rates are multilaterally deter-

mined through the International Àir Transport Àssociation's

tarif f conference machinery.

rates, the tariff conference is held twice a year to take

into consideration the conditions oî. the sector, the classi-
f ication of routes, and distance. There are three traff ic

conference areas and four joint traffic conferences.

The first traffic conference area is designated as TC1

which includes regions of North America, Central America and

South Àmerica. The second traffic conference area includes

Europe, Middle East, Northern Africa and Southern Àfrica,
and is appropriately designated as TCz. TC3 includes the

Far East and Southwest Pacific. The four joint traffic con-

ferences are: 1) TC12, which includes regions of North, Mid

and South Atlantic, 2) TC123, traffic from all regions via

the Àtlantic, 3) TC23, which includes regions from TC2 and

TC3 and finally, 4) TC31 is designated for regions from

I n establ i shinq fares and
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North, Central and South Pacific. The pricing decision ís
made in the form of a resolution which, when passed, is
sti11 subject to the approval of individual governments con-

cerned "

International air fares are established by the airlines
that participate in the International Àir Transport Associa-

tion's Tariff Coordination. The Tariff conference discusses

and arrives at a fare structure that they can recommend to
the national governments associated with the IÀTA carriers.
With approval from the governments involved, the fares that
their respective airlines can charge is then fixed. It is
these legally established and published fares that traveL-

lers are supposed to pay. In reality, however, tickets with

lower than listed price can be purchased from airline ticket
discount outlets, known as "bucket shops" in Europe.

In his study of the international airline industry,
Straszheim concluded that the fare structure of IÀTÀ does

not conform to rational pricing. He further stated that, "it
is a complicated value-of-service scheme with a considerable

degree of cross-subsidization."3o The reason is that ration-
al pricing requires some reduction in the fare per kilometer

as the distance of the trip and or the route density
increases. Straszheim's study also found that fare 1evels

in the Asía/pacific region are higher than those available
in the North Atlantic market

3o Mahlon R. Straszheim, The
The Brookings Institution

He suspected that the higher

InternaLional Airline Industry,
, Washington, D.C., 1969, p.148.
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price leve1s in the Àsia/Pacific region vrere used to compen-

sate for losses from operations on North Atlantic routes.

It should be noted, however, that his sLudy antedates the

period of vigorous airline development in the Pacific Ocean

region which is reviewed in this thesis.

believed that the level of costs on the North Atlantic had

been bid up by the introduction of more passenger amenities

and through excessive investment in more capacity than would

have been provided under normal competitive conditions.3l

The year 1978 saw major changes occuring in the United

States which had important irnplications for the internation-
a1 air transportation industry. First, there was a dramatic

change in government regulatory policy which brought about

the domestic deregulation of air transport. In the United

States, anti-trust Iegislation has long been established and

immunity had to be provided for the international airlines
with respect to their multilateral pricing determination.

In addition, there was strong support in the United States

on the issue of dismantling IATÀ's cartel-Iike "conference

pricing".

Straszheim also

A second factor was the attitude of the United States in

dealing with bilateral negotiations in international air
transport. Although it is well-known that the U.S. has tra-
ditionally favoured free competition in this industry, it

3 l Mahlon R. Straszheim, "The Determination of Airline Fares
and Load Factors--Some Oligopoly Models", Journal of
Transport Economics and Policv, VoI.8, 1974, 260-73.
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was not untir 1978 that the first major thrust of "l-iberal-
ized" u.s. biraterar air transportation agreements was

seen; this led to a new phase of international commercial

air transport treaties. The attractiveness of "liberarized"
biraterals for the contracting parties is the possibility
that these bilaterals could resuLt in obtaining rong-sought-

after U.S.'s gateways. Àlthough, upon acceptance of these

bilaterals, contracting states must accept the flexible
fares philosophy which, in effect, implies that the lowest

possibre fares be offered; the response from these smarrer

nation states, often with an infant airline industry, has

been overwhelming. The increase in the number of gateways

offered to other countries means increased competitive Dres-

sure in North American linked markets.

Third, IÀTA and other interested parties were required to
'show cause' why the u.s. civil Aeronautics Board should not

withdraw its approval of anti-trust exemption. This, fur-
ther discouraged multilateral conference pricing activities
and consequently led to structural and organizational chang-

es in rÀTÀ. In 1978, IATA changed its constitution so that
an airline could voluntarily adhere to the fare-making pro-
cess or could content itself with merely obtaining the other

benefits of the trade association.

autumn of 1977, carriers such as Laker Airlines, also put

tremendous pressure on IÀTÀ to lower its rates. Finally,
the recent appearance of the "bucket shop" ticket distrib-

In addition, in the
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utors has not been of any help in easing the competitive
pressure either. Às noted earlier, airline seats are a

highly perishable commodity, and many carriers have resorted

to the "bucket shop" operators for disposing of time-sensi-
tive, but unoccupied aircraft seats.

These "bucket shop" operators acted as consolidators or

wholesalers for the air carriers that anticipated a number

of unoccupied seats. The discounter got the airline seats

at a considerable discount; by adding a small commission on

the discounted ticket, the discounter vras able to make a

profit, by selling it to various travel agents or simply

through its retail discount out1et.32 À11 these factors com-

bined have shifted the stable multilateral pricing regime

from the traditional regulatory framework towards a more

liberal and a more price competitive environment for the

provision of international air transportation services.

The trends of fares on particular routes provide inter-
esting comparison on the direction of fare variations over

time. It is generally believed that the real cost of travel
by air has remained constant, if not been significantly
reduced. lt should be noted that during the sixties, a num-

ber of special fares proliferated; these included youth

fares, group rates etc. , Passenger fare movements have gen-

erally responded to changes in the level of airline earnings

and the subsequent return on investment. Increases in costs

32 Lawrence Minard, "Bucket Shops of
August 3, 1 981 , pp.32-33.

the Air", Forbes,
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have sometimes been among the reason= "ra"U explicitly, but

there is no close correspondence between direct flying costs

and passenger fares.

Fare structure has always been at least as controversial

a subject among carriers and regulators as the question of

fare IeveI. The controversy is firmly rooted in very funda-

mental economic relationships: 1) the cost of providing air
service for trips of various lengths;2) the demand (at var-

ious fare levels) for such transportation over the same trip
length.

There are basically three pricing principles that air-
Iines can apply in calculating fares and rates. The equal

mileage rate principle is the simplest. Fares are deter-
mined by multiplying a basic per mile rate with the number

of miles betv¡een the two cities for which the fares are to
be determined. Under the variable base rate principle, the

airline is able to cross-subsidize across the various mar-

kets that they serve. Since an airline is able to adopt a

different rate structure for different route segments, there

is some flexibility for charging a lower rate on a low den-

sity route and, similarly, a higher rate on a heavily tra-
velled route.

principle" in price determination that is specifically
designed for use on international long-haul routes. Under

this tapering principle, rates increase with distance but at

a decreasing rate. According to the tapering principle,

Fina1ly, there is the so-called "tapering



therefore, lower fares per mile

distances.

Theoretically, there could be many variations of these

techniques and numerous other pricing techniques that air-
lines could apply. For example, Àir Canada's domestic fare

structure, used until recently,

equal-mileage principle, with a start-up rate included in

the calculation. Àccording to recent data, the 1978 start-
up charge was $29.50 with a mileage rate of 8.25 cents per

mi Ie.
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are established for longer

2.7 PRTCE COMPETITION

The duopolistic or oligopolistic rivalry which is charac-

teristics of the international air transport industry takes

the forms of price and non-price competition. The primary

purpose of this section is to discuss the nature and the use

of price competition in the industry.

is very similar to the

As noted earlier, air transport passenger demand comes

primarily from two sources: business and leisure travel
travellers. In general, leisure travellers are price sensi-

tive whereas the demand elasticity for business travellers
tends to be inelastic. Price discrimination between these

two groups has long been used by carriers in the fårm of

first-c1ass, or business-class, seating and economy seating.

This pricing tactic is normally associated with non-price



discrimination in the form of differences in the quality

passenger service and seat size and comfort.

Scheduled carriers are committed to a publ-ished timetable

to provide "on demand" service. This often means that a

load factor of around fifty to sixty percent might be the

best that can be achieved v¡ithout undue risk of turning away

passengers. This puts great emphasis on pricing if profít-

abilitv is to be achieved.

By catering to the discretionary, or leisure travel mar-

ket, non-scheduled carriers works towards the achievement of

high load factors, often 100 percent by targeting departure

times and offering low fares.

carriers to sustain as high annual utilization of aircraft
and crews and, in order to achieve profitability, control of

direct costs, and minimization of indirect costs, is impor-

tant.
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of

In general, the air transport industry has long offered

"high season" and "low season" fares in order to help them

cope with peak load periods and, for scheduled carriers, to

maintain volume and comÞete with charter carriers at times

of low demand.

It is difficult for these

In addition to providing some charter service, a variety

of promotional price tactics þ¡ere developed by the scheduled

carriers to handle periods and markets with demand weakness.

These include excursion fares and advance-booking tech-
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niques. These fares v¡ere designed to prevent traffic diver-
sion from their standard fare traffic and to generate traf-
fic among travellers who might not otherwise fly. These

lower than normal fares have restrictions on length of stay
(normally requiring a week-end stay to deter business trav-
ellers), advanced-booking time, lessened re-scheduling tick-
et service, and cancellation penalties.

One of the special characteristics associated with air-
line output is the inabitity for airlines to store passenger

seats. This, coupled with the very low marginal costs of

carrying additional passengers on an airplane with empty

seats that is in scheduled service, came to have significant
price competition implications for airlines.
increased ability in seat management, scheduled carriers
have been able to forecast when flights woul-d have empty

seats. These seats are then offered through "seat sales".
Seat sale tickets characteristically have very low fares,
severe restrictions in use, and are limited in number. They

have become an important competitive device because of their
usefulness in high profile advertising, traffic development,

and effectiveness in countering charter airline competition"

Cargo pric ing i s complex.

price is obscure at best and pr

by demand considerations which

shipped and time considerations

ers to the needs of shippers i

Through

The link between cost and

icing appears to be dominated

include vaLue of the goods

. Sensitivity of the carri-
s considerably complicated by
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the role of freight forwarders. These intermediaries oper-

ate a business of organizing and controlling shipment which,

while economic, separates the carriers from their markets.

This problem is accentuated when the cargo originates in a

country which is foreign to the carrier.

2.8 NON-PRICE COMPETITION

Non-price competition is especially important in duopo-

listic and oligopolistic markets where output can be differ-
entiated. Non-price competition assumes special importance

because rivals in small-number markets usuallv match the

prices offered by their rivals.
then used even though it may be cost increasing. These con-

ditions apply to Lhe international air transport industry
where non-price rivalry is apparent in the offering of ser-
vice and in aircraft choice.

Service competition includes such factors as flight fre-
quency, scheduling policies, the quality of in-flight servi-
ces, aircraft type used and other marketing strategies.
Scheduling and flight frequency are important planning vari-
ables that airline management can determine and control.
Conveniently scheduled flights increase demand for the air-
line involved and hence, increase its load factor. This has

a direct implications for the airline's profits. The quali-
ty of in-flight service provided by airline personnel and

this competitive device is much used for higher fare seats.

Non-price competition is
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ÀIso, comfort through more spacious seating and lower pitch-
es of seating is an important qualitative feature.

Àircraft choice is of great importance in airline rival-
ry. Speed and range not only increase productivity but they

also are attractive to passengers because of the lessening

of time costs.

tures. Large aircraft, especially wide-body configurations

are attractive to many because of their spaciousness and

improved service possibilities.

During the period under review, the air transport indus-

try has been significantly impacted by the availability of

high capacity aircraft such as the Boeing 747s. The capaci-

ty and performance of these very large wide-body aircraft is
important in a relatively competitive environment, such as

the Pacific Ocean region where long-range, high-volume move-

ment puts heavy demands on competitive features. They do,

however, present problems of utilization in low density

traffic markets where they tend to restrict flight frequen-

çj.

Non-stop flights fully exploit these fea-

Non-price competition by charter carriers takes a sone-

what special form. Here the emphasis is on destination
selection and promotion of attractive holiday locations.
Linkages with hotels and car rental agencies may be provided

with 1ow rates arranged for the tourist. The best charter

operators give special attention to in-flight service to
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make the flight part of the holiday. On the other hand,

some operators use old aircraft with minimum service in

order to minimize cost for price/profitability considera-

tions.

In the cargo business, ground handling personnel and

equipment are important. Much air freight is now container-

ized (auto parts, etc.), although some items shipped are of

av¡kward shaoe for this technique.

aircraft on scheduled flights is often used. The Boeing 747

has the advantage of especially large volumetric capacity

for storage. Use of scheduled passenger flights for cargo

as a by-product has the advantage of flight frequency and

better economy when volumes are low or moderate. However,

the use of specialized freight aircraft can be superior and

their use has been important in the Pacific Ocean region.

Use of specialized cargo aircraft gives better linkage with

cargo handling ground support and divorces the loading/un-

loading procedures of cargo from those of passengers. À1so,

the timing of flights, often at night can be patterned

entirely according to the special needs of cargo shipments.

The belly capacity of

2.9 SUMMARY

This chapter identifies and

air transportation services

industry. It has dealt with

line economics such as output,

distinguishes three types of

offered by the world airline
the important aspects of air-
demand, costs and pricing by
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the industry. The role of the chapter is to establish an

understanding of the essential economic characteristics of

the industry which is a central component in this study.

The other major component, government inLervention follows.

The sensitivity of material- interest considerations to
transport has had the inevitable consequence for the inter-
national air transport industry of the emergence of various

international organizations or agencies to govern or regu-

late the índustrv.

increases the efficiency of the industry in terms of resolv-
ing certain common problems. Ultimately, though, these

institutional elements may have implications that are unduly

restrictive for the operation of the industry. Chapter III
will consider these institutional elements on various

aspects of the industry and also study its development.

The establishment of these agencies



Àirlines are usually subject to nationaL regulation for
both economic and political reasons, although in recent

years deregulation has had a major impact on the U.S. air-
line industry. In international air transport relationships
special conditions prevail which add to the complexity of

STRUCTURE OF THE TNTERNÀTIONÀL REGULATORY
FRAMEWORK

Chapter I I I

airline operations.

barriers to entry and other restraints on international air-
line operations. The degree of restraint has changed over

time and varies r+ith the philosophies and policies of the

specific nations involved.

3. 1 TNTERNATIONÀL RELATIONSHIPS

These conditions impose administered

The inherent nature of the international air transport
industry invites legal controls because of the need to cross

or use air space that belongs to other nations. In a world

of sovereign states, international coLlaboration is an

imperative thaL was recognized as early as 1917 when the

International Cornmission for Air Navigation was established

by the so-calIed Paris Convention. This ïras followed in
1929 by the creation of the Pan-American Convention for Air
Navi gat i on ,

- 51
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These two major conventions dealt with matters relating
to the functioning and operation of the air transportation
industry and have frequently been cited as exampres of early
atternpts to seek multilateral regulation of air transporta-
tion activities. However, their scope was rimited and the

conventions v¡ere disappointing as a basis for the develop-
ment of multilateral regulation.

Despite their limitations, these conventions reinforced
the view that internationar air Lransport activities do

require international cooperation and coordination and that
special attention directed towards the functioning of the

air transportation system is in the best interest of the

world air transport community. By realizing and identj.fying
their common objectives, members of these two conventions
set the stage for subsequent attempts at international coop-

eration.

Negotiation of operating rights
transportation was basically informar before world war Il
and frequently both national governments were not even

invorved. Àn individuar carrier of a specific country vras

often successful in directly securing the necessary landing
rights from a foreign government on a private basis. These

non-diplomatic, uncoordinated activities reflected the early
stage of the industry's development, when the number of com-

mercially availabre air carriers was limited and the operat-
ing environment $¡as relatively simple.

in international air



3.2 THE CHICAGO CONVENTION

Subsequently, a number of nations realized that the

future success of the air transport industry needed a better

standard for operations backed by a more efficient mechanism

for the exchange and implemention of traffic rights. Hence,

upon the invitation of the United States, representatives of

54 nations participated in a conference held in Chicago.

The main objective of the 1944 Chicago Convention was to

create a multilateral agreement for the development of the

world' s aviat ion needs.

Às the conference proceeded, it soon became apparenL that

there were great differences in view with respect to the

establishment of commercial international air traffic
rLghts. On the one hand, the United States possessing one

of the largest fleets of aircraft and equipment, opted pre-

dictably for a complete freedom of competition and the mul-

tilateral granting of freedom of air space without any

restrictions. The Sritish delegates, oñ the other hand,

realized that they did not have the necessary resources to

rnatch the U.S. competitively in the event that complete

freedom of the air vras granted. Therefore, they stressed

the need for regulatory control and consequently asked f.or

the establishment of an international agency to control such

things as frequency of flights, seating capacity, and tar-
iffs.33

53

33 The term "tar
of fare level

i f fs" generally
and rate in

refers to the notification
the international aviation
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the Chicago Conference ended in a stalemate on the key

issues of international air tariffs and on the determination

of capacity, but delegations reached agreement through the

Chicago Convention on the technical matters of civil avia-

tion, such as safety regulation, aircraft registration and

the issuance of Iicenses. Furthermore, the Convention's

recognition through Article 1 that "every state has compJ-ete

and exclusive sovereignty over the air space above its ter-
ritory" formed the basis for its formulation of the famous

"five freedoms of the air" which enabl-e nations to trade

their air space.

While the Convention failed in its objective of reaching

a multilateral agreement on the exchange of air traffic
rights, it did achieve its practical objective of designing

a system for international air transport operation. Two

agreements, the "rnternational- Àir Services Transit Àgree-

ment" and the "International Àir Transport Àgreement",

played a role in the development of the structuraf elements

that made scheduled international airline operation Þossi-

ble.

Most nations accepted the "Internat
Transit Agreement" in 1944. Article l of

vided that each contracting State should

contracting States the first and second

for commercial scheduled international a

industry.

ional Àir Services

this agreement pro-

grant to the other

freedoms of the air
ir services. The
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"first freedom" refers to "the privilege of frying over the

territory of the contracting state without randing" and the

"second freedom" is "the privirege to land for non-traff ic
(i.e. technicar reasons.) purposes onIy". The other three,
of the five, freedoms are directly concerned with traffic.
The "third freedom" is the right to disembark passengers,

mail and cargo which are taken on in the territory of the

state whose nationality the aircraft possesses. The "fourth
freedom" is the right to take on passengers, mail and cargo

destined for the territory of that State. Lastly, the

"fifth freedom" is the right to carry traffic which neither
originated in, nor is destined for, the home country of the

airline.3a

It v¡as obvious that the "International Air services Tran-

sit Agreement" arone did not provide a sufficient basis for
international commercial schedured air transport. The cru-
cial elements that were missing in this Àgreement were the

third, fourth, and fifth freedoms of the air. These were

included in the "rnternational Àir Transport Àgreement."

The united states government proposed that the "five
freedoms of Lhe air" become the basis for murtirateral nego-

tiations and unilateralry signed the "International Air
Transport Agreement". The agreement, however, did not gain

support from other nations and the united states was forced

34 Richard Y. chuang, The rnternational- Àir Transport Asso-
ciation-- À. Ça,se gtudv of a ouasi:covernmentat orqañTã-
tion À.W. Sijthoff , Leiden, Netherlandn t9ZZ, p-J5.
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its proposal in mid 1947. Hence, the "third,
fifth freedoms of the air" r¡rere left to be nego-

rately between interested nations.

3.2.1

Although the Chicago Convention did not explicitly make

the distinction between scheduled and non-scheduled air
transportation services, Àrticle 5 of the "fnternational Air
Services Transit Agreement" had a provision regarding the

rights of aircraft not engaged in scheduled international
air services. This ancillary provision led to the cl-assifi-
cations of scheduled and non-scheduled air transportation
services. This provision later provided a framework and

formed the legal basis necessary for a unique form of agree-

ment relating to the provision of non-scheduled air trans-
port services, namely, the charter or "Non-scheduled Air
Transport Services Agreement".

Initially, and usua1ly, charter operations have been

based on landing rights obtained from foreign governments

through charter operation permits or licences. These rights
are issued unilaterally in the sense that the granting of

such rights may not require the appticant's nation to grant

the same to carrier(s) of the other country for operation to

Chicaqo Convention And Ancillarv Instruments

the applicant's nation.

nations have either negotiated a separate agreement for
charter services or incruded this service in its scheduled

More recently, however , many
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bilateral negotiation. There have been few bilateral agree-

ments negotiated for non-scheduled air services.3s

Beyond the bilateral air transport agreements and the

charter operation permits or licences, there exists a spe-

cial form of rights to be exchanged that are less formal

than the bilateral. These are known as "statements of under-

standing." It should also be noted that all bilateral air
transport agreements concluded between 1946 and 1974 gov-

erned only scheduled international air services.

3.3 BILATERAL

For all practical purposes, the lack of sufficient rati-
fication of the "International Air Transport Àgreement" end-

ed the U.S. dream of a multilateral agreement for interna-
tional air transoort.

REGULÀTT ON

international commercial scheduled air transportation on a

multilateral basis, the delegates representing the fifty-
four nations hrere quick to devise and support an alternative
solution: the bilateral negotiation of air transportation
agreements. This move, emphasized the role of national sov-

ereignty in international air transport and introduced

political rigidity which constrained the "freedoms of the

air" concept. And this one basic fiction inevitably gave

birth to a whole lot of subsidiary fictions concerning al1

Àfter the failure to requlate

3s see
IN
da:

P.P.C. Haanappel
International Air
Montreal), 1 em

, Pricinq
Tran spor t

And
--A

Capac i tv Determinat ion
Leqal Àna1ysis, (Cana-



sorts of things like the "territorial air
nationality of air carriers.

The Chicago Conference failed to reach a multilateral
agreement on the important economic matter of international
aviation, that is, the exchange of third, fourth and fifth
freedom traffic rights. In addition, other important ques-

tions were also left unresolved such as the determination of

tariffs, aircraft capacity and flight freguencies. Govern-

ments were forced to deal with the question of exchanging

traffic rights via bilateral agreements, and the airline
companies $¡ere left to create an international organization

called IÀTA to handle the determination of tariffs.

Subsequent to the Chicago Conference, Lhe third, fourth
and fifth freedoms became the main elements of bilateral air
services negotiation between national governments. À pat-

tern vras deveLoped in a1l the bilateral agreements which

became known as the "Chicago Standard Form". These agree-

ments allowed governments to control entry into internation-
al civil aviation and enabled them to negotiate for particu-
Iar routes. The capacity which could be operated on these

routes vias determined either by a process of predetermina-

tion or by ex post f acto reviers method. Fares, rates and

tariffs $rere to be subject to governmental approval.

space t' or
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with the bilateral system in place for international air
transport agreements, and the "Chicago Standard Form"

emerged as the model for these agreements. rt was not until
the bilateral agreement signed between the united states and

the united Kingdom in 1946 in Bermuda that bilaterar air
transport agreements took on a different form; this form

Iater became known as the "Bermuda 1 ".

Subsequently, other states adopted the principles of t.his

agreement and concluded similar types of bilateral agree-

ments. The principles of the Bermuda agreement were essen-

tially that capacity and frequency of service on any route

between the two countries would not be regulated, nor would

the number of airlines operating out of each country. The

possibility of an ex post facto review of capacity was, how-

ever, provided for in the event of what might seem to be an

unrealistic capacity provision.

rn additionr tariffs would be estabrished by the airlines
through the "Tariff conferences" of the rnternational Air
Transport Association (rara), subject to mutual governmental

approval. It is important to recognize that Bermuda 1 was a

formal agreement between two governments which enabred des-

ignated airlines to arrange services as they thought appro-

priate. The "egua1 opportunity" clauses of bilateral agree-

ments continued to be adopted to specific circumstances.

Bermuda l_

59
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These subsequent bilateral air service agreements have

taken many forms. Some are much more restrictive. For

example, they contain the stipulation that frequency of ser-

vice and capacity should be determined ex ante. Usually the

capacity is equally shared between the two countries and the

agreement involves only a single designated airline from

each country. In some cases it v¡as stipulated in the agree-

ment that capacity must be shared between the t$ro airlines
in terms of a pooling agreement. Thus, a typical post-Ber-

muda 1 bilateral agreement put in place a system of predet-

ermination of capacity replacing the liberal Bermuda 1

capacity clauses. This type of bilateral agreement usually

specified total capacity and frequency of flights. Some-

times they also included matters such as scheduling of

flights and/or aircraft type.

3.3.2

In principle, the Bermuda 1 Àgreement worked relatively
well until the British unilaterally announced in June 1976

that the agreement would be terminated on June 22, 1977.

The United Kingdom's main objection was that the capacity

share of the Àmerican carriers was far greater than that of

the British; the British cal-Ied for a more equitable distri-
bution. The threat of disrupting air services between the

two countries brought both contracting states back to the

negotiating table in Bermuda. A nev¡ agreement was signed on

Bermuda 2



July 23, 1977, even though gritain's reguests

pletely satisfied. This 1977 United Kingdom

bilateral agreement has since become known as

2" Àgreement.

A Memorandum of Consultati

the Governments of the United

in London on November 9, 1982,

It modified a certain number

¿.

It is worthy of note that evidence of repeated attempts

at further regulation appeared in two paragraphs of this
agreement; these referred to the need for further action in

the areas of tariffs and capacity. They are Paragraph 7,

which indicated an intention to refer pricing problems to

the Tariff Working Group established under Àrticle 12 of

Bermuda 2, and Paragraph 9, which called for the formation

of a new Working Group to examine "on a factual basis" the

operating procedures that vrere set out in Ànnex 2 and

adhered to in the Bermuda agreement. In particular, Para-

graph 9 was very specific that the role of the Working Group

was to deal ¡+ith the extent to which the procedures succeed-

ed in avoiding either the provision of excess capacity or

the under-provision of capacity. In addition to this, the

Group was expected to make recommendations to the two Gov-

ernments for the improvement of these procedures if neces-

sary. Evidently, Lessons had been Learned from the devasta-

bl

were not com-

United States

the "Bermuda

ons vras subsequently f i led by

States and the United Kingdom

as a supplement to Bermuda 2.

of rights exchanged in Bermuda



tion caused on the North

and by price-cutting activ

3 .3 .3 Liberal Bi lateral Ai r Transport Àqreements

Less than one year after Bermuda 2, the United States

entered into a new bilateral agreement with the Netherlands

in March, 1978; it took a form that was radically different
from Bermuda 2. The agreement clearly reflected the differ-
ences in attitudes that existed between the British and

United States and, for that matter, between the British and

the Netherlands. It reflected a similarity in ideologies

between the United States and the Netherlands. This agree-

ment signifies a step forward in the U.S. Iiberalization
policy regarding the air transportation industry.

This United States--Netherlands Àgreement established the

"country of origin" principle by which "country of origin
rules" were applied to both charter operations and the

scheduled tariff determination. This method of scheduled

tariff determination has subsequently been referred to as

l!ÊtL

ir
Iantic routes by excess capaci

ies. 3 6
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Ey

"country of origin pricing".

agreement not only agrees to have full control over the

fares for traffic originating in its own country but also to
refrain from capacity or frequency control of any kind.

Furthermore, multiple designation of carriers vras granted

3 6 Arnold Kean, "Bermuda
1 983 , p.117 .

Each government party to the

T T T 2tl., Air Law, Vol.VIII, No.2,
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and unlimited sixth freedom3T traffic vrere included in the

agreement.

The United States Israeli Agreement of 1978 represented

an even more liberalized attitude in the sense that the

agreement contained the innovative "dual disapproval pric-
ing" principle. This interesting provision permitted desig-

nated airlines to set their ov¡n fares. In addition, no gov-

ernment on its own could disapprove of the proposed fares.
Both governments had to agree that the fare was unacceptable

before it could be rejected. A further feature of the Unit-
ed States--Israeli and the United States--Netherlands agree-

ments was the fact that previously prohibited charter traf-
fic was now authorized. These two agreements represented a

transition period in which the pattern and the construction
of these agreements were to be followed by other countríes

in subsequent bilateral agreements.

While it cannot be said that the new United States poli-
cies received wide acceptance, the significance of some of

these riberal agreements for the competitive environment of

air transportation cannot be overlooked.

strategically important agreements might become the lever to
pressure neighbouring countries to accept more liberal prin-
ciples. Current agreements with Singapore or Korea may well
have a bearing on bilateral discussions the U.S is having

with Japan or r for that matter, on the deliberations which

37 The sixth freedom is a combination used of the Lhird and
fourth freedoms.

Any one of the
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have started recently with China. SimilarIy, one may find
more liberal bilateral clauses in air transport agreements

thaÈ are concluded between Canada and countries that are

party to new bilaterals with the United States.

Since 1978 the United States has concluded liberal bilat-
eral agreements with several countries in Europe, the Middle

East and Àsia. Generally speaking, greater access to the

U.S. market for the non-U.S. carriers with more gateways and

greater frequency of operation has been traded for greater

freedom of operation for U.S.

capacity, routings and lower fares. It should be noted that

mäny nations may have entered into these liberat bilateral
agreements with the U.S. primarily to obtain route benefits
for themselves rather than to endorse the U.S. derequlation

phi losophy.

It is too early to assess the extent to which these

developments will- affect the international air transport

system in the longer term. The short term effects are, how-

ever, quite apparent for those services and routes subject

to the nelr bilaterals. Fewer restrictions on capacity and

greater freedom to introduce innovative fares has already

radically altered the balance between scheduled and non-

scheduled operation5 in some markets where both compete. By

offering a wide range of "basement" fares, scheduled carri-
ers have been able to penetrate the discretionary travel
market and force the non-scheduled operators to cut back

their operations quite severely.

carriers in the Drovision of
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The experience in Europe with respecL to pro-competitive

agreements can be compared with that in the Far East. Four

Asian states have entered into liberal bilaterals with the

United States: South Korea (March 197g), Singapore (June

1979), Thailand (June 1979) , and the phiLippines (October

1980). Following implementation of these agreements, each

country experienced a marked increase in passenger traffic
to and from the U.S., well above the aggregate U.S.-Far East

growth rate. Àt the same time, the traffic growth rate to
Japan, which did not enter into a similar agreement,

declined. For the twelve months ending 30 June 1980r pâs-

senger traffic between the U.S. and South Korea increased

approximately 76 percent over that of the previous twelve-

month period; for Singapore, traffic increased sixfold; for
Thailand, the increase was close to 500 percent. yet, for
Japan, the increase in traffic during the same twelve months

v¡as under 15 percent and overall- U.S.-Far East traf f ic
increased 20 percent. Since Japan typically generates

between 65 and 75 percent of total U.S.-Far East traffic,
very small diversions of traffic from Japan to these other

Àsian states can produce startling growth rates in their
passenger traf f ic.
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Às mentioned earlier, the International Civil Aviation

Conference, assembled in 1944 adopted an agreement for the

establishment of the Provisional International CiviI Àvia-

tion Organization (fCeO) in 1945. This agreement reflected
a compromise between a radical proposal by Australia and Nev¡

Zealand that called for complete international ownership of

world airspace and U.S. position which sought complete free-

dom of the sky and unrestrained competition. Shortly there-

after, an agreement to establish the International Civil
Àviation Organization vras ratified in 1947 by the necessary

26 states. Subsequently, ICÀO became a specialized agency of

the United Nations. The Chicago Convention and the techni-
caL work of the International Civit Aviation Organization

have been essential- to the safety and security of air pas-

sengers.

I NTERNATI ONÀL I NTER_GOVERNMENTAL ORGANI ZATT ONS
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3.4.1 International Civil Àviation Orqanization

The task of ICAO was to develop the principles and tech-

niques of international air navigation and to foster the

planning and development of international air transport.
These tasks included as particular objectives: 1) the safe

and orderly growth of international civil aviation through-

out the world, 2) the encouragement of the development of

appropriate airways, airports, and air navigation facili-
ties, 3) the assurance of safe, regular, efficient, and eco-
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nomical air transport, 4\ the ensuring of respect for the

rights of the member-states and their fair opportunity to
operate international airlines, and 5) the promotion of

flight safety in international air navigation. It should be

pointed out that the total world air-traffic market is far
bigger than the sum of the bilateral air-traffic markets.

Each state f orms part of 'this world market. A state is not

only a pair of origin and destination points, but is also a

junction of international air service and international
traffic.

Members of ICAO retain their basic autonomy over the

operation of their aircraft as it best suits their purposes

or those of their national carriers. The fact that govern-

ments often refer to their national- carriers as a national
instruments, thus identifying themselves with the management

of these carriers, illustrates the protectionist approach of

many states to international civil aviation regulation.
Àccording to the terms of the Convention, the Organization

is made up of an Àssembly, a Council of limited membership

with various subordinate bodies and a Secretariat.
chief officers are the President of the Council and the Sec-

retary General. The Assembly, composed of representatives

from all member sLates, is the legislative body of ICÀO. It
meets every three years to review in detail the work of the

Organization and set the policy for the coming years.

also votes a triennial budget.

The

Tt



3.4.2 Association of South East Asian Nations(ASEAN)

The Àssociation of South East Asian Nations, whose mem-

bership in 1983 consisted of Indonesia, Malaysia, The Phil-
ippines, Singapore and Thailand, is a socio-economic econom-

ic grouping with a Secretariat based in Jakarta, Indonesia.

In recent years this Àssociation has provided a forum for
the discussion of fares affecting the airlines of the member

States. In particular, the Association has played a role in

enabling South East Asian airlines to apply very low fares

developed by other airlines and states for traffic passing

through their region, thereby enabling the South East Àsian

airlines to participate in this traffic and South East Àsian

States to benefit from the generation of stopover traffic.3s

J.5

It will be recalled that the Chicago Convention left the

establishment of fares to subsequent organizational efforts.
This led to the establishment of the International eir
TransporLation Organization (fafa). IATÀ is composed of

both public and private-enterprise carriers. While ICÀO has

played the role of coordinator between governments, IÀTÀ has

68

ÏNTERNÀTIONAL NONGOVERNMENTÀL

38 Manual on the Establishment of International Air Carrier
Tariffs, p.44. For the Multilateral Àgreement On Commer-
cial Rights Of Non-Scheduled Àir Services Among The Àsso-
ciation Of South East Asian Nations, See I.A. Vlasic and
M.A. Bradley, The Public International Law of Air Trans-
port-- Materials and Documents, McGiIl University, VoIume
1, 1974, p.30-34.

ORGÀNI ZÀTIONS
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assumed the role of coordinator between individual airlines.

3.5"1 International Àir Transport Àssociation

In the spring of 1945, 31 scheduled airlines, many of

whom had sent observers to the Chicago Conference, assembled

in Havana to organize their ovrn international body. Às a

result, IATA v¡as created and incorporated by an Act of the

Canadian Parl-iament on December 18, 1945.

winter, aviation ofiicials from the United States and the

United Kingdom met in Bermuda to give an official stamp of

legitimacy to IATA and to deal with questions of fare regu-

lation. At Bermuda, the deadlock of the Chicago Conference

was resolved by a basic compromise. Britain retreated from

demands for restrictions on freguency and capacity in return
for Àmerican acceptance of a machinery for direct control of

rates but subject to government approval.3s

IATÀ was initially entrusted with establishing air fares

and rates via its "traffic conferences" and to recommend

agreed upon fare related matters to various governments for
ratification. Other distinctive work of IÀTÀ has included

standardization of forms and procedures for interline agree-

ments and landing agreements making the quick and easy

The followinq

exchange of traffic between airlines possible.

also acted as a clearing-house for settl ing

3s R.Y. Chuang,
tion-- A Case
À.w. si jthof f ,

The International Air Transport Àssocia-
Study of a Ouasi-Governmental Orqanization
Leiden, Netherlands , 1972, p.29.

IÀTA has

airlines'



accounts with each other.

There is no doubt that the establishrnent of standard air-
Iine practices has since the inception of IÀTA, becomes the

most important part of IÀTÀ's activities.
traffic conferences of IÀTA standardize not only tickets,
but also way-biIls, baggage checks and other similar docu-

ments. These resolutions also co-ordinate and unify han-

dling and accounting procedures for interline bookings, con-

nections etc.
practices applicabl-e to more than 100 member airlines all
over the world. Usually, IATA established practices are

also accepted by non-IATÀ international airlines.
effect, IÀTÀ has succeeded in converting world airline sys-

tems run by different nations of the world into a singì-e

public service system. An example is the financial manage-

They maintain standard international

ment role that IÀTA assumed.

through which the airlines settle monthly accounts for
interline revenue transactions is the most valuable services

Resolutions of

that IÀTA provides. It enables world's international air
carrlers
t i onal 1y

sterl ing ,

i nvolved .

to

by

collect and pay their world-wide debts interna-
a single cost settlement in either dollars or

regardless of the number of national- currencies

Às an organízaLion, IÀTÀ is voluntary, non-exclusive,

non-political and democratic. Membership is automatically

open to any operating company which has been licensed to

The IATÀ Clearing House

In
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provide scheduled air service by a government eligible for

rnembership of I CAO. Às of September 1 5 , 1 986 , there were

120 active members and 24 associate members in the Interna-

tional Air Transport Association. ao eirlines engaged direct-
1y in international operations are active members, while

domestic airlines are associate members.

Most nations have agreed that the enormous and complicat-

ed work of negotiaLing detailed fare agreements to meet the

constantly changing conditions of world air commerce should

be delegated, in the first instance, to an IÀTÀ Conference,

and these agreements should become effective only after all
interested governments have reviewed and approved them. In

the area of fastest growth, the Far East, IÀTÀ membership is
patchy and some important carriers, such as CÀÀC, Cathay

Pacific and Singapore Àirlines have chosen not to partici-
pate in IÀTÀ's fare and rate conferences.4l International
traffic by the members of IÀTÀ grew by 10 per cent last
year, the highest figure since 1979. ÀIso encouraging for

these carriers, was an improvement in their overall load

factor, from 59.6 per cent in 1983 to 61.3 per cent in 1984.

The International Air Transport Association was not formed

by airlines seeking a cartel. Rather, it was organized so

that carriers could work together to approach their govern-

ments with a common Þurpose. The IÀTA view is that there is

40

{l

IÀTA, Annua1

"Third World
port special
Gunter Eser",

Report, 1986, Canada, 1986, p.12.

problems high on agenda--Our 1 985
is opened by an interview with
Interavia, October, 1 985, p.1 059

air trans-
IATA's D-G,



a need for evolution toward

transportat ion regulat ion vÍor

tion rather than revolution.a

Another current development of considerable significance
in the evolving pattern of international air transport is
the growing importance of regional airline associations in

various parts of the worldr partly as a defensive reaction
to deregulatory trends. The existence of these groups

emphasizes the value of cooperation and multilateral discus-

sion. The advantages of mutual support are particularly
beneficial to the emerging airlines of developing countries
which appreciate the strength of joint endeavors.
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more liberal regime in air
ide, but it should be evofu-

o

ldw

2

3.5.2 Orient Airlines

The Orient Airlines Research Bureau (Oene) was formed in

1968 to stimulate the development of regional Asian traffic.
Membership is open to carriers based in States or semi-au-

tonomous territories in an area extending from Thailand in
the west to Japan in the east. Original members vrere pAL

(Philippines), KAL (South Korea), cÀL (taiwan), MÀS (tralay-

s ia ) , THAI Ai rways ( tf¡a i land ) ,

Assoc iat ion

(Japan), Air Vietnam (Vietnam) and Cathay pacific Airways

(Ftong xong). In 1970, the Àssociation was renamed the Ori-
ent Àirlines Association.

Manila, the Philippines.

42 David t"t.
dent of

Kennedy,
IATA(1984)

Garuda (Indonesia), JÀL

OAA has its headquarters in

Membership in 1 983 stood at 1 1

Chief Executive of Àer Lingus, Presi-
, Air World, VoI.36, Number 3, 1984.
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scheduled airlines of which 4 were also members of IÀTA's

Tariff Co-ordination activities. More recent members have

included Papua-New Guinea and Àustralia. OÀA's general

objectives are as follows: 1) to promote the development of

air commerce in the Orient, to foster closer co-operation

among members and serve as a forum for the expression of

members' views in matters of common interest, and 2) to
stimulate travel and tourism ín the area and encourage

international co-operation in economic, social and cultural
fields. In the tariff field the Àssociation has aimed at

the elimination of "ruinous" competition in the area by

means of a "yield improvement programme". Towards this end

the Association has sought to control the discounting of

official fares being practised in the region. The Associa-

tion has also agreed on a tariff prorating system for appli-
cation to, from, and within, the region.

Às a forum for discussion of tariff matters concerning

many routes between europe/Midd1e East and Asia/pacific, OÀÀ

airlines and some IATÀ Tariff Co-ordinating members have

held meetings under the term "Orient Region Air Transport

Conferencea 3 (oRArc) "

4J Manual on the
Tariffs, p.38.

Establ i shment of International Àir Carrier



3.6

One of the most distinctive feature of the international
aviation industry is its operating environment, that is,
international airlines are not only subject to domestic

political constrains, but also international legal and eco-

nomic regulatory control. These constraints imposed upon

the aviation industry remind us of the nature and the

SLIMMARY

unigueness of the structure of this market.

has traced the development of the international regulation
of internationar air transportation industry from its early
stage of multilateral efforts through the current bilateral
regime. rt has pointed out some of the institutional- ele-
ments, both governmental and non-governmental agencies that
interact and affect the very structure of this important
industry and that these elements are critical to our under-

standing of the current situation in the canadian pacific
Ocean region's air transport development.

The network of bilateral air transport agreements which

have evolved as a framework for schedul-ed operations are

basicalry restrictive in nature but there has been variety
and evolution in their application. rnternational_ coopera-

tion has set up institutional conditions which greatly sim-
plify airline operations and provide very efficient interna-
tional service to passengers.
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This chapter



Chapter IV

CANADIAN BILATERAL ÀIR TRÀNSPORT AGREEMENTS AND
PUBLIC POLTCY

The primary purpose of bilateral agreements is Lo estab-

lish certain rights and protections for international air
transport operations controlled or operated by companies of

one party in the territory of the other party to the treaty.
Negotiation of bilateral agreements has led to the comprex

and rigid structure to which world airrine operations are

subject. However, r+rithout such agreements entry into the

international airlines industry is impossible because the

individual state has complete control of its air space.

Thus, bilateral air transport agreements have structured
scheduled international airrine operations over and above

eny economic structural conditions. In addition, government

public policy may also affect the outcome of how its bilat-
eral agreement is negotiated.

4"1

The bargaining on internationar birateral agreements is
mainly determined by the needs of the carriers in terms of

economics and satisfaction of the public interest. However,

politics and governmental poricy objectives may also have

some influence in terms of deciding whether international

CÀNADTAN PUBLIC POLICY ON ÀIR TRÀNSPORT

75
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bilateral negotiations are even to take place or not. The

canadian government has long established poricy guidelines
for international air transport; the resul-t of which is the

well known "sphere of influence" policy. The irnpact of the

"sphere of influence" policy on the canadian air transport
industry will be examined in a later chapter.

The canadian government entered into its first bilaterar
commerciar aviation treaty in 1946 for the purpose of facil-
itating commercial air transportation activities between

itserf and its contracting partners. In canada, representa-
tives f'rom the Ministry of Transport, the rnternationar
Transport Policy committeeaa of the canadian Transport com-

mission, the Department of External Affairs and the Depart-

ment of rndustry, Trade and commerce together formed the

Interdepartmental Committee on Civil Aviation.
through this rnterdepartmental committee on civil Àviation
that international civil aviation policies are developed and

put forward. The exercise of jurisdiction over the control
of international air transport by the government of canada,

however, rests with the Ðepartment of External Affairs and

the Ministry of Transport. when a bilateral air transport
agreement is to be negotiated,

44 subject to the jurisdiction of parliament, the Interna-
tionar Transport Poricy committee was formed with theresponsibility to act on behalf of the canadian Transport
cornmission. rt announcement was made in November igel
and no regulatory function was created for the said com-mittee. see canadian Transport commission, The second
Anlual Report of the canadian Transport commission r T968,
ñ7

It is

representatives from the
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Department of External Àffairs and the canadian Transport
commission are involved as part of the negotiating team.

There are also observers representing canadian carriers in
the negotiation process.

there were fifty-nine canadian and foreign air carriers
offering scheduled services to international destinations
from within canada. These services varied from Torontair's
transborder operation between Kingston and syracuse, New

York, to Àir canada's new internationaÌ route from Toronto
to Bombay(tndia), and Singapore.

Due to the nature of the air transport industry, it is
easy to realize why the success of an international commer-

cial aviation industry depends so profoundry upon an open,

efficient and co-operative system of operation. This is not
merely because protectionist views or actions would reduce

the possibility of international specialization, but also
because they wourd have adverse effects on competition and

possibly on scale economies, resurting in less than optimal
profitability.

During the 1984-85 winter season,

4.2 THE NATURE OF THE BILATERÀL AGREEMENTS

"Bilateraf Air Transport Àgreements" are also referred to
as "Bilateral Air services Àgreenents" in many situations.
There has not been a specific name assigned to an air trans-
port agreement negotiated between two contracting states
that is internationally recognized or used. However, for
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all intents and purposesr âñy one of the two names mentioned

above is quite acceptable and understood by the partici-
pants.

The basic framework of bilateral agreements by which air
routes are exchanged among nations and the rights to carry
traffic on them are determined according to certain broad
principles. In general, it should be noted that there are

three sets of birateral crauses available for practical
applications. The first set folrows the tradition of the

chicago protocol, commonly referred to as a "chicaqo stan-
dard Form".

after fourteen years of the "chicago standard Form" and was

an improvement over the chicago type. This second set of
bilateral clauses was adopted by the European civil Aviation
conference (ecec) and has frequently been referred Eo as

The second set of norms came into exisrence

ECÀC Standard Clauses. Fina11y,

between the united states and the united Kingdom in Bermuda

provided yet another popular standard form. This is the

"Bermuda type" agreement.

some bilateral air transport agreements are formarly
initialled and signed; these agreements take each of the
above-mentioned forms. other bilateral-s include a "Memoran-

dum of understandings" and "Diplomatic notes" or "Exchange

of letters". Most canadian birateral agreements are typical
chicago standard Form with slight variations in the con-
strucLion of cl-auses.

the agreement signed

Ear1y treaties focused on the need
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for gaining access rights. Each bilateral agreement usualLy

begins with a preamble.

The use of preambles in bilateral air transport agree-

ments is common and can be found in almost all Canadian cas-

es. Its main function is to express and describe the goal

of establishing such an agreement, or to give some indica-
tion of vrhy such an agreement is desirable. In the preamble

of an agreement one often finds a clause that makes refer-
ence to the Chicago Convention. This serves as an expression

of reaffirmation of the understanding that the current

agreement recognizes this multilaterally agreed convention.

Of all the bilateral air transport agreements signed between

Canada and the countries in the Pacific region that vrere

examined, only the agreement between China and Canada does

not refer to the Chicago Convention.

Àpart from the preamble, a standard Canadian bilateral
agreement is further divided into two major parts. The

first part is the main body regulating the exercise of vari-
ous rights granted.

bilateral agreement can be found. Although there is no par-

ticular sequence or pattern foIlowed, all bilateral agree-

ments separate major provisions into different articles "

One of the major provisions that have to be made is the

granting of operating rights. Such provision could be found

in one of the articles. It is in this part of the agreement

that further distinction among "in-transit" traffic and

It is here that the substance of the
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"stop-over" traffic rights are typically spelled out. One

may also find some articles that give J-ega1 meanings to the

terms used. Most of the other articles deal with the terms

of the agreement, and frequentry discussed matters such as

aircraft registration, airworthinessas and customs duties
exemption for equipment being introduced to the contracting
states for the purpose of maintenance and repair of air-
craft. Provisions are also made in this part of the agree-

ment for future amendment of the agreement.

Another provision is made in a different article regard-
ing the designation of airlines for the air services to be

performed. All canadian bilateral agreements require each

contracting party to designate the airrine or airlines which

will operate such services. Furthermore, ali bilaterals
require the designated airline to obtain appropriate operaE-

ing authorization prior to the inauguration of the agreed

services.

Yet another articre in the bilateral agreement states the

various operating conditions that are required. rt is usu-

ally in this section that the control, ownership and the

competence of the designated airlines are made explicit.
stipurated in another article are matters related to customs

4s Tvro different types of airworthiness certif icates are
issued by Transport Canada. The firsL deals with the
approval of aircraft design and usually issue to and pay
by the aircraft manufacturer. The certif icate of airl¡orl
thiness for which aircraft ovrner has to apply annually is
strictly a mechanical inspection of the aircraft and
issue gpon the compretion of a test fright by a speciarry
certi f ied pi 1ot.



duties and other charges

duties and other fees).

Other provisions, contained separately in different arti-
cl-es, are as follows: (a) airport and facility charges, (b)

tariff determinations, (c) methods for capacity determina-

tion and, finally, (d) provision for settLernent of disputes.

The specification of routes to be operated by the designated

airlines of the contracting parties to a bilateral agreement

is usually mentioned but further reference is made in the

"annex". It is in this article that the bilateral can be

( i.e. the reciÞrocaI exemotion

seen as an instrument for regulating the rights granted.

The annex is the second part of a bilateral agreement.

It spells out the details of the rights granted and the

routes the desigrrated airlines of each contracting party

wiIl fty. Norma11y, the agreement does not give the name of

the designated airlines, which may follow later through dip-
lomatic channels.

The preamble, along with various articles and the annex

are therefore important elements in determining the scope of

the coverage of bilateral agreement. Although aII bilateral
air transport agreements concluded by Canada are drawn up in
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of

both off icial Ianguages,

instances where foreign languages are used. Such is the

case with Japan, where the Canada-Japan bilateral is in Jap-

anese, English and French with alI texts being equally

authent ic "

EngJ- i sh and French , there are



Commercial Aqreements

All bilateral air transport agreements discussed so far

are negotiated through government authorities or by repre-

sentatives of the contracting parties. There are, neverthe-

less, other bilateral agreements that are related to the air
transportation services which do not require government

involvement" Furthermore, these agreements are mainly nego-

tiated on the industry (i.e. air carriers) level and there-

fore, are not necessarily bilateral. These agreements are

generalJ-y known as "commercial agreements".

"pooling agreements" and "inter-carriers agreements".

A "pooI ing agreement " i s

involves the provision for an

joint revenue, irrespective of

Since pooling is a condition of operation on certain

routes, unilateral abandonment of the pool could lead to the

loss of traffic rights and a l-oss of service to the travel-
Iing public. Nevertheless, pooling is a restrictive
arrangement that is likeIy to militate against innovations

in marketing and pricing strategy, and whatever it may do to

protect the interests of a single nation, it is liable to

produce an inefficient allocation of resources on an globaI

basis.
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an agreement that usually

equal sharing of capacity and

the traffic actually carried.

They include

Pooling prevents the scheduling of excess capacity and,

therefore, enables the participating airlines to achieve a
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higher load factor. The pool is the 1egal basis for inte-
grating the operations of varj.ous airlines. It represents a

contract between two or more aeronautical enterþrises. The

principles and conditions for joint operation of given air
services are determined with a view to creating possibili-
ties for the rational use of aircraft capacity, thus achiev-

ing maximum economic benefits for both parties. It is obvi-

ous that the joint operation of a given air service prevents

competition between the carriers participating in its opera-

tion. This co-operation finds expression in a co-ordinated

commercial and tariff policy, mutual assistance, etc. with
this form of integration it is very important to design the

economic mechanism of the pool correctly, i.e. to determine

the system of economic and operation indices and targets

which stimulate each partner to participate actively in the

fulfill-ment of the pool programme, and to achieve a fair
distribution of the economic resul-ts among the pool part-
ners.

There have been intensive efforts by both governments and

airlines to secure and negotiate cooperative agreements.

Such agreements are most notable in the recent opening up of

the Chinese economy where various countries have made joint-

venture initiatives with the Chinese government and its air-
lines or aircraft manufacturing companies. These coopera-

t ive arrangements range f rom the coordinat ion of a i r

transportation development activities, which includes the
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training of ground and maintenance personnel, to the joint

operation of services. One example of a pooling agreement

in the Pacific region that has been in force since 1963 is
the agreement between Cathay Pacific Airways, Thai Airways

International, and Malaysian Àirways. They entered into an

agreement to pool revenues on their services between Hong

Kong, Bangkok, Kuala Lumpur and Singapore, an event seen as

possibly foreshadowing a unified South-East Asian airline.a6

The international airline system is presently character-

ized by procedures and practices which make it especially

easy for passengers to make their travel arrangements,

including travel between any two points even though the trip
may involve the use of two or more carriers. These proce-

dures and practices include joint fares (estabLished on the

basic of independently determined locaI fares and a formula

to divide revenues under such fares among the participating

carriers pursuant to inter-carrier agreements.

À major feature of the current international air trans-
port system is the capability for interline transportation.

within the Orient region, as anywhere else around the world,

interline travel is pervasive, serving the interest of both

tourist and business travellers. This trend to interline
travel has developed much as a result of the nature of mar-

ket demand, which is largely geared to multiple-destination
travel. This, in principle, requires agreed upon uniform

46 rcAo, Annual Report
1963, p.51 .

Of The Council To The Assembly For



tariffs and efficient
industry and users of

+.3 CANÀDT AN
REGI ON

The Pacific Ocean region covers a very large expanse and,

for that reason, bil-aterals between Canada and nations in
this region have often incorporated intermediate points.

with technological improvements in aircraft resulting in
greater range capability, this type of provision has faded

in relative importance. It is al-so worthy of note that re1-

atively few bilateral fifth freedom rights negotiated by

Canada have been exercised. Bilaterals which relate to the

fares sat i sfactorv

air transport,

BT LÀTERAL AGREEMENTS IN THE PACTFIC OCEAN

8s

to both the airline

Pacific Ocean region, i.e.

Kingdom, and India, have been of outstanding importance

among those exercised.

Tables 7 and I provide a chronology of those bilaterals
of relevance to the Pacific Ocean Reqion.

Canada's bilateral air transport with the United States

dates back to 1942. Àn agreement concluded in January,

1966, vras a major step forward in this air transport rela-
tionship. On I May, 1974, this agreement was amended and

two other agreements on precl-earance and non-scheduled ser-

vice were concluded.aT

those for Japan, the United

47 For a detail discussion on the development of and issues
related to public policy of U.S.- Canada bilateral agree-
ment, see R.F. Harris, "The United States - Canada Air
Transport Agreement And The Public fnterestr" proceedinqs
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TABLE 7

BiIateral Àir Transport Agreements concluded by Canada with
countries of the Pacific Ocean Region 1938-1966

Count ry

Un i ted
States

Àustralia

Britain
(u.n. )

Britain
(u.n. )

New Zealand

Àust ra I ia

Date of
S i gnature

28/07/ze

11/06/46

01/02/47

19/oB/49

Exchange of Notes relating to
Air Navigation

Àir Transport Agreement

Air Services Àgreement For
Services Into Canton Islands

Àir Services Àgreement replaces
Agreements dated 21 /12/+S;
17/7/47 and 7/t/+e.
Bilateral Àgreement

Exchange of Notes Àmending the
1946 Agreement -- Provision for
Sixth Freedom Traffic On Canada-
Australia-New Zealand route.

Exchange of Notes Àmending the
1950 Agreement -- Provision for
Sixth Freedom Traffic On Canada-
Australia-New Zealand route.

Àmendment to 11/06/46 and 16/03/51
Agreement s

Air Services Àgreement

Air Services Àgreement amending
Agreement dated 19/8/+9.

Modification of Agreements dated
19/8/49 and 1B/8/58.

Confidential exchange of letters
Permitting additional rights
Air Transport Àgreement between
Canada and the USA

Subj ec t

New Zealand

16/08/50

16/03/51

Àustralia

ucrPo'¡¡

Britain

Britain

Britain

un i ted
States

2e/0e/52

o1/oe/54
28/0e/54

1z/01/5s

18/08/s8

06/ 0e / 6a

10/03/65

1t/01/cç



Bilateral Àir Transport Àgreements concluded by Canada with
countries of the Pacific Ocean Region 1973-1985

Country

China

Aust ra 1

TABLE 8

Date of
S i gnature

r.'1 I l

Un i ted
Sta tes

Britain
Un i ted
State s

IO

11/06/73

15/03/74

30/04/74

08/05/74

1 4/ 04/ 81

28/08/81

Àir Transport Àgreement

Bilateral Agreement replacing
the 1946 agreement and the
1 951 Amendment

Subj ect

India

l nola

Un i ted
States

Air Transport Agreement

Exchange of Notes Amending the
1966 Agreement

Air Services Agreement replacing
the 1949 agreement.
Exchange of Notes amending the
1966 Àgreement as subsequently
amended by Exchange of Notes of
May 8, 1974

BilateraI Àgreement tnitialized
Bilateral Agreement Signed

Exchange of Notes with respect to
the Air Canada Seat Sale, and the
participation in the Canada
- Àustralia market of US carrier
Cont i nentaL

Conf idential Memorandum of
Understanding dealing with
Capacity, tariffs and taxation

Àir Services Agreernent

Àmendment for capacity
determination

Bilateral Agreement rep)-acing the
1950 agreement and the 1952
amendment.

xt

26/02/AZ

20/07/ez

21/03/83

Fiji

Singapore 12/06/84

New Zealand 30/11/84

30 / oq/ ea

New Zealand 0+/09/e5



The agreements are comprehensive

ing to United-States Pacific coast

diate points and HonoluLu are of

Pacific Ocean region air transport

the 1942 agreement gave Canada access to Seattle and a

Vancouver - Honolulu - Àustralia route (an example of a

fifth freedom). The 1966 agreement again specified Victoria
Seattle and beyond, and certain specified points such as

Vancouver - Honolulu - Àustralia and Vancouver - Ànchorage

and beyond. It also provided Canada with ne$/ deep penetra-

tion routes to U.S. Pacific coast points in the form of a

Vancouver - San Francisco route and a Toronto - Los Àngeles

route. The 1974 amendments introduced Canadian rights to
routes from Edmonton /Calgary to San Francisco and to Los

Àngeles and Montreal/Toronto routes to San Francisco and to
Los Ànge1es. The West Coast linkage was changed to Vancou-

ver/victoria -seattle and vancouver - san Francisco/Los

Ànge1es. lntercontinentally Canada continued to have its
route to Honolulu - Àustralasia and beyond.
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but certain items relat-
cities, northern interme-

interest in the study of

activity.

Canadian deep penetrat

air transport began with

Australia. The bilateral
tralia was signed on June

sary rights for both cont

of the Seminar Series on Transportation, 1974 - 1975,
Volume 8, Center for Transportation Studies. University
of Manitoba, pp.23-61 .

ion of the Pacific Ocean area by

a nritish Commonwealth link with

air transport agreement with Aus-

11, 1946. It provided the neces-

racting states to operate flights



between Vancouver and Sydney via an intermediate stop at

Àuckland with beyond rights to New Zealand. Under this 1946

agreement, there is a provision for a fifty percent sharing

of traffic aenerated between the two carriers designated by

both contracting states. This type of "capacity predetermi-

nation" clause is not common in Canadian bilateral agree-

ments. In addition, the agreement also has a provision for

a pooling agreement.

Subsequently, there were three amendments made to this
agreement. The first was made on March 16, 1951, to amend

the designation of the Canadian route. This amendment spec-

ified the route to be served by both contracting states to
be Vancouver-San Francisco-Hono1ulu-Canton Island-Fi ji-Àuck-

land-Sydney in both directi-ons. Furthermore, this amendment

specified that the airline designated by the Government of

Canada shall pick up at Sydney only traffic destined for
points beyond New Zealand and sha1l disembark in Sydney only

traffic which originated at points beyond New Zea1and.

89

The second change occurred in September of. 1954 with

regard to the period of time required for notice to be giv-
en. Àt the request of the Canadian Government, further
adjustment l¡ere made to the 1951 routing provisions in 1974.

Paragraphs 1 ,2 13 and 4 of the Annex to the 1946 agreement

vrere cancelled and replaced with the following provisions:

1 Àn airline designated by the Government of Australia
may operate a return service originating in Àustralia
and terminating in Canada on the route specified
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below and may take on and put down at Vancouver
international traffic in passengers, mail and cargo
taken on or discharged at other points so specified.

2. The route to be operated by the designated airline of
the Government of Austral ia shal-l be:

Any point or points in Australia to Vancouver via
Fiji, Tahiti, Honolulu, San Francisco and other
intermediate stopping places as may be mutually
agreed on in both directions.
Intermediate stopping places may at the option of
the designated airline be omitted on any or alt
flights.

3. An airline designated by the Government of Canada may
operate a return service originating in Canada and
terminating in Àustralia on the route specified below
and may take on and disembark at Sydney international
traffic constituted of passengers, mail and cargo
uplifted or discharged at other points so specified.

4. The route to be operated by the designated airline of
the Government of Canada shall be:

Àny point or points in Canada to Sydney via San
Francisco, Honolulu, Tahiti, Fiji, and other
intermediate stopping places as may be mutually
agreed on in both directions.
Intermediate stopping places may at the option of
the designated airline be omitted on any or all
flights.

This 1974 amendment to the 1946 Canadian-Australia air
transport agreement became a new bilateral agreement and as

of November, 1986, was sti1l in force.

In 1947 Canada concÌuded an air tra.nsport agreement with

the United Kingdom through an exchange of letters that dealt
with the traffic rights for Fiji and Canton Island. The

agreement granted Trans-Canada Airl-ines (¡ir Canada) alt
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five freedoms for traffic between Canada and Fiji and Canton

Island. Provision was made for beyond rights to a point in

Àustralia and one point in New Zealand. In return, Canada

granted British Commonwealth Pacific Airlines all traffic
rights at Vancouver. This 1947 Canada-U.K. agreement was

superseded by the 1949 Air Services agreement which estab-

lished traffic between the United Kingdom of Great ¡ritain
including its overseas territories and Canada.

The 1949 agreement was first amended on Àugust 18, 1958,

with respect to route schedule and was further amended on

6th September, '1960, at the request of the Government of the

United Kingdom. Two routings were given to Canadian carri-
ers. The first gave Prestwick and London as gateways and

Brussels, Dusseldorf, Zurich and Vienna as points beyond.

Traffic was to originate in the following Canadian points:

Vancouver, Edmonton, Winnipeg, Toronto, MontreaI, Gander and

Halifax through intermediate points such as the Àzores, Ice-

land and Shannon. The second routing gave Hong Kong as the

gateway with points beyond to be agreed on later. Points of

departure included Toronto, Edmonton and Vancouver. Inter-
mediate points were Whitehorse,

points in Japan and Shanghai "

obtained Gander, Montreal and Toronto as gateways for traf-
fic discharge from London, Prestwick and Manchester through

intermediate points such as Shannon,

Azores.

ÀIaska, the Àleut ians,

In return, the British

Iceland, and the
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It should be noted that since April 30,1974, an interna-

tional air transportation agreement has been reached with

the government of Fiji, separating the Canadian - United

Kingdom agreement from dealing with landing rights and mat-

ters thereof regarding Fiji. This agreement provided a con-

tinuation of traffic rights for CP Àir which also allowed

the island's only international carrier, Air Paci fíc, the

rights to Vancouver. This agreement has subsequently been

amended by an exchange of notes on Àpril 30, 1984, which

clarified to respective governments confidentially the

nature and constraints of the bil-ateral with reqard to

capacity, tariffs and taxation matters.

The l-atest amendment to the U.K. agreement however, v¡as

made on 14 Apri1, 1981, included three routing groups. The

amendment gave Canada Prestwick, London and one additional
point to be named by Canada as gateways for the first rout-
ing. In this routing group, Canada had almost complete

freedom to decide the origin of service in Canada, provided

that the nritish were notified.
were the Àzores, fceland and Shannon. There h'ere three

alternatives for beyond rights given by the United Kingdom

for this routing group:

1 Àny one or several of:
Vi enna .

2. Paris, but with no traffic rights except for origin
traffic carried in-transit through UK's gateway(s).

The intermediate noints

Dusseldorf , BrusseIs, Zurich,
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3. Points in Western Europe excluding Frankfurt, Copen-hagen, Lisbon and West Berlin; points in africa
excluding Johannesburg, Lagos, Nairobi and Cairo;points in the Middle East excluding points in the
United Àrab Emirates, Bahrain, Oman ãnd-eatar; points
in south Asia (i.e. west of Burma) excluding òarcutta
and Delhi with provision for service to Bombay only
after January 1, 1982. Singapore vras offered as
another alternative effective January 1, 1984.

The second route group made provision for.caribbean traf-
fic from either Toronto or Montreal by way of Tampa or st.
Petersburg. rn the third route group, Btritain gave Hong

Kong as a gateway with beyond rights into Bangkok, Manila

and Jakarta.

these beyond rights effectively limited the freguency Ëo

three round trips per week and only one point was to be

served on any one flight. canada might choose vancouver and

two further points in canada as departure points. However,

three monLhs advance notice by diplomatic note is required
for points other than vancouver. Intermediate points are

Whi tehorse , Àlaska , Shanghai and points in Japan. The

intermediate and beyond rights at points mentioned earlier
r.¡ere only made available to one canadian airline designated

for such routing.

rn return, Britain got Gander for traffic from London,

Manchester and Prestwick by way of shannon, Iceland and the

Azores as the first route group, with beyond rights to New

York and beyond and/or Bermuda and beyond. on the second

route group, one further point from the united Kingdom as a

departure point $¡as also arlowed, with the same intermediate

However, capacity restrictions imposed on
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points provided as the first route group. In addition,
points in the USA were also named as intermediate points for
this route group with certain restrictions. A significant
difference in this route group compared with the earlier one

was the number of gateways that Canada had to offer. In

addition to Gander, other cities such as Halifax, Montreal,

Toronto, Winnipeg, Edmonton, Calgary and Vancouver were

included in the route group. Furthermore, fuI1 traffic
rights from Gander to New York and other points were granted

by the Canadian Government, while stopover rights were

granted for beyond points such as Boston, Detroit and Chica-

go. For traf f ic extended beyond Montr.ea1 r points in USA

granted with only one stopover rights. The third route

group provided traffic rights from Bermuda and/þoints in the

Caribbean by vray of Havana to Montreal- with beyond points in

the United Kinqdom.

Fina11y, in the route group that made traffic provision

for Hong Kong, Canada gave Vancouver, and one further point

not east of Winnipeg as gateways. Traffic for this route

group may route through points in Japan and/or points in

Cal-ifornia. Beyond points in this route group were Califor-
nia. There were certain restrictions with respect to inter-
mediate and beyond points for this route group. First, in-
transit traffic is allowed to and from Hong Kong through

Canadian gateways to and from Seattle and points in Catifor-
nia. Second, these intermediate and beyond rights at points
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mentioned is restricted to only one united Kingdom designat-

ed airline. The final restriction stated that in-transit

traffic is granted to and from points in Japan through Cana-

dian gateways to and from Seattle until such time that the

exercise of fuIl traffic rights between points in California

and points in Canadian territory is commenced.

Canada began its direct bilateraL air transport relation-

ship with New Zealand subsequent to the signing of an agree-

ment on 14 August, 1950. The agreement made provision for

point to point air transport services between the two coun-

tries, with Vancouver on the one hand, and Auckland on the

other, as gateways. No intermediate point was specified. ït

v¡as , nevertheless, ment ioned that intermediate stops hrere to

be determined and agreed between the tlro parties. A provi-

sion for pooling was provided and, also it vras specifically
stated that capacity offered was to follow the equaJ- shar-

ing principle. Provision was made for upward capacity flex-

ibility for meeting unexpected increases in demand. Fares

and rate determination were referred to IATÀ and were sub-

ject to approval by the respective aeronautical authority.

In 1952, âñ amendment was made that provided sixth free-

dom traffic to Àustralia. No fifth freedom traffic rights

\.¡ere granted. I t hras not unt i I Nov 30 , 1984, that another

formal bilateral air transportation agreement was initialled

with New Zealand. The agreement was signed in 1985. This

1985 Canada-New Zealand Àir Transport Àgreement followed a
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pattern very similar to the 1984 Singapore Agreement. These

agreements may

category in the sense that even the aircraft type to be used

must foIlow the principle of the bilateral clause:

À designated airline of one Contracting Party may make

a change of gaugeas at any point on the specified route

only on the following conditions:

De seen as tending towards

1. that it is justified by reason of economy of
operat i on ;

2. that the aircraft used on the section of the
route more distant from the territory of the
Contracting Party designating the airline is not
larger in capacity than that used on the nearer
sect ion ;

the restrictive

that the aircraft of smaller capacity sha1l
operate only in connection with the aircraft of
larger capacity and shall be scheduled to do so;
the former shall arrive at the point of change
for the purpose of carrying traffic transferred
from, or to be transferred into, the aircraft of
larger capacity; and their capacity shall be
determined with primary reference to this pur-
pose;

4. that there is
r -^ € t.i ^ .LJ-clrtru t

that the airline shalI not hold itself out to
the public by advertisement or otherwise as pro-
viding a service which originates at the point
where the change of aircraft is mader uflless
otherwise permited by the Annex;

4I "Change of gauge" means the operation of one of the
agreed services by a designated airline in such a vray
that one section of the route is flown by aircraft dif-
ferent in capacity form those used on another section.

an adequate volume of through
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that in connection with any one aircraft flight
into the territory of the other Contracting Par-
Ly, only one flighL may be made out of that ter-
ritory unless authorized by the aeronautical
authorities of the other Contracting Party to
operate more than one flight; and

that the provisions of Àrticle XI of the present
Agreement shall- govern all arrangements made
with regard to change of gauge.

7.

The 1985 Canada New Zealand Àir Transport Àgree-

ment allows more than one airline to be designated. It
allows Air New Zealand or another carrier designated by

the New Zealand government to change intermediate point

or points to Canada every six months on sixty days

notice. Àlso included in the agreement was the provi-
sion for charter operations for both contracting

states "

Of all the bilateral air transport agreements under

review, the Canada-Japan agreement signed on 12 Janu-

âFyr 1955, is the oldest agreement stiLl in force with-
out amendment. This agreement contains Bermuda type

capacity clauses. In addition, the obligation to

exchange statistical data for capacity review is speci-

fied. More than one airline is allowed to provide ser-

vices according to the terms of the agreement. The

route schedule in the agreement makes provision for a

Canadian airline, or airlines, to operate air transport

services from any points in Canada through intermediate

points in either Alaska or the Aleutians to Tokyo.



FulI traffic beyond rights vrere granted for Hong 
^.::

and point or points to be agreed upon when the situ-

ation warrants it. The same condition for intermediate

points as specified for the Canadian carrier is also

applied to the Japanese carrier and traffic is to be

discharged at the Vancouver gateway. Beyond rights are

granted for Mexico City, Caracas, any point or points

in BraziJ-, and a point in the west or centraf part of

the United States of America, with full traffic free-

doms.

The China-Canada agreement signed in 1973 has a pro-

vision on charter services and "capacity pre-determina-

tion" clauses. Às specified in the Annex of the agree-

ment, the People's Republic of China can originate
traffic from any point in China by way of Tokyo through

one intermediate point. The route granted enables the

People's Republic of China to carry passenger, mail and

cargo into Vancouver and/or Ottawa, with beyond rights
for one point in a third country. The accord also

enables the Canadian government to designate one air-
line to perform the service from any points in Canada

with technical landing right for À1aska, through Tokyo

or another point in Japan. The two gateways designated

are Shanghai and Peking (now known as Beijing) with a

point to be agreed upon later.

allowed the Canadian carrier one extension point beyond

The beyond rights
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China, again, to be agreed upon at a later time. One

particularly important aspect of the agreement is the

stop-over privilege granted indiscriminately for pas-

sengers at intermediate points.

Of all the agreements between Canada and other

Pac i f ic area nations , only China inc luded a Protocol

concerning technical requirements and procedures relat-

ed to the operation of the agreed air services. There

were several articles in the Protocol. In article one,

both contracting states's designated airlines are

assigned the air corridor, airports and alternate air-
ports to be served. In article two, the Protocol spec-

ifies that the aeronautical authorities of both parties

are reguired to provide each other with the necessary

aeronautical information such as information on radio

communication and navigational facilities, flight rules

and air traffic controf.

parties the opportunity to exchange meteorological

information. Article four spel1s out the Air Traffic
Rules and Procedures which both countries are to

observe. Radio navigation and communications are dis-
cussed in article five. Article six deals with air-
craft airworthiness, and also indicates that the inter-

national minimum standard of airworthiness must be met

before the aircraft is allowed to receive the airwor-

Àrticle three provides both

thiness certificate. Article seven deals with miscel-

Ianeous items and the validitv of the Protocol-.
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In Ju1y, 1982, an agreement with India was signed.

Àir India initiated air services between DeIhi and

Montreal via Frankfurt and London in October, 1982.4s

Modifications to this agreement were made in 1984. An

rndian designated airline is permitted to serve Toronto

in addition to Montrear on a transatlantic route via
Àsia west of India and/or Europe, and beyond Montreal

to a point in the U.S., and to serve Vancouver on a

trans-pacific route. One Canadian carrier now has the

right to serve Bombay and Delhi on a transatlantic
route via Europe and Asia west of India and points
beyond India, and another carrier can serve Delhi or

CaLcutta on a trans-Þacific route. so

The agreement with Singapore, signed on 12 June,

1984, provides air services between and beyond the

respective territories on a transatlantic route via
Europe and/or the Middle East and Asia, and a transpa-
cific route via intermediate points in southeast Àsia

and/or the Pacific. As mentioned earlier, the Canada-

Singapore Agreement contains cfauses which also
appeared in the Canada-New Zealand Àgreement. provi-

sion for "change of gauge" is specified. Article four
of the agreement indicates that more than one airline

49 Transpor t
31 -s4 / tgaq

Canad ian
Report of
logue No.

50

Canada,
, 1984.

Transport Commission,
the Canadian Transport
TT1-1984,1985, p.34.

Ànnua I Report 1982-83, Catalogue No.

The Eiqhteenth Ànnual
Commission 1984, Cata-
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was allowed to perform the services derived from the

agreement, subject to the condition that only one air-
line is allowed for each designated route. Since there

is only one airline in Singapore, it may be assumed

that permission to designate designation for two air-
lines was the result of a request made by Canada, prob-

ably at the wish of its two airlines.

4.4 CANADÀ'S PUBLTC POLICY ON ArB CARRIER DESTGNATION

International air transport market is characterized by

the need of governments with more than one major carrier to

specify which one is to be used for international traffic
and, if more than one operates internationally, what carrier
choice is to be made if a bilateral agreement has a carrier
restriction. Canada's international air transport system

began on the basis of monopoly" TCA (later Àir Canada) was

the chosen instrument. TCA began scheduled international
service on the route to Seattle. To provide Canadian ser-

vice to Australia as a result of the 1946 bilateral r+ith

Àustralia, the Canadian government offered its route to TCA.

TcA, operating under a financial break-even policy guideline

from the Canadian government, declined to begin transpacific
operations because the range and traffic conditions were

expected to lead to losses. Canadian Pacific wanted to
restore and expand its passenger service previously based on

its fleet of ocean liners. llartime sinkings had depleted
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the fleet and changing economi., ,ndicated that air traver
was to be Lhe major mode for future oceanic passenger trav-
eI. As a result, canadian pacific Àirtines obtained the
route to Sydney and Àuckrand. s 1 subsequently, canadian

Pacific Airlines gained other international traffic rouLes

in other parts of the worrd, but rcA remained the main cana-

dian carrier. In order to crarify the rores of canada's

carriers in the international fierd, the Hon. J.w. pickers-

9i11, Minister of Transport, declared in 1964 that "Air ser-
vices provided by canadian airlines shourd serve the canadi-
an interest as a whole; these services shourd not be

competitive or conflicting, but should represent a single
integrated pIan, which could be achieved by anralgamation,

partnership or by a crear division of the fields of opera-

tions."52

In 1 965 the two airlines

do. They recommended a di

operation. Neither airline

the other. Of signi f icance

serve the whole Pacific area

Australia and New Zealand.

Minister of Transport, in a

comment on international

EI

were asked what they wished to
vision of the worLd for airline
would serve any point served by

for this study, Cp Air was ro

, the whole continent of Asia,

In 1973 the Hon. Jean Marchand,

statement of policy included the

R.-F: -Harrisr "Competition, Monopoly, and Transportation
Efficiency: some Lessons from canãdian eirlinè Experi-
encer" þ_Loqistics_ End Transportation Review, vol.1a,
No.3 , 1978 r pp.211-228. AIso appear"-in E¡pcee_Oi4qr,Transportation Research Forum, 1978.

Department of Transport, press Release, 24 Àpri1, 1964.52

aviation that he would
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"....encourage more co-operation between cp Air and Àir can-

ada in the context of benefits to canada.... The degree of

co-operation which is achieved will be a factor in determin-
ing future route awards within the flexibility afforded by

the division of the world outlined in this statement and

would influence the timing of any review of this divi-
sion."53 Mr. Marchand then asserted the pre-eminence of Àir
canada and announced a somewhat changed global division. rn

Europe, Air canada was given Northern Europe except the

Netherlands, central Europe and Eastern Europe (warsaw pact

countries), while cP Àir received southern and southeast

Europe plus the Netherlands. Air canada was given the car-
ibbean countries and bordering south Àmerican countries of
colombia, venezuela and the three former Guianas. cp Air
was granted the balance of centraL and south Àmerica excepE

that either airline might be assigned to serve Brazil. cp

Àir retained Àustralia, New zearand and the pacific rsland
countries. Àir canada r+'as assigned all of Àfrica except for
cP Àir's right to Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia, and either
Egypt or Sudan if selected as a route in a Canada Italy
agreement. rn Asia, Àir canada was given Lebanon, rndia and

Pakistan, while cP Àir was assigned most of the barance of
Àsia including IsraeI, Iran, China and Japan. However, Air
canada courd include china if canada obtained the right to
designate two carriers. southeast Asia was reft for future
consideration

s 3 Di rectorate
Release, 29

In Europe, Air Canada v¡as to serve yugosla-

of Public Àffairs.
March , 1973.

Transport Canada, Press



via and CP Air, Milan.

4.5 CANÀDIÀN

National governments have a strong public interest con-
cern with internationar air transport because of its role in
the extension and development of a nation's economic infra-
structure" Evaluation of the canadian government perform-
ance in the Pacific ocean region is, therefore, of prime
importance.

GOVERNMENT PERFORMÀNCE EVALUÀTION

Economic eval-uation of bilateral air transport agreements

can be extremely difficult simply because it is often diffi-
cult to attach a precise monetary value to an individual
bilateral agreement.

lished in chapter r, provide a framework for this review and

evaluation. Essentially, these criteria require that these
three basic questions be addressed. First, how effective
has the canadian government been in extending and improving
canada's Pacific ocean region network for air transport
through nev¡, or major revisions of existing bilaterars?
second, how effective has the government been in solving
problems existing at the start of the period under review?
Third, how effective has the government been in its policy
of carrier choice in the region?

104

However, the basic criteria estab-

Àt the beginning of the period under review, canada's air
transport network was based on five bilaterar air transport
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agreements with countries from the pacific ocean region.
These bilaterar relations provided air transport linkage
between canada and united states, the united Kingdom, Àus-

tralia, New Zealand and Japan.

only non-active agreement was the canada New Zealand

bilateral. Àir transport services between the two countries
has been suspended since May, 1969.

During the period under review, canada renegotiaLed its
active bilaterals with the united States, the united Kingdom

and Australia. of these bilaterals, revisions that had the
most important implications for air transport network exten-
sion was the one with the united Kingdom. A more importanL
resurt of the revised u.K. agreement was the competition for
cP Air introduced by cathay pacific from Hong Kong. cathay
Pacific obtained fifth freedom rights from vancouver Eo one

point in california whire canada was granted fifth freedom

traffic rights from Hong Kong to Bangkok, Manira and Jakar-
ta. Because of the capacity restriction imposed on the can-
adian beyond rights, the agreement has effectively limited
the frequency to three round trips per week. In addition,
the agreement allowed only one of the three points specified
to be served on any one fright. In other words, instead of
beyond rights for multipre destinations, iL is a single
point beyond right but with multiple-destination selection.
Àlthough cathay pacific had already began utilízing its
fifth freedom rights, canada's designated carrier, cp Air,

Of these agreements, the
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has yet to benefit from this fifth freedom exchange. The

united Kingdom bilateral renegotiation arso Ied to the addi-
tion of fifth freedom traffic rights for a canadian carrier
from London to Bombay. This right was exercised by Àir can-

ada 
"

The renegotiation with the united states, though signifi-
cant in many respects, had 1ittle impact on the structure or

route expansion on traffic in the pacific ocean region.
rntercontinentally, canada continued to have link with Hono-

lulu and fifLh freedom traffic to Àustralia. similarry, the
revised Àustralia bilateral has littre impact on canadian

carrier participation in the region. The only changes that
affected the route structure was the termination of the

fifth freedom rights to New Zealand, since the cancelration
of the canada - New Zealand agreement had effectively made

those rights useless.

canada has been able to strengthen its network of bilat-
erals by the addition of nev¡ bilateral agreements with china

in 1973, rndia in 1982 and singapore in 1984. The agreement

with china provided canadian carrier with two major points
in china, Peking and Shanghai. rn addition, beyond rights
is al-so granted subjected to mutuar agreement. The canada

china agreement also provided canadian carrier an equal

footing in competing with foreign carriers in the pacific,
including United States carriers.
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The agreements v¡ith India and Singapore also changed the

nature of air transport competition in pacific ocean region.

This is because scheduled passengers and cargo can nov¡ be

indirectry competed away by carriers operating from canada

to countries in the Pacific Ocean region through North

Atlantic. The fifth freedom rights granted to Bombay by the

united Kingdom and the addition of the rndia and singapore

agreements enable Air Canada to reach Singapore. Also,

negotiations with Thailand and Korea were brought to frui-
tion shortly after the period under review.

Through major renegotiation of existing bilateral-s and

the negotiation of new agreements, the canadian government

succeeded in substantially extending canada's air transport
network with the inclusion of important Àsian destinations
in the North Pacific region and penetration of southeast

Àsia.

With respect to problems existing in 1970, the restric-
tion clauses in the bilaterar wiLh Japan should be noted.

Most bilaterals have been flexible enough to arrowed contin-
uous negotiation and infrequent revision to the original
agreement. Àbility to lessen restrictive clauses are impor-

tant for route enhancement and network development. The

agreement that canada would like to renegotiate but has not

been successful was the agreement with Japan. canada raid
the foundation for CP Air's Toronto - Hong Kong services
with stop-overs at Vancouver and Tokyo ever since the sign-
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ing of U.K. agreement in 1981. However, the Japanese gov-

ernment has been reluctant to grant rights for CP Àir to
start the Toronto Hong Kong service with an intermediate

traffic stop in Tokyo. Five years after the negotiation pro-

cess had begun, Canada had yet to realize success in this
bilateral with respect to flexibility.

Another important development during the period under

review was the renegotiation of the non-active bilateral
with the New Zealand government. Renegotiation was complet-

ed only after over fifteen years of air services suspension

in 1 985. Thi s 1 985 agreement allowed the re-establ i shment

of air transport linkage between Àuckland and Vancouver.

This renegotiation vras successful but was unduly slow. Dis-

ruption of traffic linkage based on already established

bilateral is obviously detrimental regardless of the reason,

whether it be political or based on economic imbalances.

The "division of the world" policy is the primary means

whereby the Canadian government allocates Canadian carrier
resources. This basic policy is an effective means of con-

serving Canadian air transport resources to increase their
effectiveness in international competition. Hovrever, the

policy has had serious problems in its application to the

Pacific Ocean region. It did not seem to be sufficiently
responsive to changing competitive conditions in the region.
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During the period under review, some bilaterals negotiat-
ed have not been effectiveJ-y implemented. For example, Cp

was given alI scheduled traffic rights, including scheduled

passengers traffic and scheduled all cargo services to Hong

Kong, Japan, Fiji, Sydney and Auckland, even though the car-
rier has no freighter aircraft. AlsorCP Air had not been

effective in utilizing the rights granted in this agreement

until 1985, when it had been under heavy pressure from Àir
Canada. Às it will be seen in Chapter VIII CP Àir's per-

formance on established routes arso raises suestions about

the allocation policy.

In summary, it appears that the government has had, on

balance, substantial success in the development of Canada's

air transport network through new bilaterals and major rene-

gotiation of existing bilaterals. Its success has been lim-
ited in the solving of problems deriving from bilaterals in

existence in 1970. Its "division of the world" policy,
while not questioned as a basic policy, raises questions

with respect to its application in the Pacific Ocean region

in the period under review.

4.6 CONCLUSION

This chapter has revealed that a

regulated industry, operates under

conditions in the international
where bilateral air transoort

ir transport, commonly a

particularly restrictive
scheduled traffic sector

agreements are normally
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required between nations. À general discussion of bilateral
agreements has shown them to range from very restrictive Lo

reasonably liberar in their nature. After a presentation of

a chronology of canada's bilateral agreements of. rel-evance

to the Pacific ocean region, the character and historical
evolution has been developed. Tt shows the changing geogra-

phy of this fundamental provision for canada's air transport
network and specifies the nature of the agreements. The

conditions for air transport operation are shown to be com-

plex. The chapter concludes with an important analysis of

canadian government performance in the pacific ocean region

from 1970 to 1985.



The economic arowth of internationar air transport and

the economic arowth of regions within which it operates are

strongly interrelated. sa Economic arowth strengthens the

demand for air transport services, both passenger and carçlo,

while, reciprocarly, the development of air transporE sys-
tems is an important element on international economic

growth. rn chapter I, a preliminary indication was given of
the strong surge of air Lransport activity in the period
under review in this thesis. This chapter will analyze the
determinants of the growth of internationar air transport in
the Pacific ocean region and indicate the character of the

economic activities to which it provided support. The gen-

eral character of the economies of this substantial world
regional market is reflected in high rates of growth.

ECONOMIC CHARÀCTERISTICS OF THE PÀCIFIC OCEAN
REGÏON MÀRKET

Chapter V

54 see Lucien Rapp, "Pubric corporations and Economic Devel-opment: The Exampre of Àir Transport in various Third
World Countries", ITA Maqazine, No.31, January i986,
pp.9-14 . Also, Erni 1e euinet , "Ái r Transport and Develop-
ment", ITÀ Maqazine, No.6, May 1983r pp.29-q6.
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þ. I THE ECONOMIES

states many of which have experienced significant economic

grovrth during the past fifteen years. This growth in real
income has been very supportive of the demand for air trans-
port. rt was shown in chapter II that income elasticity of
demand for air transport is thought to be high and, there-
fore, supportive of this effect. rncreased economic activi-
ty, especially business, have basicalJ.y strengthened demand.

Further, aggressive and innovaLive marketing for both busi-
ness and tourist traver has been backed by technologicatly
improved aircraft freets operating in a competitive environ-
ment which have kept fares and rates at revels which have

helped to expand the economic activity in the region.

Three distinct types of economies can be identified in
the Pacific ocean region. The first is comprised of five
industrialized developed countries, namely, Àustral.ia, cana-

da, Japan, New Zealand and the united states. rn 1986 their
combined population r.¡as 394 million. Japan, Àustraria and

New Zealand accounted for almost half of the pacific ocean

region's GNP, even though they together represented onry six
percent of the population of the region. In 1984 their
average per capita income was $9r655 ($10r263 in Japan,

ç11,720 in Àustralia and $6,983 in New Zealand).

The Pacific Ocean region consists

OF THE PACIFIC OCEAN REGION

of a vast diversity of

112



The second type

are at an advanced

South Korea, Taiwan

and Singapore. They

oping countries.
manufactured goods.
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of economy includes four countries that

The third group includes china, rndonesia, the phirip-
pines and Thairand. These naLions are mainly agricurturar
and are exporters of raw materials with an industrialization
process that is just beginning. rn generar, these states,
and virtually al-1 the dependent territories, are situated at
a considerable distance from external and potential markets,

making air transport an essential and desirable Dart of

state of industrialization.

, and the two city states of Hong Kong

are classified as industrialized devel-

These countries are often exporters of

their transport systems.

as vietnam, are under-developed low-income countries with
littte international air transport potential.

They are

5.2 ÀIR TRANSPORT GROWTH TRENDS

certain trends are important erements in expraining the

rapid growth of air transport activity in the pacific ocean

region. They include increases in population, the strong
growth of industrial output and trade, and rising per capita

Other Asian Pacific nations, such

real income.

determi nant s

gradual decrine in the rear cost of air travel which, when

combined by marketing improvement has been reflected in a

Àccompanying these favourable trends in the

in the demand for air transport has been a



decline in the real cost of international air
region.

The strength of the development of the air transport
industry in the Pacific ocean region has been reflected in

substantial improvement in the size and scope of the indus-

try' s traf f ic . The enlargement of passenger traf f ic has

resulted from both business travel and tourism. Àir cargo,

with its emphasis on high value products, has participated
activeJ-y in this phrase of traf f ic expansion.

Economic development and commercial air transport growth

in the Pacific Ocean region had suffered from politicat
instability during the sixties. This underlying condition
v¡as pervasive in its impact. rn the period under review the

political environment stabilized and confidence in economic

commitments v¡as restored. what had been a serious obstacle

to economic development and the accompanying development of

international air transport, now became a catalyst.

fares in

I l.+

the

5.2.1

Demographically, the Pacific Ocean region contains coun-

tries with very large populations and several with high

rates of popuration increase. Tabre 9 presents data for the

period under review.

Population Size and Growth

For sheer size, China has over one billion population,

almost sixty percent of the region's total popuJ-ation. The
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Population Size For Selected
Population Growth For

Country

Australia 12.5 13.7 14.6 15.7
Canada 21 .3 22.7 23 .9 25.3
China 825.8 895.3 956.8 1059.5
Hong Kong 3.9 4.3 5.0 5.5
Indonesia 119.4 135.2 150.5 163.3
Japan 104.3 111.5 116.7 120.7
Malaysia 10.3 11,9 13.4 15.5
New Zealand 2.8 3.0 3. 1 3 .2
Phi 1 ippines 36. I 42.0 48 .4 54 . 3
Singapore 2.0 2.2 2.3 2.5
South Korea 32.2 35.2 38 . '1 41 .2
Thailand 36.3 41.8 47.1 51.3
United States 204.8 213.5 227 .6 239.2

Populat i on
Size

(Millions)

==l:19 ==1:l: ==l:::

Years and Àverage Annual
Selected Countries

Source: Population size figures for 1970, 1975 and 1980
are from UNESCO, Statistical Yearbook 1984,
pp.I7-I10. 1985 figures are from United Nations,
Demoqraphic Yearbook, 1 985, New york , 1987 ,
pp.1 51 -1 54. Average annual population growth
figures 197 0-1981 are from The WorId Bank,
World Table, Volume I , Economic Data,
Third Edition, 1 983. pp.486-488.

Àverage Ànnual
Populat i on
Growth

1 985 1970-1981

11s

region also includes countries and city states with high

population growth rates.

I 
^o/| ..t/o

1 .2%
1 .5%
2.4%
2 .3%
1 10/

¿ .57o

2.7%
1 tr,ol

I ao/I o l/o

2.5%
1 

^o/| . V/o

Philippines had the highest average annual population growth

rate, 2.7 percent. From 1970 Lo 1985, the population of the

Philippines grew by 17.5 mirlions" Next came Thailand with

For the period 1970 - 1981 the
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an average grol¡th of 2.5 percent per year resulting in a

population increase of 15 million in fifteen years. Malay-

sia, a country of smaller population, had a growth rate of

2.5% while Hong Kong's growth rate was 2.4% in the 1970

1 981 period.

Both large population concentrations and high rates of

population growth have favourable implications for growth in
international air traffic. A rise in per capita real income

in a country of large population can spur the demand for air
transport while a high rate of growth, even with moderate

increases in per capita income, can impact favorably on air
traffic.

5.2.2 Growth

Countries in the Pacific Ocean region have experienced

significant economic growth from 1970 onwards.

Àsia and Pacific region as a whole has recorded, on average,

an eight percent real gross domestic product growth per year

from 1970 to 1981. This rate of growth is significantly
higher than those recorded by other regions such as Àfrica
and southern Europe. It is especially interesting to note

that the region's rate of growth is almost tripte that

Of Gross Domestic Product

recorded in industrial market economies.

these facts in perspective.

'1'ne !.;asc

Table 1 0 pufs



Comparative Review of Àverage Annual Real GDP Growth and per
Capita GDP Growth For World Economies

WorId Economies E¡ Type:
Developed economies
High Income Oil Exporters
Industrial market economies

Developinq economies by reqion:
Àfrica South of Sahara
Midd]e East and North Àfrica
East Asia and Pacific
South Àsia
Latin Àmerica and the Caribbean

By Type and By Region 1970-1 981
GDP

Growth

TÀBLE 1 O

Southern Europe

Source: The Wor1d
Data, Thi

Ànother significant aspect of this region's economic per-

formance is its significant improvement in living standards,

as measured by per capita gross domestic production growth.

Of all the regions in the world classified by the World

Bank, the East Asia and Pacific region achieved the highest

rate of growth in per capita gross domestic production from

5.2
6.7
3.0

Bank, World TabLe, Vol-ume I rEconomic
rd Edition, 1983. pp.486-488.
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Per Capita
GDP Growth

3.3

QN
<X

5.2qn

2.8
¿. I

2.3

0,4
À1.t. I

r.þ
¿. I

1970 to 1 981 .

the highest growth rate achieved, but it is almost ten times

that recorded in the South Àfrica region and is 1.5% higher

than the Middle East and North Àfrica region, which has the

second highest rate of growth. Further to put this perform-

ance into perspective, the average annual real rate of

growth of 5.6% is more than double that recorded in high

The 5.6% growth recorded reflects not only



income oil exporter economies

industr ial market economies.

capita incomes in the pacific

strong support to air transport

Table 11 shows the gross domestic product and average

annual increase in real gross domestic product for selected
countries in the Pacific ocean region for the same years.
For the period from 1970 to 1981, Hong Kong achieved the
highest growth in domestic product, with an average ten per-
cent per year. output for its economy expanded almost ten
times during that period. Growth for rndonesia and Malaysia
were al"so significant with average growth rates of 7.9 per-
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and also those recorded in
Thi.s strong increase in per

Ocean region has provided

activity.

cent per year.

¡an f

Table 12 shows growth rates in per capita
equally impressive. Of the Àsian countries,
highest per capita gross domestic product in
1 984, followed by Singapore (u. s. 97 ,232)
(u.s.$5,969).

Six countries had growth rates over 4 per-

terms which are

Japan had the

the region in
and Hong Kong
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TABLE 11

Gross Domestic Product and Àverage Annual Real GDp Growth
For Selected Countries

Count ry

1970 1975 1 980

Àustralia 37779 95446 1 48630 182136 2.8%
Canada 8281 0 163964 255011 336746 3.8%
China 78293 134570 247185 241 630 5.0%
Hong Kong 361 0 9137 2198 1 31996 10.0%
Indonesia 8871 30464 72482 83745 7.8%
Japan 203569 49877 4 1036204 '1 1 57456* 4.5%
Malaysia 3459 9297 23812 33974 7.8%
New Zealand 6531 13954 23493 23368* 2.0%
Philippines 6999 15812 35411 32836 6.2%
Singapore 1 896 5640 1 1 304 16740* 1 .5%
South Korea 8588 20561 58246 83284 1.7%
Thailand 6541 14663 33450 41954 2.5%
United States 989513 1542180 2606630 3634582 1.0%

Source: Gross Domestic Product figures are from United
Nations, Statistical Yearbook 1983/84, New
York, 1986, pp.107-110. and United Nations,
National Àccounts Statistics; Ànalysis of
Main Àssregates, 1983/1984, New York, 1987,
pp.3-6. Figures marked with an asterisk are
for the year 1 983.
Àverage ÀnnuaI GDP Growth 1970-1981 are
from The World Bank, World Table, Volume I,
Economic Data, Third Edition, 1 983.
pp.486-488 

"

Gross Domestic
Product

(MitIions U. S. Dollars )

Average
Ànnual Real
GDP Growth

l3l9=13!l
1 984
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TABLE 12

Per capita Gross Domestic Product and Average Annual Real
Rate Of Growth For Selected Countries

Coun t ry

Àustralia 3022 6906
Canada 3BBB 7223
China 94 144
Hong Kong 912 2077
Indonesia 75 225
Japan 1969 4471
Malaysia 333 781
New Zealand 2324 4603
Phitippines 187 376
Singapore 916 2496
South Korea 272 599

Per Capita
Gross Domestic Product(u.s. $)

1970 1975

Ta i wan
Tha i Iand
united States

=l::3 =l::1
10282 11720
10815 13400

246 230
5445 5969
495 524

8907 10263
1773 2235
7659 6983
733 615

4707 7232
1634 2052

21 50*
720 832

11446 153s7

Source: Average Ànnual Per Capita GDp Growth
for 1970-1981 are from The World Bank,
World Table, Volume I , Economic Data,
Third Edition, 1 983. pp.486-488.
Figures marked with an asterisk are
from ICÀO, International Air passenser
and FEeiqht Transport -- Asia and the
Pacific, 1987.
Per Capita GDP are from United Nations,
National Àccounts Statistics; Analysis

; ffiork,
1987. pp .3-7 .

Àverage
Annual Per
Capita GDP

Growth

182 355
4826 7 1 41

1970-1981

1 AO/l.=/o

2.6%
3.8%
7.4%
tr, 20/
J . J/O

3.4%
5.2%
ñ ÊolW . J/O

3.4%
6.9%
7 .2%
6.6%*
4.6%
'l oo/I o J/O



5.2.3

During the 1970s and 1980s industrialization has been

given high priority by a number of nations in pacific ocean

region. This has been the case for Japan, arready industri-
alized, and for severar other nations which have been inten-
sifying or initiating their industriarization. The average

annual growth of gross industrial product for sel_ected coun-

Industrialization

TABLE 1 3

Àverage Ànnual Growth of Gross rndustrial product For
Selected Countries

Coun t ry

============

Àust ral ia
Canada
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
New Zealand
Philippines
Singapore
South Korea
Tha i land
United States

121

Àverage Annual Rates Of Industrial Growth

1970 1975

2.3%
q 

^o/J. w/O
I ? 10/rJ. t/O

5.4%
10.1%

-l ?o/t . J/o

10.9%
17 "5%
9.4%
2.8%

======================================================

source: Figures are from united Nations, statistical
Yçarbook 19æ/8!, New york, 198 6,-ffi.
Figures marked with an asterisk arè- for Lheyears 1977 - 1982.

1975 1 980

2.7%
3.4%
0.0%
8.8%
0.3%
2.2%,\
6.6%
1.2%
3.7%
0.9%
4.0%

tries is shown in Tab1e 13.

1 980 1 983

^ 
Ao/w . =/o_2.4%

I 10/I o I/o

6.9%
tr trolr. J/O

z'.àz
2.3%
7 .1%
5.5%

-0.5%
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Throughout the period under review, the rate of growth

experienced by souLh Korea has consistently been the highest
achieved among these countries. Between 197s and 1980, five
newly industrialized nations had an average growth of over

ten percent per yeari they are south Korea, Singapore,

Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia. From 1980 to 1983, a

period of world economic recession, negative rate of growth

can be noted for the united states and canada. Japan rate
of growth was, however, 6.9%, while all the Àsian nations
maintained a positive rate of growth. Their average growth

was about five percent per year.

industrialization performance in the pacific ocean region
has been very supportive of internationar business traver bv

^.i -Õrr ¡

L\{

The character of the aircraft freets deveroped to meet

these favourable demand-side developments is of considerable
interest. The supply of output by an airliner is a product

of seat or payload capacity, speed, and aircraft service
availabirity on an annual basis. Market access is provided

by flight range and by the attracLiveness and practicarity
of aircraft capacity, competitive economic strength is pro-
vided by low break-even load factor levels for the aircraft
used.

AIR TRÀNSPORT RESPONSE

This remarkably strong



The 1970

dominance by

air transport

high utilízat
or i ty.
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1985 period is marked by the establishment of
jet-powered airriners in the world's commercial

systems. Their guietness, speed, range and

ion rates have been the basis for their superi-

Among these jet aircraft, the development of wide-body
jet aircraft has given the air transport industry some very
high productivity aircraft. They are especialllz well_suited
to international air transport in the pacific ocean region.
These aircraft can provide the long-range frights that are
often needed and the spaciousness, guietness and seat-avail-
abiliLy which is attractive to passengers. Their cargo
capacity is especially noteworthy as it is rarge enough to
permit the use of containers, a very progressive and effec-
tive cargo handling technique. Further, these jets have row

break-even load factors to give them very good unit cost and
prof i tabi 1i ty potent iaI .

reguirement of sufficiently high traffic densities.
developments discussed in the preceding material have pro-
vided an excellent setting for their use.

The steady increase in the use of jet aircraft in the
Pacific ocean region is apparent in the rise from 24% to
65%. Even more striking is the rise in the percentage use
of wide-body jet aircraft frorn 3% in 1972 to 30% in 19gb.

use of wide-body jets had almost equaJ-led that of narror{-
body jets in aircraft by 1985.

Their main Iimitation is their
The
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rn the use of wide body jet aircraft, it is noteworthy

that Japan Air Lines became the world's rargest operator of

Boeing 747s. The airline placed its first 747 order in 1966

and began its use on trans-Pacific services in JuIy, 1970.

By 1984 it had 41 in its fleet with four on order and plans

for further additions. Japan Àir Lines has used five vari-
ants of the 747. Korean Air Lines was among the first in
Asia to introduces 747 and, by 1984, had a fleet of sixteen.

Qantas, the first airline to establish a round-the-world
passenger route has based its fleet on 747s with 2s of these

aircraft in use bv 1984.s5

The adoption of wide-body jets

Pacific Ocean region is placed in

Table 14. This table shows these ca

users of this class of aircraft.

Have the carriers in the Pacific
gressive in their response to these

ment in the air transport industry?

i s provi ded i n Table .1 
5 .

This strong emphasis in the use of large capacity jet
aircraft by the Pacific ocean airlines is reflected in the

seats per aircraft data on a comparative regional basis.
Table 16 gives regional figures for selected years.

among carriers in the

a world perspective in
rriers to be significant

5s Hiroshi Seo, Boeinq 747, Jane's publishing Company r,imit-
ed, London, 1984.

Ocean region been pro-

technological develop-

A revealing perspective



TABLE 14

Pac i f ic Ocean Region Wide-Body Jet As Percentage Of I,torId
Tota I

Year

969
972
975
979
982
985

World Total

to
273
?>¿
940

1330
157 2

Source:

Wide-Body Jet

Pacific Total

Figures f or the years '1 975 - 1985 are obtained
from ICÀO, The Economic Situation of Àir
TransÞort Review and Outlook 1986, 1986.
Circular 200-AT/78. p" 11
Figures for the years 1972 - 1982 are from
ICÀO, A Review of The Economic Situation of
Air Transport , 1972 - 1982, 1983, Circul-ar
177-AT/67, p.B. Figures for the years '1 969 -
1979 are obtained f rom ICAO, A Revier+ of The
Economic Situation of Àir Transport 1969 -
ø-TgB0, ffirar ls$_Wñto. -

26
B5

196
295
345

Percentage
Of World Total

t¿a

It is noteworthy that the airlines of the Asia and the

Pacific region maintained the highest number of seats avail-
able per aircraft in this period and that their margin had

risen to thirty percent over the world average by 1984. In

general, it is clear that these airlines have been aggres-

sive in the adoption of large capacity aircraft in a region

with a favourable environment for their use. Table 16

reflects the impact of this fleet development policy in sum-

mary form.

10
14
21
22
22



Distribution of commercial Àircraft operated By carriers rn
The Pacific Ocean Region

Yea r

1 969
197 2

Wide-Body Narrow-Body
Number (%) Number (%)

975

982
985

TÀBLE 1 5

26
8s

196
295
345

Jet

Source: Figures for the years 1975 - 1985 are obtained
from ICÀO, The Economic Situation of Air
Transport Review and Outlook 1986, 1986.
Circular 200-A1/78, p.1 1 .
Figures for the years 1972 1982 are from
ICAO, A Review of The Economic Situation of
Àir Trqnsport , 1972 - 1982.. .1983, Circular
177-AT/67, p.B. Figures for the years 1969
1979 are obtained from ICÀO, À Review of The
Economic Situation of Àir TransÞort 1969 -
1979, 1980, Circular 158-AT/57, p.10.

3
j

17
26
30

180
284
365
464
+ t5
395

Total-
Number (%) Numbe r (%) Number

24
5l

40
35
3s

180
310
450
660
710
740

Other
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¿+
3+
46

62
65

585
594
530
490
430
390

TotaI

76
66
54
+3
38
J5

765
904
980
150
140
130



A Comparison Of Average
Reqion Of

Reg i on

Àsia and the Pacific
Àfrica
Eurooe
Latiñ am . /Car ibbean
Middle East
North America

TÀBLE

Number
Airline

WorId Àverage

tb

Source: ICÀO, ICAO Bul1etin, July 1986. p.23

Seats Available Per Aircraft

Of Seats Per
Registration

197 4

5.4

86
42
60
20
tð

PÀSSENGER FARES

several factors have contributed to active fare rivalrv
and flexibility in the Pacific Ocean region.

Aircraft By

197 9

should be noted that the airlines of this region have oper-

ated outside the IATÀ framework which has restricted the

range of price rivalry in Europe and elsewhere. Second, the

airlines of industrializing nations in this region have been

very aggressive in their pricing techniques. carriers such

as singapore Àirlines have developed extensive networks of

127

160

236
64
>¿
¿L<

lt I

¿¿J

IN THE PÀCIFIC OCEAN REGION

1 984

198

289
182
193
I t5
215
251

travel agencies to access passenger markets.

rebates for the travel agencies at premium l-evels as part of

aggressive marketing andr âs a result, the prices paid by

consumers were often lower than the official cublished

221

fares. The high level of air transport growth in this

E'i rel- i +À ¿rset

Commi ss i on
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region has been supported by declining fares.u *..rr.rr"d in

real terms. On the other hand, Àsian airlines have raiseC

the 1eve1 of their scheduled business passenger fares by

effective product differentiation of their services. Third,
the United States deregulation policy has increased competi-

tion pressure among their airlines participating in the

region.

Since the level of air fares is of particular importance

for leisure air passenger services, innovative designs of

air fare plans such as excursion, group and special reduced

fares have attracted more passengers from these reratively
elastic segments of the air travel market. The intelligent
use of marketing techniques has no doubt contributed to the

growth of air passenger transport andr âs a result, has

helped to keep fares substantially below what they would

otherwise have been. As is shown in Table 17, the majority
of passengers who travel on international- sectors opt for
discount-fare tickets.

Further interesting observations can be made regarding

passenger responses in the Pacific Ocean region. Table 18

shows that the composition of passenger traffic has changed

with an increase of business class traffic for members of

Orient Àirlines Àssociation during the past few years. In

1982, f irst class passenger revenue represented 8.9% of. the

total revenue mix. It dropped to 8.4% in 1983 and remained

at 7.8% for both 1984 and 1985. A similar decline can be
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TABLE 17

Passenger Distribution For the Àsia and Pacific Region By
Scheduled Fare Category, 1984

Àirlines

Àir India
Pan Àm

Between the Àmericas and the Western Sub-reqion

Singapore Àirlines
Cont inental
Pan Am
Northwest Àirlines

Between the Àmericas and the Central Sub-reqion

Fi rst
CIass

Normal
Economy

Between the Americas and the North-Eastern Sub-region

Varig
Korea Air
Cont inental
Northwest Àirlines
Pan Àm
United Airlines

2"1 4.8
4.3 80.5

Economy
Excur-
sion

4.7 10.8

9.6 66.6
11 01

Between the Àmericas and the South-Eastern Sub-reqion

Inclu-
sive
Tour

Qan ta s
France (uta)
Air New Zealand
Cont inental
Pan Am
Lan ChiIe

4
13

2.0 8. 0
2.8' 46.9

46.3
5.J +.3

ru.5 bö.5
4.8 0. 1

Other

2 -->

62 .2 '1 9. s 2.8

within Àsia/pacific
Qantas 3.0 22.0 53.0 7 .0 1 5.0
France (ure) 0.0 32.7 11.5 sz.7 z.s
Korea Air 3.7 40. B 15.0 29.6 10.9
Ai r New Zealand 1 .9 27 .0 49 .7 20. 5 0. 9
Singapore Ai rl ines 5.7 20 .3 54. 0 17 .8 2.2
Àir Lanka 1 .2 33.7 47 .6 3.6 13.9
Air India 2.6 3.3 14.6

Rq 1

2.0

5.0

¿. I
6.1

1 0,0
2.9

25.0 55.0
¿t. I tó.+

Source: ICÀO, International Àir Passenqer And Freiqht
Transport -- Asia Ànd Pacific, 1986,
Circular 201 -AT-79, 1 986 r pp.1 35-1 37.

1 9.0 65.0 9.0
20.6 23.7 42.7 13.0
10.7 80.7 4.2 1 .7
51 .5
61 .4

tv.¿
-. 

ot
>. I

0.8



TÀBLE 1 8

Passenger Revenue Mix For Members
Àssociation 1982

Fare Categories

First Class
Business Class
Economy CIass

Source: Orient Àirlines Àssociation, Ànnua1 Report Àpril
1 985 - March 1986, 1987 , p.41 .

observed in the economy cLass travel. rts revenue share was

88% in 1982, but a consistent decline can be seen and, by

1985, it.s share was only 75%. In contrast, however, busi-
ness class revenue experienced a steady growth of the total
revenue mix from 3.1% in 1982 to 17.2% in 1985. This signif-
icant growth of business class travel is part of a trend
among the region's carriers towards greater service orienta-
tion.

Table 19 illustrates the diverse range of passengers

fares offered by airlines in the North and Mid pacific mar-

kets. Within this sample group, the highest first class
fare differentiar was 175 percent above the normal economy

class as offered on the San Francisco - Hong Kong route,

The lowest differential r,i'as found in the competitive singa-
pore san Francisco market where the first class fare Ì,¡as

148 percent above the normar economy fare. with respect to
APEX-type fares, the difference typically ranged from 44

1982 1 983

8.9% 8.4%
3.1% 9.1%

88"0% 82"5%

of Orient Airlines
1985

1984 1 985

7.8% 7.8%
15.4% 17.2%
76"8% 75.0%

130
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percent to 77 percent below the normal economy fare class.
Group fares offered a discount of up to 56 percent whiLe the

cheapest fares avairable are crassified under "other" fares,
which are availabre for military, student and youth. These

"other" fares vrere 25 to 50 percent below the applicable
normal economy fares.

Fares per kiLometer vary widely from one market to
another, and often have no obvious or consistent relation-
ship to costs or the journey distance. There are as many as

seventeen different fares available for a flight from van-

couver to Hong Kong offered by cp Air aLone. Furthermore,
there are over ten airlines that quoted fares for this sec-
tor. " "

rn Tabre 20, average normal economy fares per passenger-

kilometre for the period 1976 to 1985 are given for major

route groups. Percentage changes in these fares have been

computed. rt is interesting to note that the percentage

change in fares for passenger traffic in the North and Mid

Pacific and Local South/East Asia, South West pacific t¡ere

consistently below the worrd 1eve1, while passenger fares
within the south Pacific and between canada, Mexico and

United States were well above the world averaqe.

See Air Canada, Brit
Company Ltd., QantasInc. Air Tariff, May

ish
Ai

,1

Àirways Broad, Japan Air Lines
rvrays Ltd., Trans WorId Airlines
oatr
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TÀBLE 19

North and Mid Pacific Passenger Unit Fares: 1985

city-Pairs Normal First Excur ÀpEx other Group Group
Economy Class sion Inc.Tðu othei

Lima 19.1 29.4 17 .0
Tokyo

Bangkok 14"5 23.4 10.9 9.5 9.2 12.1 9.9
DaIlas

Singapore - 15.4 22.7 7.5 8.5 7.7 1O.B 10.4
San Francisco

New York City 18.2 29.7 11 .8 9.5 14.2
Ok i nawa

Tokyo 15.0 24.6 11.6
Mex ico

San Francisco 15"0 26.2 9.1 6.6 7,2 10.S 8.2
Hong Kong

Hong Kong 1 3.1 21 .5 8.9 7 .Z 9.6 7 .1
Vancouver

Los Àngeles - 16.3 25.8 9.5 7 .5 10.9 10.3
Osa ka

Seoul 18.2 28.5 12.0 9.5 13.1 9.6
Seattle

Honolulu 17.0 27.1 9.7 6.6 10.6 10.7
Tokyo

Source: Figures are calculated from ICAO, Survev of
International Àir Transport Fares and nãtes
seprember 1985 JircLúar 19eÑo J see , p" r oz.

Tabre 21 summarizes, for comparative purposes, passenger

flight costs by regions.



Comparison of Average Normal Economy Fares per
Passenger-kilometre: 1976-77, 1983-85

By Route Group and By Distance

RouLe Grouo

I nternat i onal
Average--World

TÀBLE 20

% change (76/85)

Between Canada,
Mexico & U.S.
North Àmerica

Year Cents per Passenger Kilometre by Distance (km)

250 500

1976'15.6 13.3
1977 16.9 14.3
1 983 27 .B 23.1
1984 27.1 22.5
1 985 28 .7 23 .6

% change (76/85)

Loca I
HactIlc
Àsia/Pacific

1000 2000 4000 8000 12000 16000

976 12.2 9.6
977 12.1 9.4
983 21 .9 17 .1
984 23.7 1 B. 0
9Bs 25.3 19.1

84.0 77 .4 70.2 64.9 59.0 52"1 49.2

1nt.T
¿.¿
9.2
8.6
9.4
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% change (76/e5)

North & Mid
HaclIlC

9"7 8.3 7.1 6.5
0.4 8.8 7 "5 6,8
5.9 13.2 11 .0 9.9
5.4 12.8 10.6 9.5
6. 0 13.2 10. B 9.7

1976 1 1 .5 10. 5 9.8 9.0 8.3 7 .7 7 .3
1977'1 1.5 10.6 9.8 9.0 8.3 7.7 7.3
1983 19.8 17.5 15.4 13.6 12.0'10.5 9.8
1984 19.2 16.9 1 4.9 1 3. 1 1 1 .5 10.2 9.4
1985 18.2 16.3 14.6 13.0 11.7 10.4 9.8

58.3 53.8 49.0 44.4 41 .0 35.1 34.2

107 .4 99. 0 92.0 84.7 78.3

7.4 5.8
3.3 10.3
3.7 10.4
4.4 10.9

% change (76/85)

South Pacific

197 6
197 7
1 983
1 984
1985

4.6

an

ó.¿

% change

Source:

q1
QA
ao

lyö5

06/85)

976
977
983
984

ICÀO, Sufvey of International Fares and Rates,
var 1 ous I ssues .

8.2 6.8 6. 1

7.9 6.9 6.3
11.8 9.8 8.7
12.1 9.9 8.7
12.1 9.8 8.6
47 .6 44.1 41 .0

8.4 7.3 6.7
10.1 7.8 6.7
12.8 11 .4 10.7 10.2
11.6 11.2 11.0 10.9
14.8 12.2 11.0 10.1

7 6.2 67 .1 64 .2

8.1
8.0
'7q



TABLE 21

Unit Passenger Cost By Region (1980-1984)

Passenger flight costs by region

Reg i on

CanadarMexico and U.S

N. Am/Cen .am. /Car ibbean
and South"ÀM.

North Àtlantic
Mid Àtlantic
South Atlantic
Local esia/Pacific
Europe/Mid . Ea st / af r i ca
and Àsia/Paci

North and Mid Pacific

South Pacific

Avg km 1 980
1 98 3-84

1800 7 .7 8.7

3800 9.3 10.1

7100 8.8 8.5

8500 12.0 11 .2

10100 11 .2 10.7

2900 12.0 12.5

7700 11.9 11 .1

10800 7.1 7.5

9100 7.6 9.5

1 981

Source: Calculated from ICÀOrÀnnual Reports, various issues.
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1 982

5.5 TRÀFFIC FLOWS

1 0.0

11.6

9.5

11.0

10 .7

t¿. I

1983

Within such a favourable climate for air transport activ-
ity, it is not surprising that traffic fl-ows have increased

substantially. ICÀO figures for scheduled passenger traffic
for the Pacific Ocean region are instructive. They are giv-
en in Table 22. The rise in the over 40% figure of traffíc
flows between the Pacific Ocean region and other parts of

the world between 1979 and 1984 is impressive and is based

on a 8.9% average annual rate of growth. within this compo-

10.0

11.0

11.0

11.0

11.0

t¿.v

1 984

10.8

t¿.J

1 0.5

10.8

10 .7

12.2

11.4 11.0 11.3

8.s 9.0 9.0

9.8 11.0 11.1
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nent, tt. 15.5% and 15.4% figures for North Àmerica ties are

noteworthy. These facts should nct, of course, obscure the

impressive strength of the intraregional figures which show

an annual growth rate of 11.5% for traffic between sub-re-
gions 

"

According to world Tourism organization statistics, total-
receipts earned from international tourism for the Asia/pa-
cif ic Ocean region as a whole vrere approximately U.S. ç12.2

billion in 1984, approximately 12 percent of the total world

tourism receipts. International tourist arrivals in the

Àsia/pacific Ocean region increased from 161693 in 1979 to
221745 in 1984. For the region as a whole, average annual

rate of growth was 6.4% for the period 1979 to 1984. The

majority of this tourist traffic was by air. For example,

of the 22r745 arrivals recorded in 1984, 17 1251 passengers

(79%) used the air mode.57

Traffic based on tourism is given in data provided by the

world Tourism organiza:-ion.ss Tabre 23 shows the regional

distribution of international tourist arrivals.

Table 24 shows the number

average annual rate of growth

region for the years 1975, 1980

tries in the region, Japan has

57 IcAo, Annual

3ð World Tourism
Spain, 1984.

Report, 1985 , p.21 .

Organization, Tourism

of tourist arrivals and the

in the Asia Pacific Ocean

and 1985. Of all the coun-

recorded the highest rate of

Forecastinq, Madrid,



International Scheduled Passenger Traff ic
Within The Pacific Reqion 1979

Passenger Flows

===============

I nter-req i onal
To & from Europe
To & from Middle East
To & from North Àmerica
To & from other resions

TABLE 22

Intra-Asia/Pacific
Within sub-regions
Between sub-regions

Number (%) Number g)

=!t=!? ==== =l::1= ====

Passengers

Flows To, From And
and 1 984

Total Àsia/Pacific

Sub-tota1 13106 41.7

5094
2831
4853

328

Source: ICAO, ICÀO
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9.0
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Sub-tota 1

growth in tourist traffic, with an annual average growth of

11.1%. Ma1aysia, on the other hand, experienced a reduction

of 8% in tourist arrival. In fact, Iutalaysia is the only
state that reported a reduction during this period.

12051 38.3
6237 20.0

Average
Ànnual
Growth

ll3t3=311

5.0%
1q Qo/
I J .9fô

8.0%
9.6%

6509
s869
7 152

519

18324 58.3

Bul1etin, July 1986 , p.23.

+.1
¿. t
5.4
1at.l

20049 43.3

31 430 1 00. 0

The average annual increase in tourist arrivals for the

1974-1980 period shows fhat the East Asia and pacific region

performed at almost double the world average.

15424 33.3
10819 23.4

26243 56.7

46292 1 00.0

Q QO/

5 .1%
11.5%

7 .5%

8.0%



Regional Distribution

Reg i on

ÀFRT CA
THE ÀMERICAS
EAST ÀSTA AND PÀCTF]C
EUROPE
MTDDLE EÀST
SOUTH ÀSTÀ

TABLE 23

TOTÀL

of Internati.onal Tourist Àrrivals

source: world Tourism organization, Tourism Forecastinq,1984, p.3.

Àrrivals percentase
1 980 of roraÍ(Millions)

Tourism from Europe, but also from Austraria and North
America, has contributed to this growth, especialty in the
case of Hong Kong, singapore, Thailand and Indonesia. At
the same time, rising standards of living have encouraged
the development of intra-regionar tourism within the Far
East.

Trends in tourist frow in East Àsia and pacific during
the earlier 1967-1976 period indicate that intra_regionar
demand grew by a factor of five ¡ yielding an average annuar
growth rate of approximatery 1g percent. Again, this is the
highest growth rate recorded by any part of the worrd.ss

5.8
J¿"5
15.0

208.0
3.0
t.f,

285.0

2.0
18"4
5"2

72.9
1.0
u.5

t5l

Àverage annual
1 nc rease

197 4- 1 98 0 (%)

100.0

6.8
4.6

t¿.¿
6.9

-q e

2"4

6.4

qo World Tourism
p.6.

Organ ization , Tourism Forecasting , 1994,



Touríst Arrivals In The Pacific Ocean Region 1975, 1980
Ànd 1 985

Coun t ry

East Àsia

Chi na
Hong Kong
uqPorr
Korea
Macau

TABLE 24

Number of
Àrrival

( 000 )

Subtotal

South East

Indonesia
Malaysia
Philippines
S i ngapore
'I'na 1 l-anct

197 5

853
1300

811
632
410

1980

4009

Asia

Àverage
Annual
Growth
Rate e)

1393
230 1

tJtb
>to
641

198s

Subtota I
South Pacific
Austral ia
New Zealand

138

1 451
3443
2327
t+¿ó
739

366
I töJ
502

1169
1180

6629

Per-
centage
Change

(1975 - 85)

Subtota I

561
89s

1 008
2562
1 858

5.4
10 .2
tl.¿
8.5
b. I

Tota 1

9387

4400

Source : Pac i f ic Äsia Travel Assoc iat ion.

749
1 082

773
3030
2438

s.1 6
377

ö.v

688 s

70
155
187
t¿5
80

In its annual report

tion indicated that in

arrivals were recorded.

893

7.4

4.4
10.0

9302

807 4

904
465
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1369 1 81 I
1 4883 19279

1 149
669

6.3

104
-8
54

.1 59
107

ö.J
Ão

the Japan National Tourist Organiza-

1 983 , a total of 1 ,968,461 foreign
This number represented a 9.8 per

83

123
77

104

107
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cent increase from the previous year. Tourist and business

arrivals were 61.5 per cent and 27.9 per cent of this totar
respectively. Of aIl the travellers arriving in Japan in
1 983, a total of 978 r794 visitors, representing 49.7% of.

total arrivals that arrived from other destinaLions within
Asia " This represented an increase of -10 per cent over

1982. Àlthough the number of North Àmericans travelling to
Japan also increased by 11 .3 per cent in '1 983, there was

actually a decline in their share from 38 per cent of total
traffic in 1977 to 26.5 per cent in 1983.60

since southeast Àsia contains some of the world's most

popurar destinations, it is herpful to have some perspective

on the revel of traffic activity within the orient region.
During 1979, airlines in the orient region handled almost 15

million passengers, over 90 percent of which were carried by

the eleven members of the orient Àirlines Association.
Major factors contributing to this traffic arowth inctuded

continued efforts to promote tourism, improved trade, tech-
nical and economic cooperation among the countries in the

region, the temporary reraxation of restrictions on foreign
travel by chinese residents in Taiwan, and the demand for
labor in the Middle East. An increase in the number of air-
lines in Asia and the Pacific, also helps to explain some of

the increase in their market share. rt is noteworthy that
in the context of this strong regional growth performance,

6o "StabIe Prices
Press, VoI. 17 ,

Help Tourism
No.14, March

to Japan", Canadian Travel
14, 1985, p.21 .



the growth of freight traffic was particularly high.

5.6 SUMMARY

In this chapter it has been shown that economic factors
have been highly supportive for the growth of air transport
in the 1970 - 1985 period. Demand side determinants, in
terms of real income growth, population increase and indus-

triarization, supported by the high income elasticity of

demand characteristic of air transport, have been very

strong. The technological development of aircraft has been

capitalized upon in the Pacific ocean region in the form of

the emphasis on wide-body jets, often long-range versions.
These aircraft have very good economics in dense traffic
markets useful for cargo moved by modern lohidyivd. Respon-

sive performance by air transport carriers has kept fare at
favourable level-s and has facilitated strong traffic devel-
opment in the Pacific Ocean region in the 1970 - 1985 peri-
od"
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This chapter will examine three components of the air
transport environment facing canada in the pacific ocean

region. First, leading features of the air traffic system

r+i11 be given in terms of leading traffic hubs and stage
length characteristics in the region. second, the strength
of competitive rivalry will be examined. Third, canada's

bilateral relationships in the region will be analyzed in
terms of the nature of the bilateral agreements and the
operating characteristics of the foreign carriers. This
component of the chapter will discuss both effective and

pending bilateral relationships during the period under

revi ew .

THE INTERNÀTIONÀL AIR TRANSPORT ENVIRONMENT FOR
CANADA IN THE PACIFTC OCEAN REGION

Chapter VI

6.1 THE INTERNATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT NETWORK

The Pac i f ic ocean region contains some of the world's
busiest and most competitive roules and, also, some of the
longest. According to rcÀo estirnates, a totat of 75.s mir-
lion passengers were embarked and disembarked at airports in
the esia/pacific region in 1984. Àpproximately 27 miltion
of these passengers used three of the busiest airports: Hong

Kong, Tokyo and singapore (table 2s). These three airoorts

- 141 -
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together accounted for 35 per cent of the region's total
international passenger traffic. rt is economically impor-
tant for carriers to gain access to these and other impor_
tant traffic hubs.

carriers have been actively involved in three of the six
leading airports in the region. on the basis of selecting
new destinations according to the amount of traffic aenerat_
ed, one would expect the next logical places to follow the
following pattern; Bangkok of Thairand, Taipei of Taiwan and

seoul of Korea. r^rith these three cities, canadian carriers
wourd then cover all of the top six traffic generating
airports in the region. However, other consideration could
alter the sequence of actual development in the region. For
example' governments and carriers are likely to prace empha-

sis on seoul, Korea, because of the potential traffic that
the summer orympics might generate. Table 2s shows the
eight busiest hubs for air transport activity in the pacific
Ocean region.

In the period under review, Canadian

To show the most intense city-pair traffic in the region,
figures for the ten city-pairs with the heaviest traffic are
given in Table 26. The rink between singapore and Kuala
Lumpur is short-range but the other links are 500 mires or
more. The pacific ocean region is characterized by the con_
siderable stage length of many of its flights. tt is note-
worthy that the long stage lengths in the Àsia/pacific ocean
region have had an impact on aircraft development. of the
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TABLE 25

The Eight Busíest Airports In The Pacific Ocean Region
1 984

City

Hong Kong
Tokyo
Singapore
Bangkok
Taipei
Seoul
Osa ka
Man i la

Passengers

( 000 )

Tota l

Other airports

9s3 9
8993
841 1

5177
5000
53ó¿
555Ð
3203

Regional Total

Average
Ànnual Growth

Rate (%)
(1974 84)

Source: ICAO Bul1etin, Soecial Report: Air Transport
Development -- Asia/Pacific Resion, July 1985. p.25.

47 060

28440

10. 0
t.¿

10 .7
9.4
7.2

t¿.5
11.0
Itr tr

twenty city-pairs that were crucial to Boeing's decision to

develop the long-range, wide-body 747-400, eighteen involved

a capital city in the Àsia/Pacific area.6 1 The longest of

these vras the New York Seoul city-pair, with a flight dis-
tance of 6r10Onmi (11 r200km). Korean Air already operates a

daily non-stop service on this route, using the 7475P,

75500

Percentage
of regional

tota I

10.1

Rq

2.6
1.9
1.1
6.9
6.6
4.5
4.4
¿*.¿

>. I

62.3

ol See WooIley, David,
long-range operat ions "

100.0

"Pacif ic Rim À driving force in
, Interavia, May, 1986. p.497-498.



The Leading Ten High
Pacific

City Pairs
(e)

S i ngapore
Taipei
Hong Kong
Bangkok
Jakarta
Honolulu
Tokyo
S i ngapore
Hong Kong
Tokyo

TABLE 26

Density Traffic City-Pairs In The
Ocean Region 1984

(s)

Kuala Lumpur
Hong Kong
Tokyo
Hong Kong
S i ngapore
Tokyo
Taipei
Bangkok
S i ngapore
Seoul-

Source: Calculated from ICÀO, Traffic !¡ Fliqht Staqe
-- 1984, Digest Of Statistics, No.321. Series
TF-NO.99. .1986.

(e) ro (e)

Revenue

718 ,7 82
718,470
660 ,605
635,224
625,255
552,003
500,495
495,256
451,145
429,302

À comparative statistical perspective on the stage length

characteristics of the region is given in Table 27. The

Passengers Carried
(s) ro (e)

144

five-year figures for the 1974

margin that this region has over the five other major

regions of the wor1d. The implications for airline fleet
development for many of the airlines operating in this

710,586
701,085
631 ,194
588 ,854
588 ,579
514 ,755
496,670
455,739
433 1728
428,650

Total

reglons are oDVlous.

between principal points in the Pacific Ocean region.

,429 r368
,419 r 555
,291 ,799
,224 r078
,213 1934
,066,758
997 ,165
950,995
884 ,873
857 ,952

1984 decade show the clear

Figure 1 shows the flight distances



À Comparison Of Average Stage length Per Aircraft By Region
Of Airline Registration

Reg i on

Àsia and the Pacific
Africa
Europe
Latiñ em./caribbean
Middle East
North America

TABLE 27

World Àverage

Àverage Stage Length Per Àircraft

Source: ICAO, ICAO

197 4
( r n Ki lometers )

197 9

2158
1385
1 231
1 408
137 2
I t>¿

145

2333

BuIlet in, July 1 986 . p.23.

1 447

550
299
571
630

2023

1 984

1 586

2604
t6¿J
1395
1 399
17 37
21 43

1 689
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The Pacific Ocean region has been the scene of a number

of disputes over the bilateral air transport agreements.

The significance that nations attach to their air transporE

agreements is evident in these disputes. The importance of

the specific nature of bilateral agreements for the develop-

ment of the carriers involved is also a basis for the con-

AIR TRANSPORT R]VALRY TN THE PACTFIC OCEAN REGION

tentious nature of some bilateral relationships, either
existing or under negotiation.

6 .2 .1 The Cl imate For Bi laterals
Req i on

Bilaterar air transport agreements focus both nationaL

economic objectives and traffic development plans of nation-
aI carriers between the contracting parties.
sharp confricts have arisen between these contracting par-

ties. Negotiations in the Pacific ocean region have often
been complex and difficult. For example, Japan and Malaysia

failed to reach agreement during the tarks held in November,

1984 in Tokyo between the two countries. Malaysia requested

Japan's approval for the operation of the Malaysian Airline
System's trans-Pacific routes to the U.S. using a joint sys-

tem under which the airrine leased cabin space from North-
west orient Airlines. Japan, however, refused the reguest on

the basis that Malaysian Airline system was not allowed to
fly to the U.S. under the righLs set forth in the existing
bilateral agreement.

147

1n't'ne Pac111c Ocean

On occasion
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rn a similar vein, Japan Air Lines and eantas Àirways

have been at odds over the Àustralian carrier's request for
an additional fright between Japan and Austraria. while
Qantas insists on year-round operation of the additional
flight, JÀL claims it should be onry for a limited season.

The dispute between Hong Kong's civil Aviation Department

and Dragonair is yet another exampre that remains unre-
solved. This dispute is over the refusar of charter riqhts
by the Hong Kong Civil Aviation Àuthority.

been seeking rights for two charter flights dairy from Hong

Kong to Beijing and once daily from Hong Kong to shanghai.

However, the matter is complicated by the fact that cathay

Pacific has only recently been granted rights into both of
these markets. Furthermore, the timing of the formation of
Dragonair is a sensitive one, and on the surfacer ßay even

appear to be opportunistic. There is speculation that Dra-
gonair is backed by a chinese state-owned financial institu-
tion, but registered in Hong Kong as a Hong Kong airline.o2

The fact that politicat forces have been an increasingly
important influential factor in sharpening or manipurating

the structure of the airrines industry is apparent. In many

instances they have disrupted the proper functioning of
bilateral air trarusporL agreements that were in force. what

happened within the local pacific region during the mid-sev-
enties between Japan and the peoples Repubric of china

Dragonair has

62 See also, "Dragonai
tional, October 12,

r keeps the heat oD",
1985 . p.7

Fliqht Interna-
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clearly illustrates this point. In ÀpriI of 1974, Japan and

the Peoples Republic of China signed a civil aviation agree-

ment which involved Japan Àir Lines's proposed flight into
mainland China.

impressed with what had happened, it was nevertheless pre-

pared to accept the fact and allowed JAL to maintain its
flights into Taiwan. However, when China exerted pressure

on Masayoshi Ohira, then Japanese foreign affairs minister,
he had to make a public statement to the effect that he con-

sidered the Taiwan Nationarist ftag on the tail of china Àir
Lines(Cef,) aircraft only a trademark. Às a result, the Tai-
wan government withdrew all rights that had been granted to
Japan, ordered JAL's aircraft not to cross the Taipei flight
information region and, at the same time, terminated atl
China Àir Lines' services to Japan. Because the route Lo

south Korea crosses over Japan's Naha flight information

region. china Air Lines decided to cancer services to south

Korea as well. For the same reason, CÀL al_so had to re-
route its United States flights via Guam and Honolulu. This

conflict was finally resolved in JuIy, 1975 when Japan with-
drew its statement and created Japan Asia Àirways to serve

Ta iwan. 6 3

Although Ta iwan vras not f avourably

Ànother politically motivated dispute happened recently
when china Àirlines v¡as barred from flying into Manila after
carrying Benigno Aquino into Manila with inadequate docu-

6 3 wi I1 iam G1enn , "The
Review, February 14,

UFO Soap Opera, " Far
1975 . o.28 .

East Economic



ments; Aquino was assassinated immediately after his arri
in Iate-Àugust, 1 985.

The '1 983 singapore's and Àir Lanka's (sri Lanka's) con-

flict is an example of yet another type of problem that may

arise from bilateral agreements. rt illustrates how an

unsatisfactorily negotiated agreement can affecL the

exchange of routes or landing rights. Àir services between

singapore and sri Lanka stopped in November of 1983. The

dispute between the two countries was over the issue of the

distribution of fifth freedom traffic rights. Àir Lanka's

craim was that since the creation of Àir Lanka, singapore

had more fifth freedom rights beyond corombo to the Middre

East and Europe than Air Lanka had beyond singapore rights.
But most important of all, it was singapore that had arways

been successful in exercising those granted rights, whire

Àir Lanka was unable to exercise most of their rights, sim-
ply because they did not have the necessary agreements with
other countries to implement these services. rt is inter-
esting to note that from an economic point of view, if srÀ

rrere to end its singapore-colombo services, this would

result in a loss of 2% of. its revenues. However, Àir Lanka

1s0

val

would lose 16% of. its revenues.

traf f ic r,¡as sixth f reedom movement f rom Àustralia, Japan and

Hong Kong, the ending of its singapore-colombo rinks would

not cause too much inconvenience to Air Lanka. In addition,
after the dispute began, Air Lanka switched some services

Since much of Àir Lanka's
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through Kuala Lumpur, following a joint service agreement

with Malaysian Àirline system. The airline also signed an

agreement with Thai International to make their colombo-

Bangkok services a joint operation.

A similar dispute was developed between the united States

and china when Pan American world Àirways resumed it service
to Taiwan after receiving authority to service the mainrand.

According to media reports, Pan Àm had promised China it
would terminate air service to Taiwan as a condition of

being allowed to fly into China.

À dispute involving Northwest Orient erupted when North-
west orient's application to fly into china was rejected by

the chinese civil Àeronautic Authority (ceec). The originar
reason for china's rejection of Northwest orient's initial
application was the fact that Northwest orient insisted on

maintaining its services into Taiwan. But when the civil
Aeronautics Board threatened to suspend flights to the u.s.
by China's airline, the CAAC relented.

Similarly, Malaysia and Singapore Airlines also sought

additional services into the united Kingdom but soon were

confronted with the same protectionist attitude. The issue

remained unresolved f or over tvro years.

Malaysian and Philippine national ai
pressed unsuccessfully for extra flights

64 The Globe and Mai1, "SrA angry at gritain", International
Business--Transportation, Monday, December 17 , 1984.

rlines have also

to Britain.6a ¿
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dispute over the addition of a third Manila-London service
by Philippine Airlines ended in the sritish courts. tihen

the British lost their case, the Department of Transport

unilaterally decided that the air services agreement between

the two countries be terminated. A twelve months termina-
tion notice was then served to the philippines as was

reguired under such circumstances

Air Niugini, Papua New Guinea's airrine, v¡as barred f rom

Indonesian ai r space after it scraped its Jakarta-port
Moresby route. Air Niugini's action v¡as prompted by the

country's aggressive Transport Minister Iarnbakey okuk, who

decided to cut the unprofitable Jakarta stop6s on its route
to Singapore.

In retaliation, rndonesia then crosed its air space Eo

Air Niugini, which resulted in adding an additional seventy

minules to the singapore run and ten minutes to Àir Niugi-
ni's Manila route. Indonesia, on the other handr wâs pre-
pared to negotiate its air space in exchange for rights that
would enabre its nationar carrier, Garuda, to use port

Moresby for its international operation.66

p.IB6
bc There were only twelve passengers

with this weekly one stop flight.
Rowan Ca1lick,"Àir Niugini under
Revi ew , Novernber 28 , 1 98 0 . p. 52

bþ

on average, connecting

firer" Far East Ec onomi c
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These illusLrations serve to show that rerations affect_
ing aviation rights cannot be considered independentry of
general international relations. one of the most marked
developments over the past decade has been the steady growth
of economic nationalism. The narrow nationalistic trends
which became more and more apparent in the worrd economies
were also refrected in internationar aviation. rncreasing_
1y, dissatisfaction with air transportation arrangements has
Ied many nations into confrict situations, which in most
cases' resulted in a net ross of economic benefits for the
countries involved. r,Ihile these illustrations were seLected
from nations that did not incrude canada, they provide a
basis for understanding the comptexity of the pacific ocean
region within which canadian air transport operates.

6.3 ÀIR TRÀNSPORT CARRIERS IN THE PACIFIC OCEÀN REGÏON

Operating statistics for carriers
ic Ocean region are given in Table
I ines, f igures are given for thei r
their Pacific Ocean operations (p).
been about 10% of. total revenues.

The average passenger revenue earned per passenger-kiro-
metre flown on scheduled international services r+ithin the
asia/pacific region was 6.S U.S. cents in 197g, some g%

above the world average. unit revenues earned on long-haul
routes between the asia/pacific region and other regions

operating in the pacif-
28. For certain air-
total system (S) and

Cargo revenues have



1981-84 Average Operating Statistics

Qantas Airways
Àir Canada
CP Air
Japan Àir Lines
Malaysian Àirlines
Air New Zealand
Singapore Airl
Thai Internat
Garuda Indonesia
Japan Àsia Àir
Philippine Àir Lines
Korean Àir Lines
Pan Àm (System)
Pan Am (Pacific)

TÀBLE 28

(rn u.S. Cents)
ÀVERAGE (1981-1984)

oR/ oE/ op./ oE/
TKP TKP TKÀ TKÀ

63 "2 62.6 38.7
65. 1 66.7 34.9
55.0 54.7 32.6
57.3 56.1 36.6
70.9 64.6 47 .9
66.5 64.5 44.1
48.4 46.6 34.1
57 .5 50 .2 36.2
76.7 73.9 33.5
78.8 74.8 56.4
53.7 55.6 30.7
50.8 46.6 35.6
60.8 64.5 34.9
58.0 58.0 33.7
s5 . 1 54.2 28 .4
44 "8 42.7 25.5
27 .7 27 .7 19 .4
27 .3 25.2 20 .1
70.8 69.5 38. B

54.1 65.8 26.0
64.6 62.1 36.5
73.7 76.6 37.8

113.4 1'10.8 53.0
19.7 21 .8 11 . s
30.8 29.2 14.5

NorthWest
NorthWest
FIying Tiger (S)
Flying Tiger (P)
Un i ted
un r. ÈeG.
Continental (P)
Continental (S)
ÀI1 Nippon Air
Trans World (p)
Trans I.forld (S)

CODE: OR/TKP =
OE/TKP =
OR/TKA =
OE/TKA =

(s)
(p)

YEARS
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38.3 3
34.5 4
32.4 4
35.8 4
43.7 3
^^ 

a 
^*¿.o +

32.8 4
5 t.b ¿7

5¿.3 +
53.5 4
31 .7 2
a^5¿.Þ ¿
37.0 4
33.s 4
27.9 4
24.3 4
19.4 4
18.6 4
38.1 4
^^ ^ ^¿>.¿ ¿

55. U +
39.3 4
51.8 3
12.7
I? R

(s)
(p)

Source: ICAO, Financial Data, Digest of Statistics,
Series F, various issues.

Operating revenue per tonne-km performed
Operating expenses per tonne-km performed
Operating revenue per tonne-km available
Operating expenses per tonne-km available

were well below the world average and, in cases of transpa-

cific routes, among the lowest in the world.

reflects the competitive conditions among carriers
Pacific Ocean region.

This fact

in the
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Unit operating expenses of Asia/Pacific airlines are com-

pared with the world average in Table 29. It is interesting
to note the improvement in their comparative total operating

expense performance in the 1974 - 1984 period.

Partial labour productivity measures are given in

30 for a number of airlines operating in the Pacific
region. À caution must be given on two counts. First,
ductivity measurement is statistically very difficult.
ond, partial productivity measures, by their nature, gi

incomplete perspective.

An ICÀO study on productivity of personnel showed that
Asian carriers, with the exception of Japan Àir Lines,

experienced higher productivity growth than North Àmerican

carriers for the decade from 1972 to 1982.67 The study was

updated in 1986 and the updated version, using personnel

data from 1975 to 1985, showed a similar pattern.6s

Load factor performance is another important indication
of the operating efficiency of airlines. Carriers based in

the Pacific Ocean region have largely operated outside IATA

and have generally had freedom to price with flexibility.
The relationship between pricing flexibility and load factor
has been noted by Bailey and others in their study of U.S.

Table

Ocean

pro-

Sec -

ve an

domestic operations under deregulation.

67 ICAO, À Review of The Economic Situation of Àir transport
1969-1982, Circular 177-AT/67, pp.65-66.

68 ICAO, The Economic Situation of Air Transport
and Outlook- 1986, Circular 200-AT/78, 1986.

They comment that

-- Review



Unit Operating Expenses Of Asia/Pacific Airlines Compared
With The World Average 1974, 1979 and 1984

Operating Expenses

Ft.ight operations
l-ess f uel and oi 1

Fuel and oil

TABLE 29

Yea r

Maintenance and
overhaul

Depreciation and
amortization

User Charges and
station expenses

Passenger services

Operating
Tonne-km
(rn u.s.

197 4
197 9
1 984

197 4
197 9
1 984

197 4
197 9
1 984

197 4
lY/v

1 984

197 4
197 9
1 984

197 4
197 9
1 984

197 4
197 9
1 984

197 4
197 9
1 984

197 4
197 9
1 984

Asia/Pacific Wor]d Average

Expenses Per
Ava i Iable

Cents )
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3.0
2.8
3.1

9.4
tv.¿

2.8
3.8
3.6

2.8
3.0
n1
=. I

s.6

¿.+
3.+

n1
=. I

6.1
6.6

Ticketing, sales and
promot ion

General, administrative
and others

?n

A^

4.3
8.0
>.5

2.3
2.9

?q

6.4

2.2
??
?'7

3.2
5.2
6.6
.1 Al.=

¿. I

3.0

¿¿. I
J+. þ
39.9

Total operating
expen se s

Source: ICAO, International Air Passenqer
Transport -- Àsia and the Pacific,
201-AT-79, p.89.

.¿

.6
"6

25 .1
35.7
38 .4

and Freiqht
1 986, Ci rcular



Partial Productivity Measures For schedul-ed rnternational
Àirlines 1983,1984

( tnternational Operations OnIy)

Ài rI ines

Qantas
Àir Canada
CP Air
Garuda
Japan Àirlines
Japan Àsia Airways
Malaysia Àirlines
Air New Zealand
Phi I ippines Ài r1 ines
Korea Àirlines
Singapore Airlines
Thai International
Cathay Pacific
Northwest
Pan Am

TABLE 30

1983
Revenue Available

Tonne-Km Tonne-Km
per per

Employee Employee

164.26
s5.99
90.53
I t.5+

214 .92
382. B 1

tr,1 1q
110.20

91 .58
¿J> .56
265.7 6
124.93
241 .83
142.89
146.06

1 984
Revenue

Tonne-Km
per

EmpJ-oyee

Source: calcurated from IcÀo, civil Àviation statistics
g¡f the World -- 1984, Tenth Edition , f 9B'J.Notes: Figures marked with an asterisk (*) are estimates
using 1985 personnel figures obtained from Àir
Transport WorId, May, .1986. p.64. Figures markedwith (#) are estimates using 1983 perãonnel figures
from ICÀO.

1tr,1

271.8
110.78
1À^l++.¿a
1 50.63
5t t.3l
516 .29

rÞf,. z I

157.32
?qq Ãtr

37 6 .96
1a'7 Q7

5+ó.+¿
247 .82
¿Jt.¿>

Ava i labIe
Tonne-Km

per
Employee

177.36
59.27

106 .7 4
73.64

246 .07
5>5. I J

61.t3
113.79
78.46

108 .27
293.28
127.38
251 .30
170.33
170.86

". . . . load factors increased dramatically when the (civit
Àviation) Board began granting carriers grearer pricing
flexiblity early in 1977."6s

272.65

*
*
*
1¡
¿t
?t

*
*

10.40
75.60
67.18

356.70
>¿+. /ó
8s.66

r3þ. u I

125 .7 5
157.07
412.24
1 92 .37
357.17
294.56
280.53

6s Bailey, Elizabeth

*
*
t+tr
*tÎ
*
*

Kap1an., Derequlatinq the Àirlines.
sachusetts: Cambridge. 1 985. p. 1 35.

*
*
1t

*

*
4
1t

*

E. , David R. Graham and
The MIT

Daniel P.
Press, Mas-
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Load factor performance is also affected positively by

seat management performance rerated to discount fare Þer-
formance.

Table 31 compares the load factor performance by region

of airline registration for six region of the worrd for
1974, 1979 and 1984. The strong performance of the Àsia and

TABLE 31

À comparison of Average Load Factors By Region of Àirline
Registration

Reg i on

Asia and the Pacific
Af r ica
Europe
Latin Àm./Caribbean
Middle East
North Àmerica

WorId Àverage

Percentage of Passenger Load Factor

Source:

197 4

Pacific region airlines is striking.

60
53
56

60
53

ICAO, ICAO Bulletin

197 9

66
5B
63
62
58
55

56

1 984

, July 1986. p.23.

68
5B
65
bl
60
66

b5 65



TABLE 32

Top Load Factor Traffic In The pacific - 1983

ORIGIN

TAI PET
HONG KONG SyDNEy CX 63114 54639 87 8747 157
HONG KONG TÀ]PEI
SINGÀPORE TOKYO
BÀNGKOK TOKYO

ÀRRIVAL CODE SEATS CÀRRIED LF TYPE FQ

BÀNGKOK HONG KONG SQ 95952 80285 84 DC1 0 237
HONG KONG SrNGÀPORE CX '146536 123079 84 8747 365

HONG KONG SQ 142764 128951 90 8747 365

HONG KONG OSÀKA
HONG KONG HONOLULU SQ 105526 88458 84 8747 261OSAKA MANILA TG 51087 42331 83 EA3o 196
HONG KONG STNGAPORE SQ 247984 206762 83 8747 626osAKA HONG KONG CX 111378 91590 82 L101 363
SINGÀPORE HONG KONG CX 146536 120325 82 8747 365
HONG KONG SINGÀPORE JL 41916 34363 82 DCSS 208
MÀNI LA

sQ 142760 123642 87 8747 365
sQ 65152 55312 85 8747 159
rc 57876 48872 84 F.747 156

HONG KONG TOKYO
TOKYO
LOS ÀNGELE TOKYO
TOKYO
HONG KONG OSAKA CX 112095 88624 79 L101 365
TOKYO LOS ANGLE SQ 64368 50659 79 8747 157
HONG KONG TOKYO NW 140864 111581 79 8747 362TÀrpEr srNcÀpoRE sQ 120159 94344 79 8747 249
siNGÀpoRE coLoMBo sQ 86954 68137 78 8747 222MANTLA rOKyO Nw 98398 76488 78 8747 254
HONG KONG BANGKOK SQ 95952 74432 78 DCIO 237
srNGApoRE HONG KONG SQ 248288 193920 78 8747 626
BANGKOK DELHI TG 62172 48462 78 EA3O 117TOKYO HONG KONG JL 276308 211925 77 8747 763

JL 129008 105867 84 F747 368

OSAKA

TÀI PEI

159

TÀI PE]

rc 51579 42218 82 EÀ30 1 98
PA 150.151 122043 B1 F.747 367
sQ 142764 115400 B'1 8747 355
sQ 64368 52441 81 F.747 157
EG 144384 114984 80 DCSS

TÀI PEI
BANGKOK MANILÀ TG 104820 80481 77 EÀ30 238
BÀNGKOK HONG KONG AI
SEOUL
SYDNEY
TOKYO
TAI PEI

TOKYO

BANGKOK MANILÀ
====================================================
Source: Extracted from ICAO, Traffic By. Fliqht Staqe,

1 983 , Digest of Stati st ics no.3O9.
Series TF-No.98. 1984.

TOKYO
STNGAPORE SQ
HONG KONG CX
HONG KONG TG

Note: LF = Load Factor FQ = Frequency
Key For Airlines Code: Àir India
Singapore Airlines (SO) pan Am

EG 174990 134490 77 DCSS

Japan Àir Lines
Cathay Pacific

JL

Northl^7est Airlines (NW) Thai International

63196 48924 77 8747 161
28352 98602 77 r.747 351
03078 78891 77 8747 261
45324 110356 76 8747 350
59366 120935 76 EÀ30 647

PR 95860 72933 7 6 DC10 207

(.¡l) Philippines Àirline
(Cx) Japan Àsia Air

(er
(pe
(pn
(ec
(rc )



Table 32 gives the results of

data for 242 city-pairs with 762

shows the very strong load factor
Ocean region and city-pairs. The

riers based in the pacific Ocean

'r'aÞte 3 3

uled traf f ic
period 1970

shows the strength

development in the

- 1 985. The shi ft

TÀBLE

Regional Percentage Distribution

calculations based on ICAO

observations. This table
performance in the pacific

strong performance of car-
region is again evident.

North America
Europe
Asia/Pacific
Lat in Àmer ica / Car ibbean
Middle East
Africa

of the international sched-

asia/Pacific region for the

in the world importance of

160

Tonne-Ki lometers

Source: TCÀO, ICAO Ànnual Reports, Various Issues.

(rn Percentage)

this region is evident in these figures

Of International Scheduled
Performed

The rise of carriers based in the pacific ocean region is
shown in a study of u.s. carriers' share of total passenger

traf f ic by worl-d region given in Table 34. while the u. s.
share has falIen somewhat in the North Àtlantic and other

t>tu

32.9
43. B

11 .7
4.3
3.5
3.8

t>t3

¿¿. I
43.5
18.7
6.6
4.6
4.5

1980

19 .6
40. B

23.5
6.9
4.9
¿T.J

'1985

5 t .5
26.7

tr1

t+.. 3
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categories, it has ,ir.n in South America. However, the

share for the Pacific and for Oceania has fallen very sig-

TABLE 34

U.S. Carriers' Market Share Of TotaI Passenqer Traffic

By World Region 1971-1981 (Percentage Of Market)

Year WorId North Pacific Oceania South Other
Àtlant ic Àmer ica

1971 s6.5
1972 53.9
1973 54.2
t>t+ 3¿.6
1975 49.6
1976 50.3
1977 50.4
1978 50.0
1979 50.8
1 980 49.1
I>öl +ó.1

48.0 55.9
46.4 46.6
48.5 50.4
46.1 50. 9
44 .0 40 .7
44 .7 45 .1
45 .4 43 .7
43 .9 41 .3
++. ¿ ++.3
42.1 41 .4
41 .0 38.7

A> First three quarters of 1981 only.
B> Calendar year 1981.
C> Includes U. -Africa/¡Aideast /Car ibbean/Central America.

À

Source:

61.5
57 .1
56.2
50.7
\tt I

+J.¿
+>.>
46. 5
50.9
48.2
48.3

Douglas L. Àdkins, Martha J. Lange1an, Joseph
M. Trojanowski., Is Competition Workable In
North Atlantic Airline Markets? International
Economic Analysis Group, Bureau of International
Aviation, Civil Àeronautics Board. March 1982.
p.36.

B

+v.¿
+¿.+
43.5
++. I

42.9
39.0
LI

44 .1
44.9
44 .6
43 .6

n i f icantly.

69.5
67 .0
b-J. /
61 .4
trq 1

s9.5
60.3
60.9
61.0
60.0
61.3

¡l À c



6.4

Canada's major bilateral partners in the South Pacific

region are Australia and New Zea1and. À major characteris-

tic of the operations of the international carriers of these

nations is their unusally long stage lengths. with the

exception of intra-regional traffic, virtually aI1 interna-

tional routes operated by Qantas and Àir New Zealand involve

very long flight stages. This is especially true for their
operations to and from the North Àmerican continent.

Canada entered into a bilateral relationship with Austra-

Iia on June 11, 1946. The bilateral agreement signed then

is the earliest bilateral giving Canada access to markets in

the Pac i f ic Ocean region. An espec ia11y noteworthy and

unusual provision of this agreement was a capacity predeter-

mination clause which provided for a fifty percent sharing

of capacity by the designated carriers of the contracting

nations. The agreement allowed CP Àir to operate flights
between Vancouver and Sydney via an intermediate stop at

ÀuckLand with beyond rights for New Zealand. On March 16,

1 951 , an amendment was made to the agreement, the amended

paragraph four of the Ànnex concerning the designation of

the Canadian route. This amendment specified the route to
be served by both contracting states to be. Vancouver - San

CÀNADIÀN SOUTH PÀCIFIC MARKETS
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Franc i sco

Sydney in both directions.
HonoluIu Canton I sland Fi j i Auckland
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The second change occurred in September of 1954 in regard

to the period of time required for notice to be given. At

the reguest of the Canadian Government, further adjustment

vrere made to the 1951 routing provisions in 1974 to provide

more flexibility in the use of international points by car-
riers" This 1974 amendment to the 1946 Canadian-Àustralia

air transport agreement became a new bilateral agreement

and, as of November 1986, was still in force.

6.4.1 Austral ia

The Àustralian flag carrier, Qantas, dates back to 1920

when it was then known as the Queensland and Northern Terri-
tory Aerial Services Limited; its first scheduled service

began in November, 1922. The Queensland and Northern Terri-
tory Aeria1 Services l,imited and BOÀC (then known as Imperi-

al Ài rways ) f ormed Qantas Empi re Ai rways l,imited in 1934 to
operate the Brisbane-Singapore portion of the England-Àus-

tralia route. In JuIy, 1947, the Àustralian Government took

control of the carrier by share purchase and designated it
to be Australia's scheduled international air carrier. In

1967 the carrier's name vras changed to Qantas Airways r,imit-
ed, commonly called Qantas. Table 35 shows the internation-
aI scheduled passenger traffic of Qantas.

Table 36 shows the seven route sectors linking the west-

coast of North America and Australia. Tvro non-stop services

have been provided by Qantas and United Àirlines of the

United States.



TABLE 35

Passenger Traffic Of Qantas

(International Scheduled RPKs in Million)

YEÀR Revenue Growth
Passenge r (%)
Kilometers

l> /5
197 6
1977

> tó
979
980

10104
11366
1157 6

1 981
1982
1983
1984
1985

261 4
567 9
57 69
4458

Reg i onal-
Revenue
Pa s senge r
Ki lometers
Share g)

| 5J55
1 4334
16154
17305

12
1

24
0

_B

6
-6
'1 )

Averaqe Ànnua1 Growth

rb+

Source: ICÀO, Informal Workshop Meetinq On Aviation
Forecastinq And Economic Planninq, Bangkok,
Thailand, 2-6 March, 1987.

Àva i Iable
Seat s
Kilometers
Share (%)

9.0
7.2
6.2
t.l
5.0
¿.¿
2.0
na

Table 37 shows the performance of Qantas with respect to the

international traffic of its host country, Àustralia, for the

period 1979 to 1982.

1q ?

tó. /
t/.Þ
I t.¿
16.6
14.9
t¿.6
12.7
t¿. I

t¿. I

(1975- 1 985) : tr trol



North Àmerica - Àust.ralia Àir Transport Route Network

City-pairs

Los Angeles/
Sydney:

TÀBLE 36

Honolulu/
Sydney:

Airlines

San Francisco/
Sydney/
Melbourne:

Los Angel-es/
Sydney/
Melbourne:

Los Àngeles/
San Franc isco/
Ca i rns/gr i sbane :

Vancouver/
Sydney:

Qantas, United
Qantas, United
Cont inental ,
Àir New Zealand

Qantas, United

Continental, United

16s

F1 ight

Continental, United

non-stop
one or more
intermediate
srops

non- sE op

via Honolul-u

Qanta s

CP Àir

via Honolulu

via Honolulu

via Hono1ulu



Market Share Of Host Country Carriers -- The Àustralia Case

Passengers traff ic to Australia:
By Qantas
By Foreign carriers
Total by air
Ratio carried by Qantas 44.6

Passengers traffic from Àustralia:

TÀBLE 37

By Qantas
By Foreign carriers
Total bv air
Ratio carried by Qantas

Source: AustraLian Bureau of Statistics, Year Book,
AustE_]-ia_, Various issues. Canberra: Australia.

1979 1 980

(rn thousands of passengers)

6.4.2 New Zealand

919
1 140
2059

lbb

Canada's air transport link with New Zealand began in
1947, when Canada, in a bilateral agreement negotiated with

the United Kingdom, obtained fifth freedom traffic rights
for Fiji and beyond rights into New Zea1and. In 1950,

building upon the agreement with the British, Canada sought

and concluded an air transport agreement with New Zealand

that enabled CP Air to began air service Iinking Vancouver

and Auckland on December 28, 1951. On ÀpriL 24, 1969, CP

Àir suspended this service because of a dispute with eir New

1 981

920
1211
2132

864
1095
1 959

1 982

&3.2

947
1 245
21 93

lt^ '1

838
11A1I t= |

197 9

+5. ¿

933
1224
21 57

+¿.3

BB5
1193
207 B

+3.3

44.7

898
1162
2060

43 .6
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zeal-and.7o Unable to resolve the problem, New Zealand gov-

ernment withdrew CP Àir's right on May 14, 1969. More

recently, Canada has renegotiated a new bilateral agreement

v¡ith the New Zealand government. Service between the two

countries resumed in November, 1985.

New Zealand set up a carrier as an international joint-

venture in 1939. The Ners Zealand government became half
owner of its flag carrier Tasman Empire Àirways Ltd (tner)

with the rest of the company interest shared by Australia
(30%) and the United Kingdom (20%). Scheduled international
traffic was inaugurated between Sydney and Auckland in 1940.

In October, 1953, withdrawal of British interest in the com-

pany left the New Zealand and Àustralian governments with

equal share holdings of 50% . By JuIy, 1961, the New Zea-

land government took control of the company and in Apri1,

1965, changed its name to Air New Zealand. DC-8 service to

Los Angeles via Nandi and Honolulu was inaugurated on 14

December, 1965, and the following year saw the opening of

routes to Hong Kong and Singapore.

À merger of three private domestic carriers (Union Àir-
ways of New Zealand, Cook Strait Àirways and Àir Travel (Hz)

Limited) in November, 1945, Ied to a state-owned nationaf

domestic airline, New Zealand National Àirways Corporation

(xz¡¡aC). Àmalgamation of NZNAC with air New Zealand on 1

Apri1, 1978, eliminated a two airlines policy for New Zea-

70 See CP Air News, February,
News, May, 1982, p.1 .

1981 , p.14. also, CP Air



land and left one enlarged nat

Àir New Zealand. By 1985, Àir
neth'ork encompassing 24 domest ic

destinations. Table 38 shows

TABLE 38

Passenger Traffic Of Àir New Zealand

168

ional fl"ag carrier known as

New Zealand operated a route

points and 15 international
the international passenger

(International Scheduled RPKs in Million)

YEÀR Revenue Growth
Passenge r (%)
Ki lometers

tJt5
976
977
978
979
980
981
982
983
ió+
98s

2982
3282
3556
4113
431 4
4563
461 4
4837
5354
58 56
6462

Reg i onal
Revenue
Pa s senge r
Ki lometers
Share (%)

ln 1

X<

=.J
hx

1at. I

4.8
ln 1

>.+
10.0

Àverage ÀnnuaI

Source: ICÀO, Informal Workshop Meetinq On Àviation
Forecastinq Ànd Economic Planninq, Bangkok,
Thailand, 2-6 March, 1987.

Ava i lable
Seat s
Ki lometers
Share (%)

5.8
5.5

4.7
¿t.J

3.8
h1fl . I

4.2
4.3

development ot

Growth (1975- 1 985) : 8.0%

5.6
5.2
5.3
5.0
?.=

4.1
4.0
4.0
4.2
4.1

Air New Zea1and. Table 39 shows the air
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transport services available for travel to and from New Zea-

land. In this South Pacific route group, non-stop services

were made available by Àir New Zealand between Los Angeles

TÀBLE 39

North Àmerica New Zealand Àir Transport Route Network

City-pairs
Los Angeles/
Àuc kland :

Los Angel-es/
Àuc kland :

Los AngeLes/
Auc kland :

Vancouver/
Àuc kland:

Àir

Air

I ines

New Zealand

joins Cont inental
and United

Qantas

Air New Zealand

and Àuckland.

6.5 CANÀDIAN NORTH PÀCIF]C MARKETS

In the North Pacific area, significant Canadian air
transport activity has long been present in markets such as

Japan and Hong Kong. It is not until recently, however,

that China and Singapore vrere added to the list as Canada's

active air transport Þartners.

F1 i ght

non-stop

via Honolu1u

via Sydney

via Honolulu



Þ.5. I

The Canada Japan bilateral agreement was signed on Jan-

uary 12, 1955, and has never been amended. The agreement

contains Bermuda-type capacity clauses and, in addition, a

requirement for the exchange of data for capacity reviev¡s.

Each nation can designate more than one airline to provide

service. Under the agreement, Canadian carrier routing can

originate from any point in Canada through intermediate

points in either Àlaska or the Àlentians for travel to

Tokyo. It is significant that fu11 traffic beyond rights
give access to Hong Kong with another point, or points, to

be agreed upon when warranted. The Japanese carrier(s) is

to discharge traffic at the Vancouver gateway with the same

condition for international points as specified above.

Beyond rights apply for Mexico City, Caracas, any point or

points in Brazil, and any point in the west or central part

of the United States with fu11 traffic freedoms. In gener-

al, Japaness bilateral air transport agreements have a high-

er than usual incidence of fifth freedom rights. It is also

worth noting that Japan has a large population base with a

large trading volume to provide traffic and and a straLegic

geographical position in the Pacific Ocean region for air
transport linkages.

Japan

170

Japan's

(,lar, ) , was

rier. As

main international carrier, Japan Air Lines

incorporated on August, 1951, as a domestic car-

a private company, it was unable to meet the
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financial requirements that would a1low it to expand its

operation into Lhe international market. To meet the heavy

capital investment required, the Japanese government inter-

vened in Japan Àir Lines in 1952.

Air Lines vras reorganized with a fifty percent government

i nterest The international scheduled passenger traffic of

TÀBLE 40

Passenger Traffic Of Japan Àir Lines (¡af,)

(International Scheduled RPKs in Million)

YEAR Revenue Growth
Passenger (%)
Kilometers

In Àugust , 1953, Japan

975
976

978
979

2054
3533
5783
7872

1980
1 981

982
983
984

207 99
21 339
24328
25380
25040
27918
29832

Reg i ona I
Revenue
Passenger
Ki Iometers
share (%)

23 .6
22 .6
23.5
¿¿.J
¿¿. I
20.2
20.6
1 9.8
19 .1
19.8
1 9.81985

12.3
16.6
t3.¿
I þ. {:t

2.6
14.0
4.3

- t.J
44 ÊI r.3
6.9

Àverage Annual

Source : I CÀO, I nf ormal Ï,ior kshop Meet i nq On Àviat ion
Forecastinq And Economic Planninq, Bangkok,
Thailand, 2-6 March, 1987.

Àva i lable
Seat s
Ki lometers
Share (%)

Growth

¿+. ¿

¿5.V
23.2
¿¿.>
¿¿..+
21 .3
¿v.t
20.2
18.9
18.4

(1975-1985): 9.5%
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Japan Air Lines is shown in Table 40. Table 41 gives the

air transport route network between North America and Jaoan,

Tab1e 42 shows the market share gained by Japanese carriers
in Japanese traffic. A high point of 38.4% was reached in
1980. It is interesting Lo note that in Japan, Japan Airlines
has faced competitive pressure for international traffic from

Japanses sources. Pressure on the Japanese government from the

privately owned All Nippon cargo, and Toa, forced a renegotia-
tion of the Japan - United States bilateral to allow additional
airlines to serve the transpacific cargo market.

renegotiation, JAL had shared the Japan United States traffic
with Flying Tiger, a UniLed States cargo specialist.

Before the



North America - Japan Àir Transport Route Network

City-pairs

New York/
Tokyo:

San Franc ísco/
Tokyo:

Seat tl-e/
Tokyo:

TÀBLE 41

Ai rI ines

Japan Air
Northwest
Un i ted

Japan Air
Northwest
Un i ted
T-*^n r.i -uqPcl¡¡ nr r

Nor thwe s t
Un i ted

Japan Air
Nor thwe st
Singapore
Un i ted

Un i ted

Un i ted

Japan Air
Nor thwe st

Japan Àir
Nor thwe st

Japan Àir
Japan Air
Japan Air

Japan Air

Japan Air
Northwest

CP Air

Los Àngeles/
Tokyo:

Lines
Or ient

Li nes
Or i ent

Lines
Or ient

Lines
Or ient
Àirlines

Port land/rokyo

oregon/Tokyo

Chi cago/
Tokyo:

Honolulu/
Tokyo:

Anchorage/Tokyo

Vancouver/tokyo

Los ÀngeJ-es/
Tokyo/Nagoya:

Honolulu/
tokyo/Saporo:

uonolulu/
Osaka:

Toronto/Tokyo
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FI i ght

non
non
non

non
non
non

non
non
non

non
non
non
non

non

non

non
non

non
non

non

non

non

-sÈop
-sEop
-stop

-sEop
-stop
-stop

-stop
-stop
-sEop

-sEop
-stop
-stop
-stop

-sEop

-sEop

-stop
-stop

-stop
-stop

-stop

-stop

-stop

Lines
Or i ent

Lines
Or i ent

Lines

Lines

Lines

Lines

Lines
Or i ent

non-stoD

non-stop
non-stop

via Vancouver



Market Share Of

Passenqers travel þ¿ air and

Total outgoing passengers
Japanese passengers

Total incoming passengers

TÀBLE 42

Host Country Carriers -- The Japanese Case

Foreign visitors
Passenqers travel þ¿ air:
Total passengers by air
Passengers by Japanese carriers-

Japanese flag carriers share

Source: Ministry of Transport, Japan,
Annual- Report of Transport Economy Summarv,-(rFat 

I gss)-. I gsE;-p.34.

1 965 1970 1975 1 980 1984

(rn thousands of passengers)
sea:

6.5.2 Honq Kong

5tó

hxl

367
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The 1949 agreement between the United Kingdom and Canada,

subseguently amended in 1958 and 1960, included access to

Hong Kong for Canada. Points of departure included Toronto,

Edmonton and Vancouver with intermediate points listed as

Whitehorse, A1aska, the Aleutians, points in Japan and

Shanqhai.

I t+¿
663

17 35
854

1141

340

29.7

3313
2466
3311

ót¿

3B 38

1333

34.7

5585 6729
3909 4659
5233 6727
1317 2110

7940 12146 16695

2570 4669 61 50

32.+ 38.4 36.8

Àn amendment on 14 April, 1981, with Hong Kong as a gate-

wâyr gave Canada beyond rights with limited frequency to

three round trips per week and with only one point to be
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ser"rsfl e¡ any single f1ight. canada could choose Vancouver

and two other points in canada for departure but three

months advance notice by diplomatic note is required for
points other than vancouver. rntermediate points are whit-
ehorse, ÀIaska, Shanghai, and points in Japan. The interme-

diate and beyond rights are only available to one designated

Canadian carrier.
agreement with Japan provides futl traffic beyond rights for
Hong Kong.

Limited air transport services based in Hong Kong were

provided by cathay Pacific as early as 1946. Two years lat-
€tr, the swire Group and Australian Nationar Air$rays together
acquired and managed the carrier. cathay pacific, owned 71

per cent by the Swire Group and 29 per cent by the Hong Kong

and shanghai Bank, currently operates an average of 400

flights per week with an extensive route network covering

over twenty countries. operating from Hong Kong, the carri-
er now flies to Osaka, Tokyo, Seou1, Taipei, Manila, Bang-

kok, Kuala Lumpur, Singapore, Kota Kinabalu, Brunei, Jakar-
tâ, Fukuoka, Perth, Sydney, Bahrain, Melbourne, penang,

Dubai, Kaohsiung, Port Moresby, Shanghai, London, Àbu Dhabi,

Bombay, vancouver and seattle. International passenger

traffic statistics for cathay Pacific are given in Tabre 43.

The route between Hong Kong and Tokyo is the world's bus-

iest. It was served by 12 carriers in 1983, most of them

operating Boeing 747 aircraft. The canadian carrier operaË-

It may be recalled that the Canadian



TABLE 43

Passenger Traffic Of Cathay Pacific Airways

(tnternational Scheduled RPKs in Million)

YEAR Revenue Growth
Passenge r (%)
Kilometers

197 5
197 6
1977
1978
1979
1980
1 98.1
1 982

2632
3009
3671
4594
521 0
51 81
8256
9235
9629

| | ¿55
| ¿t+>+

983
984
98s

Reg i ona I
Revenue
Pa s senge r
Ki lometers
Share (%)

Average Ànnual

-ln 1t:t. I

22 .0
25 .1
13 .4
lð.b
33.6
11.9
4.3

tó. /
I t.¿
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Source: ICAO, Informal Workshop Meetinq On Aviation
Forecastinq And Economic Planninq, Bangkok,Fhãffiz-e ¡tarci,F-7.

Ava i lable
Seats
Kilometers
Share (%)

5.1
5.0
qo

5.9

7.2
't2
8.C
X<

ing in this region, CP Àir, recently converted its fleet of

747s to smaller DC10s. This reduced the number of carriers
operating with 747s within this sector. However, the volume

of traffic was not expected to decrease since CP Àir also

increased its frequency on this sector to maintain its
capacity share.

Growth (1975-1985) : 16.9%

4.9
4.8

5.8

6.4
6.7
6.9
1.6
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It is worth noting other international traffic from Hong

Kong. Hong Kong-Bangkok traffic is almost as heavy as that

with Tokyo, while there were 1.4 million passengers between

Hong Kong and Taipei in 1983 in spite of travel restrictions

in force in Taiwan.

Cathay Pacific's average annual growth rate, at 16.9%, is

outstanding. However, the prospect of the return of Hong

Kong to China in 1997 places investment risks on Cathay

Pacific. It is not known whether the new Hong Kong govern-

ment at that time would accept Cathay Pacific as its carrier

and, if it did, what the airlines commercial- prospects would

be. Investment in an expanded aircraft fleet faces increas-

ingly short amortization period before the 1997 deadline.

TabIe 44 provides information on

Àmerica route network.

the Hong Kong North



North Àmerica

City-pairs

New York/
Hong Kong:

Ch i cago/
Hong Kong:

Los Àngeles/
Hong Kong:

Seat t]-e /
Hong Kong:

San Franc isco/
Hong Kong

Vancouver/
Hong Kong:

TABLE 44

Hong Kong Air Transport Route Network

Airlines

Nor thwest

Northwest

Nor thwest
S i ngapore

Un i ted

I tn ì ÈôÃ

Cathay Pac

Catha¡z Pac

Or i ent

Orient

Orient
Ài rl i nes

6.5.3
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F1 ight

canada's bilateral agreement with china was signed in
1973 but its implementation has been unusualry sIow. The

agreement has capacity pre-determination clauses and a pro-
vision for charter services. china can originate traffic
from any point in that country to travel by vray of Tokyo

through one intermediate point. passengers, mail and cargo
may be carried into vancouver and/or ottawa with beyond

rights to a third country. canada can designate one airline
to originate service from any point in canada with a techni-

China

non-sÈop

non-stop

i f ic

if ic, CP Air

via Tokyo
via Honolulu

non-sÈop

non
non

non

-sEop
-stop

-stop
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cal landing right in Àlaska, proceeding then through Tokyo

.or another Japanese point, to Shanghai or Beijing as gate-

ways. The Canadian carrier is granted a beyond right which

allows route extensions to one point beyond China, this
point to be determined later. An important feature of this
agreement is the stop-over privilege granted indiscriminate-
ty to passengers at intermediate points.

Of all the agreements between Canada and other pacific

Ocean region nations, the Canada China agreement is unique

in its inclusion of a protocol relating to technical
requirements and operating procedures.

specific items on air corridor and airport use, communica-

tion and navigation cooperation, air traffic control, meteo-

rological information exchange, aircraft airworthiness stan-

dards and miscellaneous items.

China has not yet initiated carrier operation to Canada

and Canadian operation of this international Iinkage did not

begin until 1985, twelve years after the signing of the

agreement. It is interesting to note that, in the light of

CP Air's delay in initiating service, Àir Canada requested

the right to serve China in June, 1985.7 1 Faced with this
challenge, CP Àir began service at the end of the year.

The protocol has

71 Brian Milner,
Globe and MqiL, June,

"Ai r Canada Lacks
1 985.

Rights to China, " The



Air transport service began in 1929 when Curtiss-Wright
Aviation, a large American aircraft manufacturing company,

set up Aviation Exploration Inc.

government acquired 55% inLerest in the company and the Chi-

na National Aviation Corporation (CHaC) was formed to pro-
vide air services in China. Through Lufthansa, Germans

helped to organize the Central Air Transport Corporation in
1931 and this became China's second airline. Following the

success of these two joint-ventures, the USSR began to par-

ticipate in China's air transport system in 1939.

With the founding of the People's Republic of China in
1g49, the Sovetsko-Kitayskoe aktsionernoe obshestvo gra-

zhdanskoy aviatsii (Skoga) was formed one year later as a

joint venture with the Soviet Union. At the same time, the

Chinese government set up its own carrier, known as China

À year later the Chinese

Civil Àviation Corporation (CeaC).

Civil Aviation replaced CÀÀC with the Chinese people's Àvia-

tion Corporation. In October, 1954, the U.S.S.R relin-
quished control of their interest in Skoga and, subsequent-

Iy, the airline s¡as taken over by the Civil Aviation
Àdministration of China (CeeC).
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The General Administration of Civil Àviation of China,

abbreviated as CAÀC like the airline, was established in
1962 and superceded the Civil Àviation Àdministration of

China. The General Administration of Civil Àviation of Chi-

na was then placed under the direct control of the Council

In 1952, the Bureau for
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of state, heading six regional civir aviation administra-
tions.

CÀÀC has operated primarily domestic routes in the ini-
tial stages with the exception of service to the soviet
union. cAÀc controls all civil aviation activities in china

and operates a variety of non-airline activities in connec-

tion with the national development of industry anc agricul-
ture through activities such as aerial survey, crop-spraying
and aero-medical work.

At the end of 1980, CAAC operated 180 air routes totalr-
ing 190,000 krns, 16 times the 1950's f igure. The 159 domes-

tic routes totalled 110r000 kms, while the 21 international
and regional routes totatled 80,000 kms.

china's international air routes now rink it with over 20

cities in 18 countries.

Tokyo, Osaka and Nagasaki (Japan), Rangoon (Burma), Moscow

(ussn) , Karachi (paxistan) , paris (France) , Teheran (r ran) ,

Bucharest (Romania), Frankfurt (west Germany), Addis Àbaba

(etrriopia), Bergrade (yugoslavia), zurich (switzerland),

Sharjah (the United Àrab Emirates), Baghdad (traq), London,

Manila, Bangkok and New York, san Francisco and Los Àngeres

of the united states. cÀÀc has signed air transport agree-

ment with over 40 countries and estabrished business ties
with airrine companies in more than 1 80 countries and

reqions.

These includes Pyongyang (Korea),



Table 45 gives data on the internat
senger traffic of CAAC. The average

28.8%, is very high, but the traffic

TÀBLE 45

Passenger Traffic Of CAÀC

(International Scheduled RPKs in ¡li1lion)

YEÀR Revenue Growth
Passenge r (%)
Kilometers
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ional scheduled pas-

annual growth rate,

development is at an

1975 300
1976 300
1977 350
1978 607
1979 810
1 980 913
1 981 1 668
1982 1 880
1 983 2240
1 984 2787
1985 3761 *

Reg i onal
Revenue
Pa s senge r
Kilometers
Share (%)

0.0
16 .7
73.4
33.4
t¿. I
82.7
12.7
19 .1
24.4
34.9

Àverage Ànnual

Note:
Source:

Àva i labIe
Seat s
Ki lometers
Share g)

0
0
0
0
0
0

.6

o
o
A"

.0

Estimated data are noted with *.
ICÀO, Informal Workshop Meetinq On
Forecastinq Ànd Economic Plannins,
Thailand, 2-6 March, 1987.

Growth (1975- 1 985 ) :

early stage with relatively Low figures.

0.6
0.5
0.6
0.8
aro
na
t.¿
1At.=

2.0
2.32

¿

28.8%

Àviat ion
Bangkok,



Since 1949, the total
increased by 20 per cent

In 1 980 it carried 3.43

passenger kilometers; 8B

tonne kilometers in fre
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transportation turnover of CAÀC has

annually over the past 31 years.

million passengers and 3.96 billion

,900 tons of cargo and 141 million
ight.7 2 Tab1e 46 shows the North

TÀBLE 46

North Àmerica China Àir Transport Route Network

City-pai rs

New York Bei j ing

Los Àngeles Beij ing

San Francisco Beijing

New York - Shanghai

San Francisco Shanghai

Vancouver - Shanghai

Ài r1 ines

CAÀC
un i ted

cÀÀc

CÀAC

CAÀC

CAAC

CP Air

America China route network.

In 1984, the Chinese government, after deciding to break its
national carrier's monopoly power, announced a radical reorgan-

ization of its civil aviation system, aimed at eliminating its

rrlgnE

non-stop
via Tokyo

non-stop

non-s t op

non-srop

non-scop

non-stop

72 Hu Gengkangr Zhang Tingquan and Liu Bi
China Handbook Series, Foreign Languages
1984, pp.298-301.

ngwen, Economv--
Press, Bêi j ing,
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notorious reputation for inefficiency, mismanagement and red

tape. This involved breaking CÀAC up into five independent

airline companies.T3 of these, Àir China, based in Beijing
fl-ies major domestic routes, and eventually will be licensed to
fIy internationally. China Southern Àirways wiII be based in

Canton (Guangzhou) and will also fly major domestic routes and

international routes at some stase in the future.

6.5.4 Sinqapore

Canada's bilateral with Singapore is relatively recent.

Signed on 12 June, 1984, it provides air services between

and beyond the respective territories on a transatlantic
route via Europe and/or the Middle East and Àsia, and a

transpacific route via intermediate points in Southeast Asia

and/or the Pacific. The Canada Singapore Àgreement con-

tains clauses which provide for "change of gauge", i.e.
adjustment of capacity by "downsizing aircraft" at an inter-
mediate point. More than one airline is allowed to perform

the services defined in the agreement for each nation, sub-

ject to the condition that only one airline is allowed on

each designated route. Since there is only one airline in

Singapore, it appears that designation for two airlines was

based on a Canadian request.

"Chinese airline plans talks with Cathay"
Business--Transportation, The Globe and
17 , 1 984, p. I86.

, I nternat ional
Mail, December
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Of relevance to traffic from Canada to Singapore are the

bilaterals with the U.K. and India. The U.K. bilaLeral pro-

vides beyond rights from London to. Bombay and Singapore

while the bilateral with rndia provides a traffic right east

beyond Bombay.

The development of a national carrier has an interesting
hi story.

Straits Steamship Company, the Ocean Steamship Company and

Imperial Àirways in 1937. The carrier changed its name to
Malaysian Airways Limited in 1963 and subsequently merged

with Borneo Àirways. In 1966, the Singapore government and

Malaysia governments reached an agreement to operate the

airlines jointly and hence Malaysia-Singapore Àirlines was

formed. A decision to create a separate airline for each

country was made in 1971 since the singapore government felt
that the carrier should focus its future development on

internationaÌ traffic and the Maraysia government disagreed.

On 24 January, 1972, Singapore Àirlines (Sre) was created as

a state-ov¡ned national carrier.

Soon after Singapore declared its independence in 1959.

Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew put an "open-skies" aviation
policy into effect. He authorized more than S2 bitlion to
fund the construction of nev¡ cargo facilities at Changi

International Airport and set up a far-f1ung "free trade

zone" at Changi, permitting shippers and forwarders to con-

duct business without being hampered by a costly and time-

consuming customs process.

Malayan Àirways Limited was organized by the
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concurrent with the construction of the new changi Inter-
national Airport, srA was building itserf impressive techni-
cal and administrative facil-ities. rn addition to achieving
self-sufficiency in airframe and engine overhaul, sIA has

invested some us$25 milrion in data processing facilities,
including a new computer centre compreted at the end of
1983. Almost all of the airline functions are computer-sup-
ported and recent additions include an aircraft reliabilitv
monitoring system and a revenue accounting system.

freight operations and reservations system is available at
21 on-line stations in SIA's route network. SIÀ has equip-
ment only. 28 months old, on average. High fright frequen-
cies' new aircraft, the nevr changi airport, plus their
world-cIass in-flight services, al1 herp explain singapore
Airrines's higher than industry average passenger load fac-
tors. In fact, their load factors are the highest in the
region.

singapore's owes much of its success to its strategic
location and partry to its government's commitment to pro-
moting it. situated at the southern tip of the Malaysian
peninsula, singapore is one of Àsia's most important points.
Historically the harbour has nurtured singapore's rise as a

financial and business service centre, trade hub, refining
and petrochemical centre, and modern manufacturing site.

singapore is a magnet for business as well as an attrac-
tion as an exotic tourist spot. rn 1984, the newly estab-

The



lished Singapore International Monetary Exchange (Simex)

revolutionized the world's futures markets by inaugurating a

transcontinental tink with the Chicago Mercantile Exchange.

Skilful conduct of the air transport industry has been very

supportive of Singapore's economic growth. Namely, the suc-

cessful bilateral negotiation of landing rights with foreign

carriers has enabled Singapore Airlines to obtain precious

reciprocal landing rights for many other parts of the world.

Tn traffic development SIA has worked closely with travel

agents. The airline has remained consistently profitable

during the past ten years. In 1982-83, spite of stagnant

traffic, a fall in load factor and only a slight increase in

yield, it vras able to report a pre-tax profit of US$23 mil-

lion, more than double that of the previous year.

1n 1979, Singapore International Àirlines operated 197

scheduled flights on 35 routes per week compared with 142

flights on 23 routes in 1973. Its activity has made Singa-

pore tenth in the world in terms of size within the air

transport industry, as measured by scheduled tonne-kilo-

meters carried.

187

Singapore Airlines now ranks with such leading world car-

riers as Lufthansa and Qantas Àirways.Ta Singapore ÀirIines,

for instance, doubled its traffic in four years and

increased it tenfold in ten years. The economic importance

of its air transport activities is very significant. Singa-

74 Fortune Maqazine, June 1979, p.133.
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pore Airlines generated 3.1 per cent of Singapore's gross

national product in 1979, contributed some US$500 million a

year in foreign exchange, almost one quarter of Singapore's

total foreign exchange reserves, and employed approximately

1.3 per cent (almost one in every every ten) of the nation's
workforce. Table 47 shows the substantial growth in inter-
national scheduled passenger traffic realized by Singapore

TÀBLE 47

Passenger Traffic Of Singapore Àirlines

(International Scheduled RPKs in Million)

YEAR Revenue Growth
Pas senge r (%)
Kilometers

1975 s 1 04
1976 6362
1977 7863
1978 9751
1979 12049
1980 14719
1 98 1 17281
1982 18161
1 983 1 8498
1984 20325
1 985 21741

Reg i ona 1
Revenue
Pa s senge r
Kilometers
Share (%)

Average Ànnua1

24.5
23 .6
24 .0
23 .6
¿¿. ¿
I t.+

7.0

Source:

Àva i l-able
Seat s
Ki lometer s
Share (%)

IU
10
11
12
13
14
t¿*

t+.

14
14
14

.0

.6

.7

.2

.0

.6

ICÀO, Informal Workshop Meetinq On
Forecastinq And Economic Planninq,
Thailand, 2-6 March, 1987.

Grov¡th (1975-1985) : 15.6%

>.¿oa
qo
10
¿.¿
2.9
¿. I
¿. I
1t

1

I

.4

Àviat ion
Bangkok,
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Airlines. Table 48 gives the North America Singapore

route network while Table 49 shows the traffic flow between

North Àmerica Singapore Air Transport Route Network

City-pairs

Los Àngei-es/
S i ngapore :

Los Angel-es/
San Franc isco/
S i ngapore

San Francisco/
S i ngapore

Toronto/
S i ngapore :

TABLE 48

Airlines

Singapore Airlines

Singapore Airlines

North Àmerica and Singapore, both passengers and cargo.

unltecl

Àir Canada

Fl i ght

via Tokyo

via Honolulu/
Hong Kong

via Hong Kong

via London/
Bombay



Traffic Flow between Singapore and North America

Selected Year

Traf f ic
FIight Stage

Los Angeles - Singapore

TABLE 49

San Francisco Singapore

Year Passengers Cargo

(Numbers) (Tonnes)

Source: ICAO, On Fliqht Oriqin and Destination,
Year and Ouarter Endinq Endinq 30 June
1 985, " Digest of Statistics No .324,
Series OFOD No.34. 1986.
ICAO, Or Fliqht Oriqin and Destination,
Year and Ouarter Endinq Endinq 30 June
1984, " Digest of Statistics No.313,
Series OFOD No.30. 1985.

982 38950 2773.7 1

983
984 49593 4211.96
985 52508 4443.53
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6.6 MÀRKETS FOR FUTURE EXPÀNSION

982 61031 3881.63
983 6551 4 4080.35
984 63454 4548.57
985 61 557 5425.06

In the light of the high growth rates in the Pacific

Ocean region and recent important developments in air trans-
port and traffic activity, it is useful to note some impor-

tant new markets for Canada in that region. À bilateral
agreement with Thailand and the air transport negotiation

r+ith South Korea, with s¡hich Canada has a trade volume of

over one billion dollars, are noteworthy.



6.6.1 Thai land

Àn agreement was signed recently between Canada and Thai-

land. It allows the carriage of passengers and airfreight by

Canadian carrier to Bangkok via both the Àtlantic and Pacif-

ic routes. While Àir Canada has been designated by the Can-

adian government to operate a route via the North Àt1antic,

rights through the Pacific has not yet been designated. The

agreement granted Thai lnternational Àirvrays landing rights
in Toronto and Montreal. T s

Thai Airways International limited (rtrai International)
vras created through an agreement in May 1 960 with Scandina-

vian Airlines System (SÀS) to form an international airline
in Thailand. Atthough the Thai Government took over control

of the company in 1977, close links with the Scandinavian

carrier are stil1 maintained.

Thai International Àirways has a fleet of aircraft of 20,

half of which are the Airbus 43008-4's. The airline, in a

rare combination, has a military broad of directors and a

commercial management working to achieve a profit. The com-

bination, r^'ith SAS advice, appears to work; 1981 v¡as the

carrier's 17th consecutive profitable year, vrith a net fig-

ure of U.S. fi1 .7 million.
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75 ITÀ, Monthlv Newsletter, No.45, December, 1986. p.9.
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The airline's approach to competition differs considera-

bly from that of Singapore Àirlines. It prefers to co-oper-

ate with its pool partners, who in turn gain traffic rights
at Bangkok. Although not an IÀTÀ member, the airline is not

keen on fare vrars, and prefers to compete on frequency and

standards of service. Àfter operating exclusively Àsian

routes for the first ten years, services to Australia were

launched in 1971, followed by flights to Europe the follow-
ing year. The airline now operates to 35 destinations in 27

countries spanning four continents. T 6 Table 50 gives the

international scheduled passenger traffic growth of Thai

International Airlines.

T6 P. Sricharatchanya, "Flying
nomic Review, January 6, 1 985

the ointment, " Far East Eco-
. p.61.



TABLE 50

Passenger Traffic Of Thai International

(International Scheduled RPKs in MiIlion)

YEÀR Revenue Growth
Passenger (%)
Kilometers

197 5
197 6
197 7
I>Tó
197 9
1980
1 981
1982
1983
1984
1985

¿+¿>
301 2
5¿¿ó
3959
4385
593 5
7 151
ö t/5
8527
8941
9830 *

Reg i ona 1
Revenue
Pa s senge r
Ki lometers
Share (%)

24 .0
7.2

¿¿"o
1 0.8
J5.J
20.5
IL

L<

4.9
oo

Àveraqe Ànnual Growth
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Note: Estimated data are noted with *.
Source: ICÀO, Informal Workshop Meetinq On Àviation

Forecastinq Ànd Economic Planninq, Bangkok,
Thailand, 2-6 March, 1987.

Àva i lable
Seat s
Kilometers
Share (%)

4.7
5.0
4.8
q'l

4.8
5.6
6.0
6.4
6.5
6.3
6.5

6.6.2

Korean National Àirlines v¡as

carrier of fered international
1954, it began operations into

the Korean government took cont

4.6

trñ
¿I .ö

6.5
6.8
6.8
6.7

(1975-1 985) : 15.0%

Korea

formed in

servi ces

Hong Kong

rol of the

1

to

945. By 1952 the

Tokyo and, in

. In June , 1962,

airline and desig-



nated it as the national ftag carrier
name to Korean Air Lines. In 1969,

Group took over control and management

Korean Àir Lines, although

747 by the Soviets, turned in
1 983 produc ing a $ 1 59 mi 11 ion

biggest of all airlines.

Korean Air Lines shortened its passenger trips considera-

bly in 1983 as broadings climbed 12.8% while RpKs actual_J_y

declined by a half of a percent. Korean Air Lines reported

a passenger load f actor f or 1980 of 68 per cent, with
3 ,600 ,589 passengers carr ied. Table 51 shows the North

Àmerica Korea route network. Table 52 shows the interna-
tional scheduled passenger traffic of Korean Airlines.

and also

The Han Ji

of Korean

damaged by the downing of its
a splendid financial year in

operating profit, the fourth
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changed its
n Transport

Air Lines.



North America Korea Air Transport Route Network

City-pairs

Seoul Anchoraqe

TABLE 51

SeouI

Seoul

Ch i cago

Los Àngeles

Seoul

Seoul

Seoul

SeouI

Ai r1 ines

KLM
Korean Air
Luf thansa
Northwest

Northwest

Korean Àir
Northwest
Un i ted

Korea Air
Un i ted

unlted

Northwest

Korea Air

- New York

San Francisco

Seattle

HonoIuIu
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F1 i ght

non-stop
non-stop
non-stop
non-sE op

non-stop

non-stop
non-stop
via Tokyo

non-stop
Via Tokyo

Via Tokyo

non-stop

non - stop



TABLE 52

Passenger Traffic Of Korean Àirlines

(tnternational Scheduled RPKs in MiIlion)

YEAR Revenue Growth
Passenger (%)
Kilometers

197 5
197 6
197 7
197I
197 9
1980
1 981
1 982
1983
1 984
1985

3341
4225
s039
6262
8383

1 0240
1 0637
11364
11079
1 0400
1 0953

Regional
Revenue
Pa s senge r
Ki lometers
Share (%)

26.5
19.3
¿+. 3
?? q

¿¿. ¿
<v

6.8
-2.5
-b. I

5.3

Average AnnuaI
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Ava i labIe
Seats
Kilometers
Share (%)

6.7 CONCLUSION

6.5

8.0
Y.¿

orì
8.8
8.5
1A/ ¡E

7.3

In this chapter the high activity hubs in the air trans-
port system of the Pacific Ocean region were identified and

data have been given which reveal the rel-atively Iong-hual

linkages between city pairs in the Pacific Ocean region.

Air transport relationships in this region reveal a substan-

tial degree of nationalism which makes bilateral negotia-

Growrh (lgts-1 985) : 12.6%

6.4
Ãq

7.8

9.2

8.6

tions difficult and air transport rivalry intense Seve ra 1
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of these carriers show very strong performance in terms of

growth of output, productivity, unit costs and load factors.

A review of Canada's national air transport markets in

the region identifies the significant characteristics of the

bilateral agreements which control traff ic . Important

information is given on the national carriers that are based

in the national markets discussed. This review shows that

these national markets are varied and complex from the air

transport point of view. Àdditional comment is provided on

market development prospects subseguent to the 1970

oeriod.

1985



Chapter VI I

CANADIÀN AIR TRÀFFIC DEVELOPMENT IN THE PACIFIC
OCEAN REGION

The importance of economic arowth for the development of

the air traffic of the Pacific Ocean region was demonstrated

in Chapter V. In Chapter VI the specific characteristics of

the region's air transport network were presented and exam-

ined. This chapter will describe economic and other factors
basic to the development of Canadian traffic in this region.

Tourism and immigration traffic will be discussed. It will
also identify trading activities as an important source of

traffic Arowth for both business passengers and cargor espe-

cially the transport of high valued goods. In addition, the

impact of the United States' deregulatory policy on the

routing of Canadian traffic flow will be analyzed in a sec-

t ion on traf f ic diversion.

7.1 CHARÀCTERTSTICS OF PASSENGER TRÀFFTC

There are two major types of passenger markets; first,
there is the Ieisure market which is discretionary and price

sensitive and, second, the business market, where demand is
a f unct ion of economic develoornent .

198
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Basic data available from statistics canada show trends

in the travel characteristics of passengers in the seventies

and eighties and give some indication of the potential trav-
el between Canada and the Pacific region. In Table 53, the

percentage share of overseas travellers coming to canada for
visiting friends and reratives fluctuated from a low of 30%

in 1975 to an all time hiqh of 46.4% in 1977.

even greater fluctuation for the pleasure, recreation and

holiday category, where the percentage share was 19.5% in
1977, the lowest percentage share recorded since 1972 and a

substantial decrease from the 31.1% recorded in 1976. Among

the four main reasons for travellers coming to canada, these

two categories together represent roughly 65 percent of the

total. since leisure travellers have higher fare elastici-
ties than business travellers it is rogical for airlines to
develop marketing strategies around the price variable so as

to attract more total revenue. The other reasons for travel
to Canada, business, convention or employment, and other,
are given in Table 54. The rise in the first of these two

categories in the decade from 1976 to 1985 is interesting.
The rerative position of business traver in the traffic to
Canada is also shown in Table 54.

Table 55 provides an overview of the regional distribu-
tion of canadian visitors travelling to overseas destina-
tions. while the united Kingdom and Europe show a declining
trend in receiving canadian visitors, most other areas have

There was



TABLE

Percentage of visitors Coming
Visitinq

Yea r PIeasure,
Rec reat i on
and Holiday

Àsia Oceania Total Asia Oceania TotaI
over- over-
seas seas

53

1972 36.2 N.A.
1973 38.5 34.5
197 4 42.0 40. B

1975 43.6 42.3
1976 41 .9 48.8
1977 33.0 38.9
1978 32 "5 38.3
1979 34. B 39.9
1 980 35. 6 42.4
1 981 37 .8 39. 3
1982 31.5 36.3
1 983 38 . 5 36.2
1984 35.0 34.7
1 98s 35.5 36.7

To Canada For Pleasure and
Fr i ends

Visiting
Friends and
Relatives

Source : Stat i st ic s Canada , Travel Between
Countries, Catalogue No. 66-201 .

25"4
27 .4
28 .8
30.5
?1 1

lo tr

21 .6
23.8
26.0
¿t.l
¿+.>
25.7
24.6
24.8

200

either maintained their percentage share or showed an

increase in their share. AlLhough most other areas show a

growing trend, their results are not as significant as those

observed for Àsia where the percentage of person-trips

increased by a factor of three.

11 q

20 .1
lq 1

¿v.+
28.8
24.5
28.5
25.4
30.2
¿/. I

33 .4
28.8
30.0
26.7

N.A. 33.9
19.9 33.4
24.5 32.3
2s.8 30.0
^^ 

I 
^4 

À¿¿. I J5.+
30.9 46.4
5 t.+ +þ.J
31.9 43.2
32.7 42.7
36.2 42.2
38.3 44.5
36.7 43.5
36.8 43.'1,
37 .6 41 .7

Various reasons were given for travel overseas by Canadi-

an residents. Table 56 shows the distribution of the four

most commonly cited reasons for travel to the Asia Pacific

Canada and Other



Percentage of Visitors Coming To Canada For Business and
Other Reasons

Year Business,
Convention or

Employment Reasons

TÀBLE 54

Àsia Oceania Total
over-
5ea 5

1972 25.8
1973 18.6
197 4 20.1
1975 19.0
197 6 12 .7
1977 21 .1
197 8 19 .6
197 9 22 .7
1980 19.4'1981 19.6
1982 20.1
1983 19.2
1984 19 "1
1 985 22.6

N.A. 16.5
20 .6 13. 5
18.9 15.6
t¿.ó rJ.J
9.1 10.8

13.1 15.0
13.8 14.2
12.6 14.3
t¿.¿ t¿.>
11.7 13.9
11.1 13.9
t5.¿ tþ. I

13.1 1s.9
12.1 17 .9

Other Reasons

Asia Oceania TotaI
over-
sea 5

Source: Statistics Canada, Travel Between Canada
Countries. Cataloque No. 66-201.
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and, al-so, f or total overseas travel as a whole. I t is

interesting to note that a high proportion of Canadians

travelling for business-related activity in the Asian

region. In general, percentage of travel to Àsia surpassed

other region by at least a margin of 1 0 percentage points

between 1972 and 1985.

20.5
22.8
ó.¿
t.0
6.6

N.À.
25.0
t3.ö
19.1
¿v.v
1- ItI.l
1 6.5
15.6
t¿. I
t¿.ó
ttt

21 .4
t>.+
11 1

14.8

14.9
rJ.þ

l¿l .¿

24.2
25.7
23.3
¿+.v
24.7
1q 1

tó.>
lq 1

lö.¿+
tb.õ
tÞ. /

tb.+
15.6

Tab1e 57 shov¡s the results of the traffic flow from Cana-

da during the past decade. The destination of the highest

3.9
5.4
3.6

and Other
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TÀBLE 55

Overseas Destinations For Canadian Visitors By Region 1972
1985

(Percentage of person-trips)

Year U.K. Europe Bermuda Mexico Àsia Africa
and Oceania

Carribea and
other ( 2 )

197 2
973
974
975

22.9 N/A
20 .8 43 "2
20 .4 42 .3
18.7 41 .3
19.7 38.4
21 ;0 39.1
ry.J Jb. /
19.6 33.6
1-I t.+ 5¿.5
| /.u JJ.J
15.5 34.6
16.7 34.3
16.7 35.9
1 5.9 37 .8

197 6
197 7
197 B

>tJ
980
oo I

1 982
1983
1 984
1 985

N/A
20.7
¿t.l
24.3
¿¿. ¿

19 .7
22.8
25.8
27 .1
¿1.¿
25.2
20.3
18.2
20 .6

Source: Statistics Canada, Travel Between
Countries, Catalogue No. 66-201.

N/À
'7 1
xl

7e
8.5
8.2
oar
oo

11 ?

>.+

to.+
1a ItÞ. t

11 1

number of arrivals was recorded in Hong Kong, followed by

Japan. As can be seen from Table 57, the number of Canadian

arrivals in Hong Kong v¡as 482 1767 , and 324 1301 in the case

of Japan from 1975 to 1984. These results are consistent

with earlier observations that both Hong Kong and Japan were

significant areas for air traffic growth. Other areas where

Canadian arrivals were high are listed in descending order

of traff ic volume as follows: Àustralia (250 ,388 ) , India
(1955,484), Singapore (182,441), Thailand (168,101 ), New

N/A
.la

2.5
2.8
4.2
F1

4.7
3.8
4.4
4.9
5.2

5.0

South/ other
Central ( 3 )
Àmer ica

N/À
1.7
t. I
t.õ
1.6
1.5
t.þ
t<

t.b
t.þ
1.8
t.¿
t.Þ
t.Þ

N/À
1.0
1.5
1.5
lo
¿. I

2.8
¿. I

¿.v
¿.u
2.0

¿.¿
?n

N/À
5.¿
2.4
1.8

3.3
5.1
?o
?q
4.6
5.2
4.0
4.3
4.7

Canada and Other



Characteristics of
Other Overseas

Year Business,
Convent i on
Employment

Canadian Residents Travel
Countries By Purpose of

TABLE 56

Àsia Total Àsia
over-
sea s

1973 27.6
1974 21.1
1975 41.9
1976 28.9
1977 27.3
1978 25.3
1979 21 .2
1 980 29.0
1 981 24 .7
t>ó¿ ¿t.l
1983 30.5
1984 28 .7

Visiting
& Friends &

Relatives

10.3 31.8
1 1 .0 29.9
31 . 1 28.8
| ¿.5 3¿. J
10.9 31.1
11.3 33.4
11 .4 41 .4'r3.6 40.0
13.4 40.5
13 .6 37 .1
t¿. | 35. I
11 .7 34 .7

(tn Percentage)

Pleasure Other
Rec reat i on
& Holiday

Total Asia Total Àsia Total Asia Tota1
over-
seas

To Asia Ànd
visit

Source: Statistics Canada, TraveI Eetl{een Canada and
Countries, Catalogue llo. æñ

24.6
24.8
¿+. 5
26.4
27 .0
26.4
30.4
)qq
5¿. ¿
¿>. I
28 .9
28.4
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40. 1

47 .0

36.8
36.5
stj_. ¿

Zearand (160,946), Philippines (13+,744), Fiji (127107) and

china (126426). The number of travelrers to china can be

expected to increase as tourism is more fulry developed.

64.1 0.5
?^Þ5.¿ t.>
63. 0 5.7
58.1 2.0
s9.2 5. 1

59.4 s.1
+/.¿ 5./
46.6 5.1
+..1 ¿.J
47.9 3.6
50.0 2.9
50.4 4.0

Pe r son
Tr ips

23.
tö.
¿¿.

( '000 )

23 .0
¿t.y
¿3. I

lr|
1.0
¿. I

5.¿
2.9
¿.>
2.8
¿. I
t.ö
¿.¿
t.ö
¿.v

22
5¿
39
65
91
84
67
70
73
19,

>¿
1 0'1

IJbU
1 434
1 554
l5ó¿
177 6

808
757

478
1 489
17 52
2012

Other



Canadian Àrrivals At Pacific Ocean Destinations Bv Countries
1975 1984

COUNTRI ES

ÀMERICÀN SAMOA
AUSTRALIÀ
CHINA, REP OF
COOK lSLANDS
FI JI
GUÀM
HONG KONG
T NDONESI A
JAPAN
KOREÀ
MÀLAYSI A
MT CRONES I À
NEPAL
NEW CALEDONIA
NEW ZEALÀND
PÀPUÀ NET^7 GUI NEA
PHI LI PP] NES
SINGAPORE
TÀHI TI
THAÏ LAND
TONGA
VÀNUATU
WESTERN SÀMOÀ

TABLE 57

197 5

1 2;õõ
653 1

10685

22219
68'1 0

98500
2239
5240

t+51
r5b

11548
533

487 6
t¿t tö
I ib3¿
9861

260

i 980

2412
28229
1 3890

814
13301

490
487 04
8272

40562
8282
+.ó55

===
1 959

18368
449

19109
18282
+¿t3

16121
302

>¿
963

1983

33s
33000
15146

2480
1 2921

¿¿ô
63637
10623
53618
11590
5783

100
217 1

487
20204

392
tJtS/
24060

6093
¿156+

¿tÞ
236
246

204

1 984

199
37000
16773

31 91
1 6462

340
79118
10514
52989
1 2690

8500
163

¿t+¿
493

¿¿AJ¿
646

16781
23380

551 0
257 60

214
239
246

Source: Pacific Àrea Travel Àssociation.

75-84

7854
250388
126426

9550
127107

2017
4827 67

84'1 0 3
324301

74169
6030 1

1 417
21 045

2926
1 60946

4572
1 347 44
1 82441

647 0B
16810'1

3390
862

6853

7 .2 TOURI SM

Annual Statistical Report,
984,1983 figures are from
982 f igures are f rom .1983.

981 f igures are from 1982.

Table 59 shows the distribution of overseas visitors
entering Canada from the Canadian Pacific Ocean region by

their country of residence in 1985. Although there are far
more Japanese travelling to Canada than Canadian travelling

1980 f igures are f rom 1981.

TRÀFFI C

1984. p.72 .
p.71.
p.70.
p. 75.



Canadian Visitors As
In Selected Paci

Percentage Of Total Touri
fic Ocean Region Countries

COUNTRI ES

TÀBLE 58

AUSTRALI À
HONG KONG
I NDONESI A
JÀPÀN
KOREA
MÀLÀYSIÀ
NEW ZEALAND
PHÏ LI PPI NES
STNGAPORE
THÀT LÀND

Source : I^7or 1d Tour i sm Organ i zat i on ,
World Tourism In Fiqures 1979 - 1981,
Madrid, 1982, p"22.

Percentage

to Japan, this is where the differences end. In fact, a

surprisingly similar distribution of traffic between this
region's visitors entering Canada and the distribution of

sts Received
1980

¿

1

3
1
I

1

0
0
0

ItrIJ

45
53
t¿
03
20
77
19
B1
96
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Canadians travelling to these states is evident.
the states in the region selected in our review, there was a

total of 297 1115 entries recorded by Statistics Canada. Of

these, traffic from Japan constituted over half of alI
entries. Traffic from Hong Kong represented 14.6% of the

total, followed by Taiwan with 15r903 entries recorded,

about 5.4%.

In 1982, the number of trips by Canadian residents to the

Àsia Pac i f ic region vras 255 ,036, as shov¡n in Table 60. The

For all



Distribution of
Regi

Count ry

TABLE 59

Visitors Entering Canada From Àsia
on by Country of Residence, '1985

China
Hong Kong
Japan
South Korea
Ma lays i a
Philippines
S i ngapore
Ta i wan

Source: Calculated from Statistics Canada, Travel
Between Canada and Other Countries,
CataLosue No. 66-001.! 1986.

Total

11134
4327 2

1 74503
1 4860
1 3994
1 3281
10168
1 s903

Total

percentage distribution of arrivals of Canadian residents is
also presented in the table. It shows that Hong Kong has

been the most favoured place for Canadians to visit with
approximately twenty-four percent of the region's total
arrivaLs accounted for bv this destination.

Detailed travel characteristics of Canadian residents

visiting countries in the Pacific Ocean region by individual
country are not generally available. However, the Àustra-

lian Bureau of Statistics provides some relevant data.

Table 61 summarizes Canadian travel to Àustralia and indi-
cates the percentage of these travellers who v¡ere taking
holidays in Àustralia.

Pe rcentaqe

297115

3.8
14.6
58.7
5.0
4.7
4.5
3.4
5.4

206

- Pacific

100.0
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TABLE 60

canadian visitors Main Destinations In pacific ocean Reqion{ ^^^t>ó¿

Country

Australia 32447
Hong Kong 61 41 3
I ndones ia 8657
Japan 48288
South Korea 1 0355
Malaysia 11940
New Zealand 1 8008
Phi 1 ippines 16922
Singapore 24948
Thailand 22058

Total

Note:
Source

Tota 1

( 1 ) Excluding the United States
Calculated from World Tourism Organization,
Toyrisl Dçp?rtures è?d Main Destinations i981 - 1992,
Madrid, 1 983 , pp .1-23.

Percentage

12 "7
¿+" I

3.4
18. 9

A1:. I

4.7
t.l
6.6
9"8
8.6

255036

TÀBLE 61

Arrival Of Canadian Visitors In Australia

Year Total
Arrivals

100.0

197 4
197 5
197 6
197 7
197 8
197 9

17 ,116
I I <5 <

17,402
18,017
19,009
23,239
28,495
30,948
32 r447
33,014
5+ r3¿¿
40,936

980
981
982

Source:

Hol iday
ArrivaLs

1983
1 984
ryö5

7 ,648
6r603
8,292
8,236
8 r679
0 r495
3,217
4 ,713
6 ,164
6 r517
7 ,948

Austral ian Bureau of Stat i st ic s , October , 1 986.
Taken from: Rowe, John S. "pacific Asia Tourism

The Future," International
Civil Àviation Conference #8, San Francisco,
October 20-21,1986. Lloyd's of London press Inc.

Holiday Arrivals As
Percentage of Total

44.7
43.0
47 .6
45.7
45.7
45.2
46 .4
47 .5
49.8
50.0
s2.0
51.9¿ | ,¿+ /



7.3

Popuration movements have arso had direct and indirect
effects on air transport in the region. rncreasing immigra-

tion to North America from from countries across the Pacific
ocean has shifted the traditional focus from Europe, result-
ing in an increase in air transport demand by these mig-

rants. I ndi rectly the new settl-ement pattern produces

trans-Pacific popuration affinity which is the basis for
subsequent travel.

In the past decade, Canada has admitted a total of 1.2

million immigrants to canada, about 122r000 entries annual-

ly. Historically, there has been a large influx of immig-

rants from the united states and Europe as shown in Table

62. These two regional- groupings produced 79.s% of total

THE CHANGING PÀTTERN OF IMMIGRATION TRÀFFIC

immigrantion to Canada in '1968.

the mid-seventies. Then, the pattern has gradualry changed

and a nes/ structure of immigration appeared. By 1980 there

were 711602 immigrants from the Asia region, surpassing the

number from Europe. rn 1984 47.5% of. the total immigrants

coming into Canada vrere f rom Àsia, compared with 23.7 per-

cent of European and 18.8 percent of Àmerican origin. These

increases in immigration from the Àsia/pacific region has

had an important effect on . the demand for international air
transport.

208

This trend continued until
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TABLE 62

Canadian Immigration Statistics by Region of Immigrant's
Country of Last Permanent Residence

Year Asia Europe Àustralasia American

1968 23,775
1970 23,682
1978 24,007
1979 50,540
1 980 71 ,602
1 981 50,759
1982 43 ,8631983 36,911
1984 41 ,896

118 ,842
75,006
30,075
32,858
41,169
44 ,7 84
44,356
)4 ?1q
20 ,901

Source:

4 ,145
3,462
1 ,233
I ?qq

1 ,020
758
478
q?q

1978-1980 data are from Statistics Canada,
International and interprovincial- miqration
in Canada, Catal-ogue 91-208. Ànnua1.
1986, 1970, 1981-1982 are from Statistics
Canada, Current Demoqraphic Ànalysis --
ReÞort on the Demoqraphic Situation in Canada
-- 1983. Catalogue 91-209E Annual, 1984. p.115.
'1 983-1984 data are f rom Employment and Tmmigration
Canada, Immisration Statistics--1984,
Car . ¡to.-up-ñgB@l gee.

27 ,386
35,956

All other Total
Countr ies

8,176
5,879
7,190
8,980
8 r747
8,254
6,630

7.4 CÀNADIAN TRADE

The development of international air transport is cJ_osely

rel-ated to the general economic and social development of

the region, as has been pointed out in earlier chapters.

continued growth in trading activities has been an important

element in affecting air transport demand, contributing not

only to greater passenger traffic growth for business relat-
ed travel, buL also to significant increases in cargo traf-
fic activity in the region.

9,877
9 ,607

12,922
11 ,424
11,612
13,039
13,423
9,215
8 r277

183 ,97 4
147,713
86,313
12,096
43 ,1 17
28,582
21 ,147
89,177
88,239

EXPÀNSION
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In the past decade, East and south-East Àsia as a whole

has achieved the most rapid industrial growth in production
activities of all the developing regions: 12.3% per year on

average between 1965 and 1973, compared with 6.9% in the
market-economy developing countries as a whole, and e.9% in
the non- sociarist industrialized countries. T 7 Even more

remarkable is the proportion of their industrial production
which is exported: 30 percent as opposed to 10 percent for
the market-economy developing countries collectively and 12%

for the worrd economy. Almost half of all Third Vtorrd

exports in 1975 came from the four industrialized countries
in this area: Hong Kong (16.8%), Taiwan (13%), south Korea

(12.5%) and Singapore (6.5%) .

that countries in this region began their upward trend of
economic arowth which consequently affected the growth pat-
terns of their air transport activities.

Although importing less than 10 percent of the total val-
ue of canadian exports in 1985, countries in the pacific
region have attracted a disproportionate amount of attention
in recent years. Former Canadian ExLernal Àffairs Minister
Mark MacGuigan told the pacific Rim opportunities conference

on November 19, 1980, that canadian ties to Europe and the
united states have long diverted attention from the pacific
area which may be the "engine of growth in the world econo-

It ïras during this period

77 See, united Nations,
and Social Affairs,
Trends and Policies
ous lssues.

Department of International Economic
. Wgrld Economic Survey -- Current
in the Wor1d Economv, New yõrk.-vã?F
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my" by the end of the century.Ts six years later, External
Affairs Minister Joe clark told the delegates of the fifth
Pacific Economic Co-operation Conference that:

canada's stake is clear. Two years ago ( 1 9g4 ) ,our Pacific trade surpassed our trade ãcross theÀtrantic. Japan, china, Korea and Australia areall among our top 10 customers. our trade withthe members of the Association of south East AsianNations has tripled over the last decades.Ts

canada has gradually come to rearize the significance of
this region and this change in attitude appears to be appro-
priate in the right of trading facts. Trading between cana-
da and the Pacific ocean region has experienced significant
growth during the past five years. The trading patterns for
the region throw some light on the potenr-ial traffic sener-
ating activities.
share of trade is taken out, the Asia/pacific region repre-
sents 42.2% of canadian exports and 39.7% of canadian
imports (rabte 63).

The proliferation of trading activities and efforts by

canadian business to increase their invol_vement in the
Pacific Rim countries wirl certainly strengthen the role
played by internationar air transport. This suggests that
the potentiaJ- for air service linkages between countries in
the Pacific ocean region and canada will become stronger and

the network will need expansion. The canadian government's

effort in promoting international trade will encourage even

When the value of the United States's

78

'74

Winnipeq Free press, Thursday, November 20

"Trade benefits touted for pacific Rim"Press, Monday, November 17, 1986.

, 1 980. p.40.

Winnipeo Free



À Review

Expo rt s

Year World

Of Canadian International Trade
1 980 1 985

TABLE 63

(Mi11ions of dollars)

197 0 4246 .7
1 980 7 4446.0
1981 81203"3
1982 817 13.4
1983 88154.6
1984 109436.6
1985 115911"6

U. S.

(1)

World
Except
u.s.

(2)

2711.4
46940.8
53790. B

55703.0
64206.3
82667 .9
90377 "4

Statistics, 1970,

rmports

Year World

Asia Oceania

(3)

212

t5Jþ.5
27505.2
27412.5
2601 0 .4
23948.3
267 68 .7
AFF^ 

' ^¿JJ'+ . ¿

(4)

1970 3370.5
1 980 69273.8
1 981 79129.4
1982 67 629 .7
1 983 75520.0
1984 95459.0
1 985 1049 1 4.0

292.4
7 428 .5
7 459 .6
8069. 7
8618.6
9750.0
9996 .1

U. S.

As ia
Oceania
Àsa%of
Non-U. S.
Wor 1d

(¿+s) / (3)

(1)

(s)

I.7or ld
Except

U. S.

64.0
t>¿.J
940 .4
Q?O n

575.6
814.8
820.0

(2)

Source : Stat i st ics
Catalogue

2291.4
4861 5.8
54351.0
47641.8
53991 .9
68168.2
74380.5

23.2%
29.9%
30 .6%
34 .3?1
38 .4%
39.5%
42.4%

Às ia

(3)

107 9 .2
20658.0
24778.4
19987 .9
21528.1
27290.8
30533.5

Oceania

(4)

241.3
5030.5
6880. B

6181 .7
7831.6

10331 .7
11217.5

-_Canada, _ 
lmÞorts þ¿ Countries,

No. 65-001.

Asia
Oceania
Asa%of.
Non-U. S.
Wor 1d

(4+5¡ / (3)(s)

47 .6
698.7
661.3
s89.3
3¿¿. I

5'14.3
603.8

26.8%
27 .7%
30 .4%
33.9%
38.8%
39.7%
38.7%
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TABLE 64

canadian Exports to countries in the pacific ocean Reqion

Country

Japan
South Korea
Hong Kong
Chi na
Ta i wan
S i ngapore
Malaysia
Phi I ippines

(Millions of Canadian Dollars)
1970 1980 1981 1982 1983

1 88.5 4356.5 4497 .7 4571 .2 4721 "7 5640.8
5 " 1 505.8 444.8 487 "8 555.4 720.0
5.5 193.0 '184.1 242.6 221 .2 218.8

15"5 871.1 1004.8 1229.5 1606.7 .1236.5
2 .5 252.2 232 .8 292 .1 341 . 0 423 .22"9 198.1 145.7 154.2 126.7 143.0
2.9 93.1 125.7 121 "5 114.0 179.7

TotaI 228.7 6552.9 6718.7 7201 .4 7763.5 B61B.B

Source: Statistics Canada, Imports þl¿ Countries,
Catalogue No. 65-001.

more extensive and frequent air services within this reqion.

Trade between Japan and canada amounted to over $1i.9
billion in 1 985 whereas, in 1970, only $35j .4 mirlion v¡as

recorded. south Korea's trade with canada ctimbed from $g

million in 1970 to almost 92.4 bilrion in 1995. For the
region as a whole, foreign trade between Àsia/pacific coun-

tries and canada increased from fi444 mirlion in 197o to
$22.6 billion in 1985

rn 1970 4.3% ot. canadian exports to the Asia pacif ic were

destined for china; this number has since increased to
become 11.6% in 1985. similarl-y, canadian imports f rom chi-
na also experienced an increase, though not as significant
as its export tradel they rose from 1.2% in 1g7o to 3.4% in

5.8 83.1 83.1 102.5 76.8

1 984 1 985

J/+5.3
775.6
5¿¿.ó

t¿J>.J
429 .6
106 .4
204.3
45.8

8889. 1

56. I
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1985. Trading with Korea has experienced a significant
increase as well. 2.5% of canada's total trade with the
Pac i f ic ocean region v¡as with Korea in 1970. 'ny 

1 995, trade
with Korea had increased to 20,8% of. canadian trade with the

TABLE 65

canadian rmports From pacific ocean Region countries

Count ry

Japan
South Korea
Hong Kong
China
Ta i wan
S i ngapore
Malays ia
Phi tippines

Tota 1

(Mil1ions of Canadian DolIars)
197A 1980 1981 1982 '1983 1984

162.9 2795.8 4038.4
3.3 414.4 608.2

19.2 574.4 674.5
3.6 155.1 220.0

14.1 557.6 729.2
0.5 149.7 174.6

10.6 83.5 1oCI.0
1.6 101.s 108.7

21s.8 4832.0 5653.6

Source: Statistics Canada, lmports þ¿ Countries,
Catalogue No. 65-001.

region.

3527 .1 4412.9 5711 .5
586.3 791.4 1152.3
668. B 820.4 966.2
203.7 245.8 333.5
661 .2 925.5 1223.8
1 63.6 1 68.5 214.6
89"2 11s.6 168.0
82.2 88.3 117.3

5982.1 7568.4 9887 .2

significant traffic growth can also be expected from chi-
na as trading activities further deverop. rn 1993 the rever
of trade between canada and china reached a record high of

$1.85 bi1lion, armost ten times that achieved in 1g7o when

diplomatic relations began to normalize. As a result, china
has become canada's fifth largest overseas market and, coin-
cidentally, canada vras fifth among china's trading partners

1 985

61 13 .4
1607.0
886.8
403.5

1 286 .1
210.5
145 .1
109.1

10751.5
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Countries in the Paciiic Ocean region now account for
about a third of the world's exports and imports. They are

second only to the European Common Market. This reflects
the strong growth of economic activity in the region which

has had an outstanding rate of acceleration in the period

under review. The expansion of air transport activity has

been equally striking.

Two important points need to be made about the implica-
tions of canada's trade r+ith Asian nations f.or canadian air
traffic development in the Pacific Ocean region. First, the

character of canada's exports is generally less well suited
to air shipment than in the case of imports.

this imbafance in the directional flow of air cargo, capture

of the traffic is somewhat more difficurt for a canadian

carrier than it is for a home-based Àsian carrier. Second,

the trade expansion, regardless of the composition of

215

exports and imports

traffic for all carr
,1

iers
s supportive of

in the region.

Io "Ottawa displays just
Calqary Herald, Tuesday

Because of

business passenger

how crucial trade
, Jan 22, 1985.

in China is",
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Air cargo has played a relatively bigger international
role in the Pacific Ocean region than in Europe. Unlike

Europe, where a dozen nations share common borders with

linkage through European Common Market high-speed ground

transport, these nations are primarily separate " isl-ands"

with economies that rely more on scheduled air cargo servi-
ces. Their regional cargo operations increased substantial-
1y in the period reviewed; in certain cases freight became

more important in revenue-earning terms than passengers.

Cargo traffic development was particularly strong for the

international sector with three annual increases exceeding

25 per cent (34.3 per cent in 1966, 30% in 1967 and 25.8% in

CARGO TRAFFIC IN THE PACIFIC OCEAN REGION

1968).

resulted from both the stimulation of demand arising from

economic development and increases in the efficiency of

operations. There are two components to this fatter vari-
able, better management with better ground handling automat-

ed systems and reductions in cargo rates. Data provide evi-
dence of the relative shift towards Asian/Pacific airlines
in cargo handling. While worldwide industry volume has tri-
pled since 1970, volume in the Asian market has grown by

five times. For example, scheduled international freight
tonne-kilometres performed by world's international sched-

uled carriers increased from 11,167 rnillion in 1974 to

216

Growth of international air craso movement has

28,905 million in 1984 In contrast, international sched-



uled carriers in the Asia/pacific
million tonne-kilometres in 1974 r
tonne-kilometres performed in 1984.8

There is every reason to believe that the strong perform-

ance will continue through the next decade as countries
develop stronger trade ties China and other nations in the

region. with cargo demand in the pacific Ocean region on

the rise, many carriers have increased the frequency of

their transpacific flights and have taken delivery of a num-

ber of nevr passenger/cargo combination aircraft.
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region performed 1 r667

ising to 8,226 millions
1

A comparison with the more "mature" transatlantic routes

provides some revealing contrasts. From 1970 to 1983 these

routes, measured in revenue ton-kilometers, grew only by

125% while transpacific traffic increased by 447%. The

major gain, 519%, was recorded on European-Asian routes.

The growth of the Asian marketplace is due in part to a

directionar imbarance with eastbound traffic--Àsia to the

U.S.-- dominating the westbound flow. The low volume, high-
value exports which continue to pour out of Àsia, combined

with a strong U.S. dolIar, which curtailed U.S. exports, has

put aII carriers serving Àsia in the position of having

near-capacity eastbound loads but near-empty westbound

1oads.

I 1 See ICAO, ICÀO BuIletin, July 1986 , 9.26.
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Air cargo services have experienced an increasing rate of

growth for Canada in the Paci.fic Ocean region although, dur-

ing 1970, t.ranspacific cargo services represented only 8.7%

of the total air transport activities for Canada. They have

increased to 96.1 million tonne-kms performed in 1984, five
times the volume carried in 1970. Table 66 provides data

TÀBLE 66

Distribution of Cargo Traffic Carried by Canadian Carriers

Cargo Traffic Performed By

Non-Scheduled Scheduled
Carriers Carriers

Cargo Tonne-km (mil.)

YEÀR Pacific Total Pacific Total

1970 0.2 12.9
1971 0.8 14.2
1972 4.0 35.0
1973 7 .8 54.9
1974 1.0 53.4
197s 0.6 68.3
1976 0.6 33.8
1977 0.0 32.8
1978 0.0 21 .1
1979 0.0 23.2
1980 0.0 26 "31981 0.0 0.0
1982 0.0 0.0
1983 0.0 0.0
1 984 0.0 0.0

Statistics Canada,
Catalogue 51-002.

Source:

19.3 221 .7
21 .5 252.7
26.6 292.9
30.7 316.5
40.5 343.1
48.1 331.9
54.5 362.2
49.5 358.8
54.5 401 .7
56.7 447 .3
71 .1 464 .8
82.7 503.8
93.2 s23.0
97 .9 582,9
96.1 690.8

for cargo traffic for Canadian carriers.

Air Carrier Operat i on 1n Canada,
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In 1982, only 27.9% of total Canadian cargo charter oper-

ations were performed in the Canadian transpacific market.

There v¡as no charter service offered from the Àsian Pacific

countries to Canada. In 1983, âs shown in Table 67, 2365.3

metric tonnes of entity cargo originated from Canada des-

tined for South Korea and Japan. This represents 33.7% of.

total Canadian entity charter traffic. On the other hand,

494 metric tonnes of entity charter vrere shipped to Canada

from the Pacific region; this represented 26.4% of the total

TÀBLE 67

Entity Cargo Charter Operations

(rn metric Tonnes)

Canadian Origin Foreign Origin

1982'1st Qt
2nd Qt
3rd Qt
4rh Qr

Asia World
'1'OEa J_

490.5 2708.5
870.6 1 880.8
1 58.6 1327 .1

1205.6 3837 .2

2725.3 9753.6

249.1 2400.8
1399.9 2615.6
467 .4 797 .9

1983
1st Qt
2nd Qt
3rd Qt
4rh Qr

Asia World
Tota 1

0.0 314.9
0.0 447 .4
0.0 286.0
0.0 374.2

0 . 0 1422.5

613 .7
26.5
234.6

Source

248.9 808.2 494.0 994.1

2365.3 6622.5 494.0 1868.9

Total Asia
Asia As a %

nf
'r'ot a l-

entity charter destined for Canada.

Statistics Canada, International air charter
statistics. Catalogue 5'1-003. Quarterly.

490.5
870.6
158. 6

1 205 .6

¿ | ¿5.3

249 .1
1399.9
467.4
7 42.9

2859.3

16.2%
37 .4%

Q 90/

28 .6%

24.4%

8.3%
53.0%
45.3%
41 .2%

33.7%
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canada's competitive position with respect to air traffic
in the Pacific ocean region is strongly conditioned by its
proximity to the united states with its large population,

CANAD]AN TRAFFIC DIVERSION THROUGH

well-developed economy,

between North Àmerica and origins and destinations in the
region. These circumstances create a strong pul1 towards

traffic diversion through the United States.
conditions were exacerbated by the introduction of deregula-
tion of the u.s. air transport system which gave carriers an

unconstrained opportunity to capture traffic through compet-

itive price tactics. The implications of these competitive
conditions becomes cfear when it is realized thai a major

u.s. gateway, seattle, is only a four-hour drive from van-

couver. Flights originating from seattle, such as those of
Singapore Airlines and united Airlines, pose a major threat
to the Canadian air transport operations.

and strategic position for routes

THE UNITED
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STÀTES

U.S. traffic hubs are a basi

number of airlines serving the

example, transport between the

United States has been provided

India, Thai International, phil

Lines, Korean Air Lines, Japan

Qantas, Varig Àir Lines (of Braz

These basic

82 Expansion of major routes has provided a more competitive
environment for the air transport operations in tñe NorthÀmerican Pacific ocean region. rn Àprir, 1 983, unitedÀirlies launched a chicago-west coast-rokyo-servióes with

s for operations by a large

Pacific Ocean region. For

Pacific Ocean region and the

by Singapore Àir1ines, Air
ippine Air Lines, China Air
Ai r Lines, Cathay pac i f ic ,

i1), United ÀirIines,82 pan
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Àmerican, Northwest Orient, and (until October 1980) Braniff
International. I 3 However, there are only three carriers
operating from Canada to the region by way of the Pacific

and two by way of the North Àtlantic. They are Canadian

Pacific, Japan Àir Lines, Cathay Pacific by way of the

Pacific and Air Canada and Air India by the Atlantic route.

Therefore, the North Àmerican-Pacific market on the whole is
much more active and competitive than the Canadian-Pacific

market alone and impacts strongly on the latter.

Às a resuLt of deregulation and the general expansion of

air transport activity in the Pacific Ocean region, Canadian

carriers have been faced with the problem of an increased

number of United States gateways as well as an increasing

number of carriers participating within the Pacific Ocean

region. Their competitive response has been complicated by

limitations on their ability to schedule flight frequencies

in competition with rival carriers. Fare differentials as

well as more direct route services have resulted in traffic
diversion to the United States.

An example of international rivalry involves Continental

Àirlines of the United States. In 1 980, Continental Air-
lines of the United States successfullv lobbied the U.S.

flights six days a week through Seattle, and one day a
week through Port1and. In May, it started a daily ser-
vice from Kennedy Airport in New York, through Seattle to
Hong Kong. See Jim Lyon, "Àirlines fight for passengers
across Pacificr" re Financial Post, May 21, 1983, p.14.

8 3 PauI Wilson, "A Glut In The Pacif ic Skies, " Far East Eco.-
nomic Review, October 10r 1980. p.75.
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government to pressure Canada for indirect access to the

Canadian-Australian market. It h'as not untit 1983, when the

United States threatened to disapprove the discount fare
program offered to the U.S. market by Àir Canada, that the

Canadian authority finally gave the green light to Continen-

ta1, This enabled Continental to offer Canadian-based pas-

sengers the choice of flying with Continental- via Los Ange-

les under the condition that the fare offered by them was

not less than what CP Air was offerinq.sa

The impact of the United States policy with respect to
gateways and carrier competitive flexibility and the growing

strength of trans-Pacific carriers posed serious problems

for Canadian air transport operations in the later half of

the period under review. Carriers such as Korean Airlines
and Singapore Airlines, plus the many established U.S. car-
riers operating from major U.S. gateways, diverted a portion
of Canadian customers.ss This competition, combined with the

inauguration of services by Cathay Pacific, represented an

increase in competition for market share on the Canada-Hong

Kong market in particular, and intensified the competitive
pressure in the North Àmerican

general.

84 See Goldenberg, S. Canadian Pacific -- A portrait of
Power, " Canada: Methuen Publications, Canada, 1 983,
p.144 .

at These Canadian customers are price conscious and are
willing to accept less convenient travel arrangements in
exchange for a lower fare.

Pacific Ocean region in
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To provide a perspective on the Canada United States

relationship in air transport, some data on transborder

traf f ic are useful .

enjoyed an extremely high market share in the provision of

Canadian charter services for all domestic, transborder and

international air transport activities. This remarkable

success has not been duplicated to the same extent in the

scheduled market. In the transborder market the success of

Canadian carriers with respect to charter services has been

encouraging, but scheduled transborder operations have

In the past, Canadian carriers have

experienced some the period of U.S. deregulation

TÀBLE 68

Transborder Charter and Scheduled Market Share

Charter
U. S. carriers
Canadian carriers

Scheduled
U. S. carriers
Canadian carriers

Source: Civil Àeronautics Board,
-- Fisca1 year 1984 and
1985, p.73.

provides data on the Canada - U.S. rivalry.

From these Civif Aeronautics Board statistics, it
dent that since 1979 Canadian carriers have exper

decline in their share of the scheduted market. Thi

1979 1980 1981

7.4 4.1 4.0
92.6 9s.9 96.0

Table 58

lf u.
9 60.9 63
1 39.1 36

Reports to
1 st Ouarter

.4

.6

Congress
Fiscal year

ls evt-

ienced a

s may be
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a direct result of the fewer available flight frequencies or

the relatively higher capacity provided in these sectors by

the United States carriers. Or it may be that the greater

flexibility given U.S. carriers by the policy of deregula-

tion has enabred them to exploit the population imbalance to
a greater degree.

Further economic insight into the Canadian international
air traffic situation is provided in a review of some finan-
cial facts. Table 69 provides information on average fare

Average Fares Paid By Canadian Visitors For Travel To
Overseas Countries

TABLE 69

(etr
197 2
t>15
197 4

Source:

Note:

modes )
296 .1 0
301.90
354.40
399.30
436.50
455.80
484.80
51 9. 50
677.00
780.10
845.60
820.80

975
976
977
>Tó

Statistics Canada, Travel Between Canada and
Other Countries, Catalogue No. 66-201.

Separation of airfares from oLher transportation
modes is not available but airfares make up the
bulk of the fare payments as over 90% of the
overseas travel is bv air.

197 9
1980
1 98.1
1 982
1983

payments by Canadian visitors to overseas countries.



Canada's travel accounL

vides i llumination

Table 70 gives the payments on air travel account while

Table 71 gives the receipts.

of payments for this account.

account is negative for Canada and the overall net figures

of the revenue aspects
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in the balance of payments pro-

TÀBLE 70

Components of Payments on Air Travef Àccount

( f n mi tl ions of Canadian doll-ars )

Year Spending By Fares Payable Crew
Canadian In To Carriers Spending In

U.S. Other Total U.S.Other Total U.S.Other Total

Table 72 provides the balance

The general character of the

1976 1700
1977 1978
1978 2235
1979 2059
1 980 2439
1 981 2657
1982 2686
1983 3311
1 984 3353
I yö5 J+ó¿

of ai r travel.

839
1015
1 134
1 132

2539
2993
3369
5 tY I

3631
3B 18
3932
4824
51 49
5634

3908

I IJ¿

Àvc. 2590 1 31 I

11 61
1 246
1513
17 96
2152

Source: Statistics Canada, Travel between Canada
and other countries -- 1985,
Catalogue 66-201 Annual, 1986. p.3.

246 322 568
291 367 658
306 393 699
384 362 746
466 461 927
536 503 1 039
533 524 1 057
574 624 1198
618 751 1369
652 794 1446

461 51 0 971

are given in Table 73.

Since 1976, travel and passenger

increased by over 127 percent to $7.

receipts has also increased by a similar

10
i1
12

4
5

5
X

4 14
¿] lf,
4 16
+ ttt
4 19
4 19
4 19
523
+¿+
6 30

2A
¿+

20

fare payments have

11 billion, while

magnitude--1 59 per-



TÀBLE 71

Components of Receipts on Air Travel Àccount

(rn mitlions of Canadian dollars)
Year Spending In

Canada Bv

U. S.
1976 1210
1977 1 360
1978 1485
1979 1699
1 980 1 905

Other Total U"S.Other TotaI U.S.Other
390 1600 123 189 312 13 5
340 1700 150 156 306 15 4
459 1944 1 50 264 414 1 5 5
633 2332 1 65 369 534 17 4

1 981 2218
1982 2169
1 983 2441
1 984 2880
1 985 3391
AVG. 2075
Source:

Fares Receipt Crew
For Canadian Spending By
Carriers From

745 2650 200 479 679
820 3038 254 446 700
830 2999 215 489 704
741 3182 203 433 636 20 3
825 3705 245 441 686 21 4
845 4236 261 483 744 22 4
663 2739 197 375 572 1 I 4

Statistics Canada, Travel between Canada
and other countries -- 1985, Catalogue No.
66-201 Annual, 1986. p.3.

Balance of Payments on Air Travel Account Between Canada and
Other Countries
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(rn millions of Canadian dollars)
Year Net Payments By Net Fares Payable Net Crew Spending

Canadian In To Carriers Payable To

Tota 1
Iö
19
20
21
20
22
zl
¿5
25
¿Þ
22

64
>5
B3

976
977
978

TABLE 72

U"S. Other

197 9
1 980
1 981
1982
ryõ5
1 984
198s

-490
-61 I
-750
-360
-534
-439

-870
-47 3

->l

-449
-675
-67 5
-499
-447
-34 1

-41 6
-77 2

-97 1

-1 307

-655ÀvG. -514

U. S.

Source: Calculated from Tables

-1 23
- l¿1 I

-156
-21 9

-266
-¿ó¿
-3r8
-37 1

-373
-391

-264

Other

-133 3

-211 4

-129 3
t5

18 1

-57 4
-3s 3
¿ ^¿-tvl ¿

-310 1

-311 -2

-135 2.2

71 and 70"

u. s. Other

I

0
1

0
0

-l
-¡
-¿

0
-¿

-0.4



Net Balance on Travel Àccount Between Canada and Other
Countries

(rn miI
Year Total Net

Payments
By Canadian
In U"S. and

Other
Count r i es

1976 -939
1977 -1293
1978 -1425
1979 -859
1 980 -981
1 98 1 -780

TABLE 73

lions of Canadian dollars)
Total Net

Fares
Payable to
U.S. and

Other
Carriers

-256
-352
-285
-212
- ¿+ó
-339
-353
-562
-68 3

-5tl

-399

1982 -933
1 983 -1642
1 984 -1 444
1 9Bs -1307

AVG. -1169

Source: Calculated from Table 72.

Total Net
Crew Spending
Payable To
U.S" and

Other
Countries

4
4
4
3
1

2
0
1

-4
tx

cent. These figures indicate that travel between canada and

other countries over the past ten years has increased quite
dramatically but at a constant pace.
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The composition of canadian travel receipts has remained

fairly stable over the past decade. On average, expendi-

tures of u.s. visitors account for seventy-six percent of

total receipts in visitor spending in canada. The rernaining

twenty-four percent of traver receipts are represented by

expenditures from overseas visitors

Overall
Balance

-tt>l
-1 641
-1706
-1068
-1228

111?
- | | tt)
-t¿ó+
-2204
-¿t¿o
-21 04

-1 567
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For the purpose of this study, Lhe most important aspect

of the travel- account statistics is the information provided

on the distribution of fare payments to and from U.S. carri-

ers and other foreign carriers.
account, fare payments to U.S. and other foreign carriers as

a whole have always exceeded receipts, resulting in an

account deficit situation over the last decade.

implie.s that Canadian carriers had a relatively smaller

share of the total Canadian international air transport nar-

ket. Despite the fact that the non-scheduted carriers were

doing very well in terms of maintaining their market share,

this has not helped to produce a travel account surplus

because non-scheduled operations comparatively are substan-

tially smaller in comparison with scheduled operations.

Statistics on travel by Canadian to alI overseas coun-

tries is provided in Table 74. An increase in the diversion

of traffic through the United States is apparent. Unfortu-

nately, a statistical disaggregation of diversion of travel
by Canadian visitors by region is not available.

In examining the travel-

Traf f ic generated by overseas v

States is provided in Table 75. Here

sion is much more marked and, again

diversion is revealed.

Table 76 shows that,
visitors entering Canada

Thi s

isitors to the United

the U.S. traffic diver-

, some increase in the

ìn

di

1 985, only 33%

rectly from Àsia.

of all overseas

For the South



TABLE 74

Canadian Visitors To Overseas Countries

Direct and Via The United States
Year Direct Via Tota1 As À Percentage

United Of The Total
States Direct Via U.S.

1972 979 115 1094
1973 1156 136
1974 1141 171
1975 1267 1 53
1976 1413 169
1977 1 580 197 1777
1978 1 603 206
197 9 .1 548 209
1 980 1357 228
1 981
t>ó¿
1983
1 984

Source:

1292
1312
1 420
1582

1 985 1999 301

246 232 1478
263 226 1489
492 260 1752
703 309 2012

Pacific region, the results are even more marked, with 81%

of al1 travellers entering Canada by way of United States.

This situation is in sharp contrast with the flow of traffic
originated from Canada. As is shown in Table 74, approxi-

mately 85% of all Canadian visitors travelled directly to

overseas countries without first stopping at any one the

United States' cities. This pattern of travel has been con-

sistently observed since 1972.

International air transport activity in the Pacific Ocean

region has been focussed on two cities, Hong Kong and Tokyo,

in the North Pacific and two cities, Auckland and Sydney, in

Statistics Canada

Rq q

89.5
87 .0
89.2
89.3
88"9
88.6
öõ. I

85.5
ó+.3
84. B

85.2
B4 .6
86.9

Other Countries.

1 809
| /5/

229

0.5
0.5
3.0
0.8
0.7
1.1
1.4
1q
4.4
5.7
3.¿
4.8
5.4
<l2300

, Travel Between Canada and
Catalogue No. 66-001.



TABLE 75

Traffic Diversion Passenser Traffic

BY TOTÀL
YEAR ÀÏR DIRECT

TotaI Overseas Visitors To Canada:
Direct and via the United States

CÀNAÐA

)t¿
973
974
975
976
Q'7 1

978
>t>

446 452
566 573
637 644
684 689

1 980
1 981
1982

772 777 49.3 277 800 50.7

% OF BY TOTAL % OF
GRAND ATR VIÀ GRÀND

718 722

VÏÀ UNÏTED STÀTES

794 798 47 .7 303 876 52.3
931 936 46.5 359 1075 53.5

TOTAL

983
984
98s

952 957

50.'1 133 450 49.6
51 .9 1 65 532 48.1
52"8 213 575 47.2
51 .9 229 639 48.1

989 994 46.2 402 1 1 51 53 .7
920 923

Source:

844 849 47 .B 366 927 52.2
87 6 880
870 874

230

50.7 263 703 49.3

U.S. TOTÀL

44.2 411 1206 55.8

Statistics Canada, Travel between Canada and
other countries, various issues. Cat. No. 66-201 .
Statistics Canada, Travel, Tourism and Outdoor
Recreation, Catalogues No. 87-401.

the South Pacific. Significant increases in air traffic has

occurred within these regions for the past several years.

This is especially evident subsequent to the passage of the

United States deregulatory policy in 1978. Nevertheless,

the impact and economic effects of the United States air
transport policy on the Pacific Ocean region's air transport
have received surprisingly littLe attention. this lack of

research is unfortunate in view of the important implica-
tions for public policy issues.

46.7 382 1052 s3.3

GRAND
TOTÀL

46.6 394 1 006 53 . 3
48.3 379 933 5.1 .6

902
1105
1219
328
tr,7 -1

425
674

201 1

21 63
21 45

975
776
887
808



TABLE 76

Overseas Visitors Entering Canada

Direct and

Canada Total
Direct Via

U. S.

Às ia
Hong Kong
Japan
Ta iwan
Other

TotaI

Oceania
Australia

Via The

Via
Un i ted
States(eir
only )

by Country of Residence

19285 23987 14967 43272
61136 113367 40597 174503
4164 11739 3231 1 5903

54404 132911 49176 187315

138989 281603 107971 420592

15225 61221 37528 76446

Other

Tota 1

World Total

New Zealand '1851 13839 8579 15690

United States 1 985

Grand Percentage Of
Total Grand Total

Source: Calculated from Statistics Canada,
Between Canada and Other Countries,
Catalogue No. 66-001, 1986.

231

1284 3346 2662

Direct Via U.S.

1 8360 78406 48769 96766

874387 933651 379611 1808038

In order to demonstrate the effects and magnitude of

United States's deregulatory policy on the Pacific Ocean

region's air transport, Tables 77 to 79 show a selected sam-

p1e of route networks linking the North Àmerican continent

and the Pacific Ocean region. A general observation can be

made regarding these samples is that the share of Canadian

gateway traffic have experienced declines in all the select-

ed route groups since 1978.

Total Air
OnIy

44.6 55.4 34.6
35.0 65.0 23.3
26.2 73.8 20 .3
28.0 72.0 23.9

33.0 67 .0 25.7

4630

19.9 80.1
rt.ð óó.¿
27.7 72.3

19.0 81.0

48.4 51.6

Travel

49 .1
54.7
57.5

50.4

¿ | .v



Traffic between Hong Kong and Selected North America
Gateways

Selected Years

Traffic
Flight Sector

Vancouver - Hong Kong
^^¡q¡¡u

Hong Kong - Vancouver

TABLE 77

Los Àngeles - Hong Kong 1978
and 1979

Hong Kong Los Angeles 1982
1983
1 984
1985

San Francisco - Hong Kong 1978
and 1979

Hong Kong San Francisco 1982
1983
1 984
1985

Selected Gateways Total '1978

197 9
1982
1983
1984
1 985

Year Passengers Cargo

(¡tumbers) (ronnes)

978
979
982
983
984
985

21216 743.79
N.A. N.A.
N.A. N.A.

79157 1894.26
9551 0 2266.41

1 '16590 3386.07

3210 1 604.31
40752 1 59.95
34522 1787.01
34732 3800.1 I
50988 3922.90
50979 3772.23

69393 5483.40
171554 3356.52
179832 3551 .34
179480 4031.01
'1 93301 5365. 14

24426 2348.1 0
110145 5643.35
20607 6 5'1 43. 53
293721 9245.78
32597 8 1 0220.32
360970 12523.44

232

Canadian Gateway Share

Source: Calculated from ICAO, Op Fliqht Oriqin and
DeStination_, 30 June 1985, Digest of
sffiño.gz¿, seG oFoó No.34, 1gBG.
ICAO, Or FIiqht Oriqin and Destination,
Year and Ouarter Endinq 30 June 1984,
Digest of Statistics No.313, Series OFOD
No.30. 1985.

197I
197 9
1982
1983
1 984
1 985

86.8%

26.9%
29.3%
32.3%

31 .77"

20.5%
22.2%
27.0%
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The most significant decline in share occured in the Hong

Kong and North Àmerica sector, whereas 86.8% of. all traf f ic
were Canadian in 1978, their share has droped to the low of

16.9% in 1983, and regain somewhat by 1985 where the share

of traffic recorded was 32.3%. Freight traffic on this sec-

tor experienced a decline as weIl, though v¡ere not as dra-
matic as those observed in the passenger market. It should

be noted that, while freight traffic experienced a six-fold
increases, passenger traffic recorded a fifteen-fold
increase from 1978 within this sector.

Às can be seen in Table 77, the Vancouver Hong Kong

route has experienced steady growth and, since 1978, has

recorded a five-fold growth in passenger traffic. It can be

noted from the table that traffic between Los Angeles and

Hong Kong was 3 r210 passengers in 1978; thi.s traf f ic subse-

quently increased to 50r979 passengers in 1985. Similarly,
traffic between San Francisco and Hong Kong increased from

69,393 in 1979 to 193,30'1 in 1985.

Table 78 shows that in i978 Canadian passenger traffic
represented 24% of. the total traffic for the selected gate-

ways. Its share has since declined almost by half to 14.1%,

despite a significant gain in traffic volume. This indicates

that, even though there vras an observed increase in the num-

ber of passengers travetling through Canadian gateway, the

growth was not as significant as that of Canada's United

States counterpart in this market. This may be due to the
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smaller number of carriers using the Canadian gatevray or

because of a lower frequency of services being provided by

carrier(s) operating from Canadian gateway. Of alI the

selected gateways examined, only in this sector v¡as freight
traffic found to show an increase from the 1978 to 1985

period. The unusually high volumes of freight carried
through the Canadian gateway in 1 985 has accounted for most

of the differences, since freight traffic from the United

States gateways has only grown marginally.

One of the busiest North Pacific traffic sectors vras the

route linking Tokyo and the North Àmerica. Table 79 shows

that new traffic began in 1982 on the Seattle - Tokyo route

and its growth has almost doubled in four years. The signif-
icant growth of Canadian gateway traffic had allowed its
share to be maintained at around its 1978 leveI, although it
has droped from 15.9% to 12.9% during the period under

review. The Canadian carrier operating on this route, CP

Àir, increased its scheduled services to six flights per

week and this may explain the strong performance of the Can-

adian gateway traffic in this sector.

Although this analysis is based on selective samples,

they illustrate the point that implementation of the United

States deregulatory policy, and Àsian carrier. development,

have had a serious negative impact on the Canada's traffic
cosition in the Pacific Ocean reqion.



Traffic between

Traffic
FIight Sector

Vancouver - Sydney
and

Sydney - Vancouver

TABLE 78

Australia and Selected North America
Gateways

Selected Year

Los Angeles Sydney
and

Sydney Los Àngeles

Year

San Francisco Sydney 1978
and 1979

Sydney - San Francisco 1982
1 983
1 984
1985

Passengers Cargo

(Numbers ) (Tonnes )

17049 402.84
19242 433.98

N.A. N.À.
26992 521.44
29484 532.98
3287 6 1238 .7 3

s737; B76o.B;
110239 8749.38
124040 8568.30
1 31 6s3 856'1 . 08

53892 6336.21

51 788 3 454.81
57224 3s93.35
68926 3923.35

197 8
197 9
1982
1983
1 984
'1 985

197 8
197 9
1 982
1 983
1 984
1 985

Selected Gatewavs Total
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Canadian Gateway Share 1978
1983
1 984
1 985

Source:

978
979
983
984
98s

Calculated from ICAO, On FliqhL Oriqin and
Destination, 30 June 1985, Digest of
Statistics No.324, Series OFOD No.34. 1986.
ICAO, On Fliqht Oriqin and Destination,
Year and Ouarter Endlnq 30 June 1984,
Digest of Statistics No.313, Series OFOD
No.30. 1 985.

7 0941

189019
21 07 48
233455

24.0%

6739.05

12725.63
12694.63
13823.16

5.9%
4.0%
4 .1%
9.0%

4.3%
3.9%
4 .1%



Traffic between Jaoan

Traffic
Flight Sector

Vancouver - Tokyo
and

Tokyo - Vancouver

TABLE 79

and Selected North America Gatewavs

Selected Years

Seattle Tokyo
and

Tokyo - Seattle

Year

Los Àngeles - Tokyo
and

Tokyo Los Angeles

Passengers Cargo

(Numbers ) (tonnes )

1 16343 3653 . 1 3
159102 453 1 .68

N.A. N.A.
206093 681 3.94
210528 7166.35
216605 5744.03

16430; 3032.2;
21 5655 4455.21
240069 s011.11
291 499 4919.54

305678 23963.70
404694 30698.90
605328 41143.99
66088s s0973.59
679863 55542.70
703434 56044.40

1978
1979
1 982
1983
1 984
1985

tYtó
1979
1 982
1983
1 984
1985

San Francisco - Tokyo 1978
and 1979

Tokyo San Francisco 1982
1983
1 984
198s

Selected Gatelrays TotaI 1978
197 9
t>ö¿
1983
1 984
1985

Canadian Gateway Share 1978
197 9
1 982
1983
1 984
198s

Sourcei See Tabl-e 77.
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1978
979
982
983

1 984
1985

308 1 21
354996
3 1 8385
331 201
3tt++3
457 21 2

731142
918792

1088019
1 413834
1 507903
1 6687s0

15.9%
17 .3%

14.6%
13.9%
12.9%

31072.00
3051 8.60
32565 . 3 3
42032 .44
4907 5. 1 0
5324s.60

58688.83
657 49. 1 I
76741.61

104275.1 I
116795.26
1 1 9953 .57

6.2%
6.8%

6.5%
6.1%
4.8%
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To counter this, canada needs to ensure that it has the

strongest possible carrier presence in the pacific ocean

market and that its airport infrastructure is well adapted

to competitive conditions for passenger and cargo traffic in
this region"

7.7 CONCLUSION

This chapter has identified severar- important components

of canadian air traffic development in the pacific ocean

region. Passenger traffic, based on both economic and per-
sonal discretionary reasons, has experienced strong growth.

More specifically, business traffic, rinked with industrial
and trading activity, and personal traver for immigration,
visits, and vacations, have contributed to a strong and

diversified development of canadian traffic. À further
dimension of this traffic development is found in cargo

activity. This important component of traffic development

is marked by traffic flow directional imbalance.

speciar attention has been directed to the problem of
diversion of canadian traffic through united states gate-
ways. This probrem has been exacerbated by large scare pro-
moLional- activity by u.s. carriers, the development of mul-

tiple United States gateways with new routes,
Ocean region carrier activity.

and Pacific



As has arready been described in earlier chapters, the
internationaL air transport industry is subject not only to
nationaL government regulation but also to international
contrors. There are various rationales for government inter-
vention at the national IeveI. In canada, regulation has

been an instrument for government to apply its "public
interest" principles

This chapter presents an analysis of the performance of

CÀNADIAN ÀIR TRÀNSPORT PERFORMANCE IN THE
PACTFIC OCEÀN REGION

Chapter VI I I

Canadian carriers in the pacific Ocean reqion.
formance has been affected both by canadian pubric poricy
with respect to the carriers and the discipline imposed by

birateral air transport relationships. within these con-

straints air transport performance is, of course, determined

by air carrier conduct and the conditions of air transoort
market rivalry.

This per-

- 238



8"1 CANADTAN CÀRRTER PARTICIPATION
REGION

For the period under review, Canada's scheduled interna-
tional air transport service in the Pacific Ocean region was

performed by two airlines, namely Àir Canada and Canadian

Pacific Àir1ines.86 While Àir Canada is the larger airline,
both in Canadian international and domestic service, Canadi-

an Pacific has been the principal operator in this region.

Wardair, a major non-scheduled airline has not been very

active in this region. Both Canadian Pacific Airlines and

Àir Canada have participated in non-scheduled traffic and

cargo operations.

Originally, Àir Canada, a crown corporation, was chosen

by the Canadian government as the primary instrument for the

development of the nation's commercial air transport system,

both domestically and internationally. Canadian Pacific
Ài r1 ines , part of the substant ial Canadian Pac i f ic conglom-

erate, has been granted increasing status within the t.ota1

Canadian air transport system. with the initiation of air
transport operations in the Pacific Ocean region, CP Air was

given strong government support for its system development

in the region.

IN THE PÀCIFIC OCEAN

239

õo On Àpril 26, 1987, with the merger
Western Àir1ines, the carrier's name
dian Ai rl ines I nternat ional.

of CP Àir and Pacific
was changed to Cana-
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canadian carrier traffic in the pacific ocean region has

experienced a rate of growth that is far stronger than the

growth of the total scheduled international passenger mar-

ket. This growth is shown in Table 80, which is based on

data from a number of statistics canada reports. while can-

adian international scheduled air passenger traffic as a

whole grew by a factor of 1.77 from 1970 to 1984, the rate

of growth for the Pacific ocean region was much more impres-

sive. For the same period it achieved a growth factor of

4.69"



Distribution of TotaI and Pacific Area International
Scheduled Scheduled Passenger Traffic For Canada

Yea r

TABLE 8O

Scheduled
Pa s senge r

Number

197 0
197 1

tJt¿
197 3

Pacific

6396 1

621 37
6441 8
72119
97220
91 444

1 1 9389
1 38594
1 63094
ló¿ó3ó
203103
240327
254369
258056
300219

974
975
976
977
978
979

Pacific Area Às A
Percentage of

TotaI Passenger
Traffic

Tota 1

1980
1 981
1982
1983
1 984

Source: Statistics Canada, Àir CarrieL Operations in
canada, caralogue 5l -ooz, rã?íõæues.-

2718714
2872672
31 41 256
341 5256
387 927 0
3909427
41 1 6454
4345645
4 554 084
53927 97
5457 432
5001727
447 0693
4304959
482417 5
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The canadian air transport network in the pacific ocean

region is based on two major traffic routes flown by Cp Air.
one other route has been developed by Air canada via London,

England, and India. One of the two routes flown by Cp Àir is
over the North Pacific and links Vancouver, by vray of

Ançhorage, to Tokyo and Hong Kong. The other main route

(%)

2.35
2.16
2 .05
¿. | |

2.50
2.34
2.90
5. tY
3.58
3.39
3.72
4.80
s.68
qoo
o. ¿¿

extends to the South Pacific.
Vancouver, Honolulu, Nandi and Sydney. In 1985, the conclu-

sion of a new birateral agreement with ¡¡ew zealand reestab-

It provides traffic between
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lished the extension of traffic from Nandi to Àuckland. The

route developed and operated by Àir canada is Toronto-Lon-

don-Bombay-S i n gapore .

The development of markets in these areas has followed
the generar pattern of air transport evolution. lnitially,
flight duration $¡as relatively short, due primarily to the
technical limitations of the aircraft. This shorter flight
duration was often associated with a number of intermediate
stops. with the advance of aircraft technology, carriers
were able to operate more non-stop services with a longer

flight duration.

stops reduced unproductive non-flying time. This has been

beneficiar both to passengers in time-saving and to the air-
lines which have been able to improve their economics by

better annual utilization of their aircraft.

The development of the canadian traffic system in the
Pacific ocean region can be traced as far back as 1949 when

canadian Pacific Àirlines inaugurated its first internation-
al flight to Àustralia and its first orient route over the
North Pac i f ic from vancouver to Tokyo and Hong Kong.

Through the "division of the world policy" instituted in
1964 by the canadian government, canadian pacific was

selected as canada's chosen instrument for the pacific ocean

region. In the 1973 revision of this policy, only small

modifications !.¡ere made with respect to the pacific ocean

region. Air canada was granted permission to serve china if

Elimination of some of the intermediate
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carriers were to be designated by canada and southeast
$¡as lef t f or f uture consideration.

For cP Air, approximately 30 percent of its business has
been derived from international operationsrBT a significant
amount of which is attributed to traffic across the pacif_
ic.88 Table 81 shows the international and totar schedured
passenger traffic for cp Àir. rt should be noted thac, over
the past sixteen years, totar passenger traffic for cp Àir
has increased by a factor of 2.sg whire its internaLional
operations also experienced an increase of a similar magni-
tude, by a factor of 2.16. It is arso interesting to note
that, in 1974, international traffic for cp Àir experienced
an increase of armost thirty percenL. This may have been due

to the expansion of the carrier's international network.Bs

Air canada's operations in the pacific ocean region for
most of the 1970

provision of traffic on a non-scheduled basis.
bilateral air transport agreements concluded between canada
and the united Kingdom and rndia opened the pacific ocean
region market to the canadian crown carrier. These birater-
ars have resulted in Air canada's route network beinq

1985 period have been confined to the

87 See Table 8'l and Goldenberg, S.trait of power (Toronto: ¡aãÉhuen
berg's figures are even higher,

?oug Jansen, "Cp Àir gearing up
dominatioD, " The Globé and ¡¡aii,
In 1974 Cp Air added Milan to
network.

88

ao

Ca!r?Çian pacific: a por-
, 1983), p.146. colden-
estimated at 40 percent.

to challenge Air Canada's
Ðecember 2, 1 985, p.81 7.

their international route

Rec en t
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TÀBLE B1

Distribution of Total and rnternational scheduled passenger
Traffic for Cp Àir

Year Passengers Carried

;;;;i-;;;;;;;; t ;;;i ;;;;i-;;;";;;; t ;;;i

970
971
972
973

( in thousands )

1378.0
1 459.8
1622 .5
1700. B
^^F¿̂¿J>. I

¿+>5 .3
2328.3
¿¿t+5 . ó
¿/5b .6
3019.0
JJJb. b
3527.4
3290.1
3256.0
3494.2
3570.0

197 4
197 5
197 6
197 7
197 8
197 9
1980
1 981
1 982
ryõJ
| >óc

Percentage changes

536.9
550.8
504. 5
622.4
808.6
908.5
886.2
R7R 1

925.6
946.7
>+¿"3
921.3
õbþ.2
934.9

I t¿¿.J
rrþö.J

( rn Percent )

11 1I t. I

4.8
32.8
10. 5
-6.6trn
l¿. /

IU.J

-6.7
-t.u

¿.¿

source: 1970-1974 data are from IcÀo, Airrine Trafficvgtume !. 1.970-1974, Digesr orEEtics r¡o.
1 99-À, SerieE-T:ñõT:a, igtS
1975-1976 data are fróm ICAO, Traffic__
Çommçrcial +ir^çÊrr:Lere I gzg_l%E]ses*_ ofStati:!i:s _No.228, Series r_No.37', lgiB-.-1977-1979 dara are-_from rçlg, civír Ã"iåtton
llq\i:!içu_of the e.rortd 1s7e: oìFlñE--t>t)-tyóU data are from ICÀO, Traffic__
Çommçrc iat Ai r.^Ç?rr iers 1 979:1 gB-Eãs*_ cfSrar i l!i:s _No. 303;-=ãries r_M.4'5', 1s-81-.1981-198S data are frorn ICAO, Traitic__Commercial S¡^Cgrrters t9B1:198ñEesr ofSraristics No.326-eries T_No.?E', 19á6.

Percentage
Share of

I nternat ion
Operat i on

4.50
7.80
3.00

29.90
12 .40
-¿.+u
-0.90

5.41
2.27

-0.40
-2.20
-6.09
8.00

20.00
5.¿

?a oo/
?q Ao/

37.3%
36 .6%
35.8%
38 .1%
? q oo/

33.5%
31 .3%
26 .1%
26.2%
26.3%
28.7%
32.1%
32.4%



extended through London to Singapore. This allowed

ada to operate scheduled services into the pacif

region.

The evorution and development of Air canada's operations
into the canadian Pacific region through the North Àttantic
began with the concrusion of a 1992 India canada agreement

which gave Àir India access into Miraber airport from New

Delhi and Bombay twice weekry. rn exchange, Air canada was

given rights to serve Bombay via London from any point in
canada. on January 15, 1985, Air canada began operating
into singapore through London via Bombay. The service was

initiaJ-ly provided thrice weekly, but in 1986, an additional
flight was added.

The united Kingdom - canada bilateral agreement was a

probrematic one because of the fact that Àir canada has

secured fifth freedoms traffic rights from London through

the bilateral agreemenr. on the other hand, three of the
four traffic rights extended to British Airways for opera-

tion into I.Testern canada were subsequently suspended due to
the economic recession and the colrapse of world oir prices.
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8.2 CRITERIA FOR CARRTER

The ability of an airline to sustain a reasonable level
of profit is fundamental to successful performance as it is
for firms in other industries. However, it is recognized in

the air transport industry that profit figures are unrelia-
ble as performance indicators. Not only are these profit
figures subject to the normal differences between accounting

an economic measures of profit but, in the air transport
industry, profit figures are seriously affected by the vari-
ation in the use and depreciation of purchased aircraft and

the complexity of arrangements for l-eased aircraft. Ànnua1

depreciation figures tend to be very unrealistic in economic

terms because of wide variations between the expected and

actual operating life and annual- use of aircraft. Aircraft
leases can be of several types and , f.urther, show little
relationship in annual- cost to the depreciation estimates

used for owned aircraft. Further, in the case of interna-
tional air transport many carriers are government owned and,

although profitabitity may be one objective, it is not nec-

PERFORMANCE EVÀLUATI ON
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essarily the foremost airline priority.
institutional point of view the presence of some conglomer-

ate enterprises in the industry , CP Air for example, raises

questions about profit figures because of uncertainty about

internal policies used in accounting for assets such as air-
craft. It is interesting to note that the financial statis-
tics for Àir New Zealand included operating statistics of

A1so, from an
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the government-owned national railway untiJ- 1979. FinaIly,

this study is concerned with air transport performance in a

market that is regional in Canadian terms. Regional profit

figures are not available from airlines and, even if they

were, they would be subject to the limitations of arbitrary
accounting practices in the assignment of costs and other

items on a regional basis.

In view of these limitations it is fortunate that alter-
native measures for determining airlines success are avail-
able. Among these alternatives, market share and load fac-

Lor analysis appear to be useful indicators of airline
success. Market share is frequently cited in the literature
as the single most important attribute by which performance

can be evaluated. The concept has strong theoretical under-

pinning. For example, Shepherd states that:
Market share v¡as the basis of the f irm's market
position in the neoclassical literature, and it is
well established in business practice as a focus
for company motivation. There is 'eternal strug-
gle for market shares' in markets, and successes
are often reoorted in terms of market shares as
well as in profits and stock prices.
share's rofe is, like any other element, mainly as
a source of profits to the firm.eo

Load factor analysis is a useful addition to market share

analysis inasmuch as it shows how much capacity is being

offered in order to capture passenger traffic. Àn airline
might be successful in capturing market share but be extrav-

agant in the provision of aircraft capacity as shown by low

so See william
Orsanizat ion,

G. Shepherd,
Prentice-Ha11,

Ma r ket

The Economics Of Industrial
Inc. 1985. pp.50-51.
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load factors. Conversely, an airline might have a somewhat

restrictive policy towards the provision of aircraft capaci-

ty in order to improve immediate profitability. Such a pol-
icy might lead to less successful load factor performance

and, ultimately, to diminished prof itability.

8.3 CANADIÀN CARRIER MÀRKET

In this, and in subsequent sections of this chapter, a

market share analysis of air traffic in the Pacific Ocean

region will be made. This performance test is useful for
f irms operating in oligopolistic markets. The results are

especially useful when the technique is applied over a suf-
ficiently long time period and to markets r+ith regulated

access; both of these conditions are present in the follow-
ing analysis.

In approaching the study of market share of the air
transport operat ion in the Canadian Pac i f ic Ocean region ,

time series data were obtained from the International Civil
Àviation Organization for traffic carried by major airlines
in the Canadian Pacific Ocean region, including CP Àir.

pessSNGER_-TRÄT'Fi c
SHÀRE PERFORMANCE: SCHEDULED

To get a better understanding of the dynamics and the

competitive condition of the Canadian Pacific markets, Table

82 summarizes rnarket share statistics for rnajor route sec-

tors operated by CP Àir and its major competitor. Market

share results fcr the period under review are summarized



Canadian Market Share For Scheduled Passenqer Traffic In The
Pacific Ocean Region

TRAFFTC SECTORS

Ànchorage/Vancouver
CP Àir share
Major Competitor

Anchorage/tokyo
CP Air share
Major Competitor
Other carriers

r l--'r'oKyo/ Hong Kong
CP Àir share
Major Competitor
Other carriers

Tokyo/Vancouver
CP Àir share
Major Competitor

Vanc ouve r /Hono1 u1 u
CP Àir share
Major Competitor

Sydney/HonoluIu
CP Air share
Major Competitor

HonoluIu/Nand i
CP Àir share
Major Competitor
Other carriers

Sydney/Nandi
CP Air share
Major Competitor
Other carriers

TABLE 82

Market Share

Period 1 Period 2
1970-7 4 1975-79

54.2%
45.8%

3.3%
34.5%
62.2%

4.0%
27 .2%
68.8%

75.4%
24.6%

98.3%
1 'to/
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Period 3
1 980-84

0.3%
33.9%
65.8%

6.2%
32.5%
61 .3%

50 .4%
49 .6%

-1 tr 10/

24.3%

0.0%
31 .4%
68.6%

2.2%
35.2%
62.6%

33.7%
66.3%

66 .6%
33.4%

'l t't o./| . =/o
75.0%

18.0%
40.7%
41 .3%

12.6%
63.9%
23.5%

Source: Figures are estimated from ICAO, Traffic
I Ftiqht Stage, various issues.

6.8%
43.3%
49.9%

4.0%
54.5%
41 .5%

10 .6%
47 .9%
41 .5%

8.3%
70.9%
20.8%



Traffic Growth Rate For

TRAFFIC SECTORS

Anchorage/Tokyo
CP Air Share
Major Competitor
Total Market

Tokyo/Hong Kong
CP Àir Share
Major Competitor
Total Market

Tokyo-Vancouver
CP Àir Share
Major Competitor

Vancouver/HonoIulu
CP Air Share
Major Competitor

HonoIuIu/Handi
CP Àir Share
Major Competitor
Total Market

Sydney/Nandi
CP Air share
Major Competitor
Total Market

TABLE 83

CP Air and lts

Growth Rate

From 1970-74
To 1975-79

Major Competitor

197 0-7 4 1975-79
1 98 0-84 .1 980-84

0.18
1 .65
| .3¿

1 .12
0 " 86
0.89

¿. tó
6.52

1 .29
23.58
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0.02
5.80
5.29

t.t¿
4.09

+.¿l

1 .60
45 .66

4.44
1 .58
t.> |

s.09

2 .09

u. t+
< hl

3.47

1 .53
4.77
4.26

1 .98
3.96

l.¿+
1 .94

2.69
| . J5
| .5y

¿. ¿J
1.33
1 .42

Source: Figures are estimated from ICÀO,
!¡¿ Ftiqht Stage, various issues.

according to three different periods. Period 1 covers the

years 1970 to 1974, period 2 includes 1975 up to 1979 and

period 3 the years 1980 to 1984. For some city pairs the

traffic operated under duopolistic conditions while in oth-

.65
tx

.¿+

¿. ¿ó
1 .41
1 .47

'l'ra r r 1c



ers, oligopolistic rivalry prevailed. Table

the.growth rate for traffic sectors operated

the three periods reviewed.

The statistics reflect the fact that CP Àir withdrew from

the Anchorage - Vancouver and Anchorage Tokyo sectors

because the carrier no longer needed to make technical stops

in Ànchorage. In 1970, flights operated by CP Àir repre-

sented 57.9 percent of the total traffic capacity on the

Ànchorage - Vancouver sector. This figure dropped to a low

of 25.9 percent in 1972 but picked up some momentum in 1973

Lo reach 37.9 percent of the total capacity. Throughout

this period, the actual share of the traffic that CP Air
carried always exceeded its capacity share.

1974, not only did both capacity and actual share of the

rnarket decline to its lowest l-evel but , f or the f irst time,

CP's share of traffic actually fel1 below its share of

capacity offered. This gradual decline in market share

resulted in the complete withdrawal of CP Air from this mar-

ket in 1975. Similar reasons led to the eventual withdrawal

of CP air from the Tokyo - Anchorage market in 1977. Àfter
that, even though CP Àir occasionally operated flights in

this sector, its share of the traffic was very smaII. Tab1e

82 shows that, from 1970 to 1974, CP Air and its major com-

petitor JAL together carried 37.8% of. the total traffic in

this sector. JÀL had a 91.2% share of Lhe combined traffic.
Detailed statistics for other irnportant sectors are provided
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summar i zes

CP Àir in

83

by

However, in



in Tables 82 and 83.

in Table 84.

As can be seen in Table 84,

traffic operated through the North Pacific is solely the

result of CP Ai r' s operat ion.

CP Air on the Orient route destined for and originated from

Hong Kong exceeded 70,000 in 1 980 and 1 981 . À significant

increase of 11.8% was recorded in 1982 when traffic rose to

252

Some of the data have been summarized

821219 passengers. In 1983, Cathay Pacific began its North

Àmerica operation flying directly from Hong Kong to Vancou-

ver in competition with CP Àir. Since then, traffic for cP

Air's Orient operation has experienced a decline. With a

total of only 58,673 passengers traffic recorded in 1984, CP

Air has suffered a significant loss of passenger traffic by

28.6% compared to its 1982 figure. Although operating con-

ditions have improved somewhat since then, its 1986 perform-

ance of 60r43'1 passengers on the route stil1 represented

26.5% decrease from traffic recorded in 1982.

During 1 980-1 981 , although CP Àir's Lotal international

traffic experienced a decrease of more than two percent, its

Orient operation shows an increase of 2.4% in passengers

carried. Similarly, its total international traffic during

1981-82 decreased by over six percent, three times as much

in percentage terms as '¡tas recorded in previous year, while

the number of passengers carried on the Orient routes

increased by a record high of 11.8%. These results indicate

scheduled Canadian carrier

Total passengers carried by



TABLE

Scheduled Passenger Traffic By

1 97 9-80

From

1 980-8 1

Tokyo
Vancouver

Tokyo
Vancouver

Tokyo
Vancouver

Tokyo
Vancouver

'r'o Kyo
Vancouver

Tokyo
Vancouver

Tokyo
Vancouver

1 981 -82

Embarked Disembarked Total

84

CP

1 982-83

7 516
32139

6992
35377

100'1 3
36193

8075
32s8 1

91 42
23297

941 I
24000

67 36
28429

Air Related to Hong Kong

1 98 3-84

497 3
27134

6248
24900

10616
25397

9258
2427 0

11404
'14830

11743
1 6949

6526
18740

1 984-85
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1 985-86

12489
5927 3

1 3240
60277

20629
61590

17 333
568s1

20545
381 27

21161
40949

13262
47169

Total
Orient*

Note: Excluding traffic from Vancouver to Tokyo.

Source: Calculated from "Report On Civil Aviation
-- Hong Kong," Annual Review of Civil
Aviation In Honq Kons, 1979-1987 issues.

71762

that up until 1982, the Orient operation had been a major

contributing factor towards the traffic Arowth of CP Air.

7 3517

ó¿¿ t)

In an address

Forum, President

7 4184

5867 3

62110

to

&

the Canadian Transportation Research

Chief Executive Officer of Canadian

60431



Pacific Air Lines Donald J.

cance of the Pacific narket:
(Cp air's) strategy was the restructuring of our
internationaÌ route system. Most of our future
international growth lies across the pacific and
in Southeast Àsia, and we have recently reallocat-
ed the freed-up domestic wide-body capacity, as
well as some other less profitable international
flying, to increase both our frequency and our
capacity in the Japan and Hong Kong markets, the
two international markets that represent the bulk
of our international profits over ifre years.sl

Carty also

Percentage change in CP Air's Scheduled Traffic on Orient
and lnterna.tional routes
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noted the signifi-

Year

1980 71762
1981 73517
1982 82219
1 983 7 4184
1984 58673
1 985 62110

Orient* International
Route Route

TÀBLE 85

Tota l

Note: * excluding traffic from Vancouver to Tokyo.

Source: Calculated from Tables 81 and 84.

942300
921500
865200
934900

1 1 22500
1158300

Percentage change On

Or i ent
Route

2.4%
11.8%
_o Qo/J . V/O

-20.9%
q Qo/J . V/O

ql

International
Route

Donald J. Carty, "Feeder Air Services
ty", President & Chief Executive Of
Pacific Air Lines, Àddress to Canadi
Research Forum, April 16, 1986.

-2.2%
-6.1%

B .1%
20 .1%

3.2%

And Your CommunÍ-
f icer of Canadian
an Transportation



8.3.1

Às shown in Table 86, passenger traffic in the vancouver

Hong Kong market was rnainly the result of Cp Àir's opera-

tion up until 1983 when cathay pacific began its non-stop

operation. During the first fuIl year of operation, Cathay

Pacific achieved significant traffic results. rn fact, their
traffic vras fifty-four percent higher than their competitor,
cP Air (rable 86). The following year salr cp Àir's traffic
share decrine from the 39.3% held in 1984 to 33% in 1985

and, when CP Air responded with a three times a week non-

stop service in 1985, it vras only able to restore its lost
market share by a small margin to 35.1% of. the total market.

Table 87 summarizes the percentage share of cp Àir scheduled

passenger traffic between Vancouver and Hong Kong. It
should be noted that beginning April 2nd, 1985, Cathay

Pacific expanded its operations from Vancouver to Hong Kong

by increasing its frequency to three flights weekly.

The routing that links canada and Japan is the direct
vancouver-Tokyo service provided by both Japan Air Lines and

cP Air. of particular interest is the fact that, under the

canada-Japan bilateral agreement, canada has a fifth freedom

traffic right beyond Japan into Hong Kong. Cp Air is,
therefore, abre to utilize this canada-Japan bilateral to
its furrest extent. Because of the birateral arrangement,

cP Air's vancouver-Hong Kong route was operated by two traf-
fic flight stages until 1 986.

The North-Pac i f ic Ocean Reqion Market

255
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TABLE 86

scheduled Passenger Traffic between vancouver and Hong Kong
1 980 1 986

======::=:1:======== ===:::l:I=:::]:::=_=
HK-VÀN VÀN-HK Total HK-VAN VÀN-HK Total

1 980 32139 27134 59273
1 981 35377 24900 60277
1982 36193 25397 61 s90
1 983 32581 24270 56851
1984 23297 1 4830 38127 31448 27424 58872
1 985 24000 1 6949 40949 45280 37731 8301 1

1 986 28429 18740 47169 46844 4037 1 87215

Source: Calculated from "Report On Civil Aviation
-- Hong Kong," Annual Review of Civil
Aviation In Honq Kong, 1979-1987 issues.

TÀBLE 87

CP Air Scheduled Passenger Traffic Às percentage of TotaI
Traffic Between Vancouver and Hong Kong

Source: Calculated from "Report On Civil Aviation
-- Hong Kong," Ànnua1 Review of CiviI
Àviation In Honq Konq, 1979-1987 issues.

Year Total Percent

As can be seen from Table 82, Cp Air's share of the Toky-

o-Hong Kong market fluctuated from 12.7 to 16 percent of the

combined market while its major competitor, Japan Air Lines,

recorded around 84 percent for the first two periods under

review. During the third period ( i.e. 1980 84) Cp Air

984 96999 39.3
985 123960 33.0
986 1 34384 35.1
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accounted for only 5.8% on the combined market share. How-

ever, this may not necessarily represent the true magnitude
of the competitive status of cp Air in th.is market. on the
Tokyo-vancouver flight stage, cp Air had a higher market
share. The reason for the extremely smarl overalr percencage

share is due to the fact that the Tokyo-Hong Kong route is
one of the worrd'' s busiest, and hence, most of the major
internationar carriers compete in this market.
tivery limited capacitl' provided by cp Àir is reflected in
this statistic. rt should arso be noted that cp Air's
involvement in the Tokyo-Hong Kong route was principally to
provide flight connections from vancouver to Hong Kong.

Therefore, the Tokyo-Hong Kong route provides secondary
flight stage traffic which is traditionally dependent upon

the volume of primary flight sLage traffic.
mind, the smaller percentage share in a total market share
context is not surprising. The reduction of flights that
require a stop in Tokyo may also be responsible for this
decline in share.

In the Hong Kong Tokyo market, despite an average
growth of 5.1% traffic for cp Air, the canadian carrier was

unable to hold onto its share of traffic in this expanding
market. Às shown in Tabte BB, traffic for the three serect-
ed carriers increased more than twenty times. rn 1 9go,
441417 passengers were recorded in this sector; the number

in 1986 increased to 9s7,973. However, the highest traffic

The rela-

with this in



canadian carrier's share of scheduled passenger TrafficBetween Tokyo and Hong Kong

1980
1 981
1 982
1983
1 984
1 985
1 986

HK_TKY TKY_HK

CP Àir

7516
6992

10013
õu /5
91 42
941 8
67 36

TABLE 88

source: carcurated from "Report on civiI Aviation-- Hong Kgng," Ànnua1 Review cll CiviIÀviarion rn Hon_g. 4-g¡g.,-@lgez iffi"=.

497 3
6248

10616
9258

11404
11743

6526

Total

12489
1 3240
20629
17 333
20546
21161
13262

Cathay
Pacific
Tota 1

Percentage share of schedured passenger Traffic BetweenTokyo and Hong t<ong

1 50388
188311
293893
31 6602
287 960
35451 B
43057 4

Japan Air
Lines
Total

Yea r

258

281 540
305396
631878
4348 1 5
451179
50941 7
51 4037

1980
ryöt
1 902
ryõJ
1 984
1985
1986

Tota 1
Traffic

TÀBLE 89

44441 7
506947
945400
7 68750
75968 5
88s096
957 87 3

CP Air

Share

Sourcei Calculated from Table gg.

volume that
passengers.

gers carried

2 .8%
2.6%
) 10/

2.3%
2.7%
2.3%
1 .4%

Ca thay
HaclIlC

Share

cP Air carried was recorded in 19g5 with 21 1161

This represented only 2.3% of. the total passen_

by the three carriers. Table g9 shows the Der_

33.8%
37.1%
31 .1%
41 .2%
37 .9%
40 .1%
44.9%

Japan Àir
Lines
Share

63 .4%
60.2%
66.8%
56.6%
J J . =/o
57.6%
q ? '70/
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centage share of traffic between Hong Kong .na fokyo for Cp

Àir and its two major competitors. It indicates that traffic
share for CP Air has experienced a decline from the high of

2.8% in 1980 to the most recent 1.4% as measured against the

performance of these two major competitors.

8.3.2 The South-Pacific Ocean

Table 82 shows that in the Honolulu-Vancouver market, Cp

Àir had a majority share of this traffic during the early
part of the seventies. Until 1976 Cp Air was able to main-

ta in a minimum of 7 4.8 percent of the passenger traf f ic .

Subsequent to this period, other carriers entered this mar-

ket to provide at l-east 40 percent of this sector's capaci-

ty. It is interesting to note, however, that the most

recent statistics indicate that CP Àir has regained its dom-

inant position and gained 86.5 percent of the market in
1984. However, the Vancouver-Honolulu market follows the

general Lrend. The years .1977-1981 saw Cp Air's share of

the market substantially reduced because of effective compe-

tition from other carriers. However, market share statis-
tics in Table 92 shows that CP Àir h'as able to maintain a

75.2% of the total traffic in 1985.

Reqion Market

The Honolulu-Nandi rnarket i s

terms of its market share trends.

strong competitor in this market.

mum of 39 percent of the market

c ompl e te ly
CP Air has never been

Qantas controlled a mini-

until 1977. In 1983, Air

di f ferent i n

a
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TABLE 90

Carrier Share of Scheduled Passenger Traffic Between Canada
and Honolu1u

Flight Stage / x¡rlines

Vancouver - Honolulu

CP Air
Cont i nental
Qantas
Western

Total

Toronto - HonoIulu

CP Air
Edmonton Honolulu

1 982

Àir Canada
British Àirways

rotal 55643 38211 39204 37843

Source: Calculated from ICÀO, Traffic E¡ FIiqht Stase,
various issues.

N.À.
0
0

267 60

1983

267 60

N.A. 162649
00

¿5 / ¿3+3)
00

1 984

New Zealand took over the majority share position. In 1984,

CP Air share of the market improved to 39.1% but dropped to

27 .9% in 1 985.

N.A. N.À. 25738 351 54

1 985

237 1 881 04 178280

35101 38211
20542 0

1 3421 3
6402

32892
0

Table 92 shows that CP Air has been very aggressive in

the Nandi - Sydney sector. From the 33% share of market in

1984, CP Air has been able to increase its share to 48.5% in

1985. Àlthough traffic share for Continental also experi-

enced an increase, its magnitude was not as significant as

that achieved bv CP Àir.

39204
0

37843
0



Carrier Share of Scheduled Passenger
Honolu1u, Nandi, Àustralia and

Flight Stage / tirlines

HonoIuIu - Nandi

CP Àir
Cont inental
Air New Zeal-and
Qantas

TABLE 91

Tota I

Nandi - Sydney

CP Air
Cont inental
Qanta s

1982

Tota I

Honolulu

Traffic Between
New Zealand

1983

N.A.
29560
5069 1

3020

CP Air
Cont inental
Qanta s

| >ó+

N.À. 65953
2948 1 35416
62526 67329

00
84948 92007 168720 229350
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Tota 1

Svdnev

1 98s

Honolulu - Auckland

CP Àir
Cont inental
Àir New Zealand
Pan Am

N.A.
27 039
93186

121443 94965 1 s861 B 111596

64077
38018
70188
57 067

N.A. 52419
24213 28735
70752 74788

Tota 1

N.A. N.A.
13728 1 5900

141495 1 28886

Source: Calculated from
various issues.

227637 17 3683

54087
26986
28059

N.A.
49009

1 34346
7 9834

7 60 1567
29806 32381

1 38468 152544

1 84304 195546

263189 261579 263263 323345

N.A.
49509

129591
8247 9

ICAO, Traffic þ¿ Fliqht Staqe,

N.À.
53079

1 42433
67751

437 1

87160
1 58334

7 3480



Percentage Share of Scheduled Carrier's Passenger Traffic
Between Canada, Honolulu, Nandi, Àustralia and New Zealand

F1ight Stage / eirlines

Vancouver - Honolulu

CP Ài r (%)
Cont inental (%)
Qantas (%)
I{estern (%)

Toronto - HonoIuIu

TÀBLE 92

CP Ai r (%)

1982

Honolulu - Nandi

CP Ài r (%)
ContinentaL (%)
Air New Zealand (%)
Qanta s (%)

Nandi - Sydnev

CP Ai r (%)
Cont i nental (%)
Qanta s (%)

1983

0
0
0

100 .0

1 984

0
0

100.0
0
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N.À.

I vó5

HonoIuIu

86.5
0

r5.5
0

cP Ai r (%)
Continental (%)
Qanla s (%)

Honolulu - Àuckland

cP Ài r (%)
Continental (%)
Air New Zealand (%)
Pan Àm (%)

N. À.

N.À.
34. B
RQ '7

3.8

75.2

18 .4
0

Svdnev

N. A.
32.0
68.0

0

100

N.A.
¿¿.3
76.7

39 .1
20 .9
?o o

0

100

Source: Calculated from Tables 90 and 91 .

N. A.

74.5

¿ | .J
16.6
30.6
¿+.ó

N.À.
6.0

62.2

33.0
tõ. I

47 .2

N. À.
9.1

t+.¿

N. À.
18.6
s1.0
30.0

48.5
24.2
25.1

0.4
16.2
75.1

N. À.
18 .9
49.5
J t.5

0.8
| þ.3
78.0

N.À.
¿u.¿
54. 1

25.7

I<

27 .0
48.9
22.7



For the Honolulu Sydney and Honolulu Auckland sec-

tors, traffic for CP Air has

HonoluIu - Àuckland market,

was re-entering this market after a long absence, CP Àir had

difficulties in establishing and developing its position.

8.4 CÀNADIÀN CARRIER LOÀD FÀCTOR PERFORMÀNCE: SCHEDULED
PASSENGER TRÀFFIC

Passenger load factor has important implications for air-

1 ine operat ing

profitability.
ment in airline

not been significant. For the

because of the fact that CP Àir

craft there is a break-even load factor which airline man-

agement observe.

costs 2 and consequently, will affect its

Passenger load factors are a critical el-e-

number of passengers that the aircraft must carried in a

market so that the airline will not operate at a loss posi-

tion. In general, it can be said that the airline is making

a profit if the load factor is above its break-even levels.

263

pr1c1n9 oeclslons.

s2 For example, a study conducted by ICAO indicates that
passenger operating costs in the Asia/Pacific region was
7 .2 U. S. cents per passenger-k i lometre and 5. 6 U. S.
cents per passenger-kiLometre in the North/Mid Pacific
region, which was lower than the world average of 7 .5
U.S. cents per passenger-kilometre. But the important
point is that for both of these route groups, higher pas-
senger load factor has been realized and Lhe effect of a
higher load factor has contributed to a reduction of 0.2
U.S. cents per passenger-kilometre on both route groups.
See ICAO, Regional Differences In Fares, Rates And Costs
For International Air Transport, 1 983, ICAO Circularß-ffiWp.T-

The break-even Ioad factor reflects the

For each type of air-



Analvsis of CP Air

TRAFFIC SECTORS

Anchorage/Vanc ouver
CP Àir
Major Competitor
Market Àverage

Ànchorage/tokyo
CP Air
Major Competitor
Market Averaqe

¡ l--'r'oKyo/ Hong Áong
CP Àir
Major Competitor
Market Àverage

rokyo/Vancouver
CP Àir
Major Competitor
Market Average

Vancouver/HonoIuIu
CP Air
Major Competitor
Market Average

Sydney/HonoIuIu
CP Air
Major Competitor
Market Àverage

Honolulu/Nandi
CP Àir
Major Competitor
Market Àverase

Sydney/Nandi
CP Àir
Major Competitor
Market Àverage

TABLE 93

and Its Competitor's Load Factor

LOAD FACTOR

Period 1 Period 2
1970-74 1975-79

63%
51%
56%

46%
42%
40%

42%
4B%
A 10/
= l/o

53%
61%
48%

68%
69%
61%

264

Period 3
1 980-84

78%
60%
Ê,'7 0/

n Âo/
==/o
s9%
52%

69%
62%
65%

67%
R trOl

O 57o

76%
66%
65%

62%
69%
66%

72%
69%
69%

77%
63%
74%

52%
ç, ç,o/

52%

71%
62%
66%

70%
65%
63%

Source: ICAO, Traffic I Fliqht Staqe, various issues.

48%
50%
49%

46%
56%
54%

58%
63%
61%

56%
64%
63%
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Market share and load factor statistics reflect the abil-

ity of an airline to capture or attract customers in a par-

ticular market. The higher the market share and load factor

for an airline in a specific market, the higher the profit-

ability the airline realized.

Of all the market sectors under examination, only two

sectors where positive growth in both market share and load

factor can be observed for CP Air. These are Honolulu and

Nandi, and Sydney and Nandi. The success that CP Air has

achieved in these markets cannot be disputed. In other mar-

ket sectors, while failing to achieve a strong market share

performance, cP Air has been successful in improvinE iLs

load factors. In many instances, they are well above the

market average. For example, during the period under review

the average load factor for the Tokyo and Vancouver sector

was 4B%, 65% and 69% for periods 1, 2 and 3 respectively.

However, CP Air's load factors during these periods were

53%, 69% and 72% respectively, despite the fact that its

share of market had been declining f rom 75.4% in period '1 to

33.7% in period 3.

8.5 CANADTÀN CARRIER PERFORMANCE: NON_SCHEDULED MÀRKETS

Non-scheduled

30.9% of the tota

1n t>/¿.

decline for the ten vears that followed. Despite the fact

international passenger traff ic represented

1 international passenger traffic performed

share of traffic has since faced a steadyThis
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that an.tu vrere traffic Aains during 1982 to 1984, non-

scheduled traffic remained unimpressive with only 16.6%

share of the total international passenger traffic in 1985.

In addition, it should be noted that during 1985, there v¡as

a 3.5% growth of the world total international traffic. s 3

These statistics reveal that the scheduled market grew at a

much faster rate than the non-scheduled segment. The slower

non-scheduled growth may be due to increasingly lower real

fares charged by scheduled carriers which have gradually

closed the gap charged by these two types of carrier and

made non-scheduled traffic less attractive

A special characteristic of the non-scheduled market is
the fact that market share performed by specialized charter

operators have always been greater than those performed by

scheduled carriers. During the past decade, non-scheduled

carriers have been successful in maintaining their share

with a margin of at least 58 percent, while scheduled carri-
ers had roughly 35 to 45 percent share of the charter mar-

ket. s a

For the Pacific Ocean region, however, international non-

scheduled ai.r transportation services have never been as

important as in other parts of the world. This is especial-

ly evident in the North Àtlantic region where this type of

o? ICAO, A Review of the Economic SituaLion of Air
port, 1972 -1982, " Circular 177-AT/67 , 1983 , p.17 .

s4 rCAO, The Economic Situation of Air Transport, Review and
Outlook , 8.9_, Circula r 200-A1/78, 1986 , p.20.

Trans-
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service has been an important source of passenger traffic.
The primary reason is that traffic ilows within the Pacific

Ocean region were not as heavy as on the North Àtlantic dur-

ing the sixties and charter traffic requires a high propor-

tion of the available seats to be occupied. Ànother expla-

nation is that fares offered by the scheduled carriers were

already at a relatively lower level within this region and

that this has affected the growth of the non-scheduled mar-

ket. The fact that most carriers operating on these routes

are not members to the International Àir Transport Àssocia-

tion, which sets minimum fares leveI, would tend to support

this argument.

One of the world's leading non-scheduled carriers is Can-

ada's Wardair,

world's biggest non-scheduled carriers measured in terms of

size, with an impressive performance of almost 3.8 billion
passenger-kilometers. The airline' s 5.4 billion passenger-

k i lometers per f ormed in 1 981 helped I.Tarda i r became the sec-

ond largest non-scheduled carrier, ranked only behind the

Britain's Britannia. Wardair vras able to establish a strong

position as a non-scheduled carrier and has remained one of

the leading operators since. In 1984, about 13% of the

world's total non-scheduled traffic (S.g billion passenger-

kilometers) were performed by Wardair.s5

In 1978, Wardair ranked sixth among the

e 5 Calculated from
Transport, Review
1986, p.23.

ICAO, The Economic Situation Of Air
and OutIook, 19ffi, Circular 200-AT/78,



TÀBLE 94

Canadian Non-scheduled Traf f ic Performance

Year Code CÀNÀDIÀN FOREIGN TOTAL
ORTGIN ORIGIN CHARTER

197 6
Àc 173817 45641 21 9458
cP 64526 47031 111557
wÀRD 482965 62293 545258
cDN 1444786 1 65903 16 1 0689

1980
AC 127356 19036 146392
cP 1 667 66 1 17 125 283891
wÀRD 933371 270954 1204325
cDN 1963474 451632 2415106

1 982
Àc 413975 2464 416439
cP 286867 126622 41 3489
WARD 870078 287527 1157605
cDN 2314293 445268 2759561

TOTAL LOÀD REVENUE
SEATS FACTOR ( $'OOO )

AVA] L.

1 983
Àc
CP

cDN 2481604 292050 2773654 3337115 83 453489

Source: Statistics Canada, International Air Charter
Stetistics, Catalogue 51-003, Quarterly,

varlous lssues.

251198 87 23776
1 39307 80 1 3658
699025 78 80966

1970389 81 173690

175499 82 24788
348905 80 553 1 6

1451392 83 218410
288167 6 83 373260

268

r^lÀRD 973113 196302 1169415 1400821 84

289363
331476 90862 422338 49301 5 85

However, Canadian non-scheduled operations on the Pacific

Ocean Àrea vrere minimal. In 1979-80, only 471 passengers

vrere carried on a non-scheduled basis by Wardair. Another

carrier thaL had a charter operation on the Orient route

connecting Canada and Hong Kong was Àir Canada. The airline
picked up 248 passengers from Hong Kong destined for Montre-

a1 in 1980-1981, while Wardair picked up 499 passengers des-

1490 290853 399849 72

542455 74
5027 17 83

1 s35594 75
347 4147 79

5351 I
83626

246627
485453

40398
7 3982

220467



TÀBLE 95

Percentage share Distribution of canadian Non-scheduled
Traffic

Performed By Foreign and Canadian Carriers

197 6
Àc
CP
WARDÀI R

'1 980
AC
CP AIR
WARDÀI R

t>ó¿
Àc
CP ÀIR
WARDÀT R

1983

ÀS PERCENTAGE OF
TOTAL

REVENUE PÀSSENGER
SHARE

9.4
5.4

32.0

SHÀRE

Àc 7 .8 9.4
cP ÀrR 14.2 13.7
WÀRDATR 42.4 37.9

Source: Calculated from Table 94.

b. | 5. /
rJ.Þ tt. I

53.6 47.1

10.6 14.5
1 6. 5 14.4
48.8 40.3

10.2
5.2

25.2

ÀS PERCENTÀGE OF
CANÀDIAN

REVENUE PÀSSENGER
SHARE SHARE
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t5. I

46 .6

tined for Montreal and 476 passengers destined tor Toronto.
rn 1980, 32 special charter flights were performed by cp Air
which carried armost ten thousand new canadians under the

Canadian refugee charter program from Asias 6

6.6 6.1
14.8 11.8
s8.5 49.9

11.0 15.1
tt.¿ t5.u
50.8 41 .9

13.5
6.9

?? o

During 1981, a total traffic
recordedsT in charter oÞerations

e 6 See CP Annual
oar I ThÍs included

ó.>
rb.J
48.6

10.5
t3.¿
42.2

Report r 1 980,

908 passengers

of

for

2 r27 0 passengers Ïras

Àir Canada from the

p.5.

from Hong Kong, 454 Þassen-
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Pacific Ocean region. Meanwhile, total foreign origin traf-
fic chartered into Canada totalled 41857 passengers. There-

fore, Air Canada's charters from the Pacific Ocean region

represented 46.7% of total Canadian charters from the

region. There was no charter traffic by a Canadian carrier
reported for the year 1981-1982.

From 1976 to 1983, total Canadian non-scheduled passenger

traffic increased by fifty per cent (See Tab1e 94), The

growth rate of the Canadian international non-scheduled air
travel market as a whole has been fairly steady, while
growth on the Canadian Pacific Ocean region has experienced

substantial fluctuations and the overaLl results are not all
that impressive. Traffic only grevr from 6r278 passengers in

1970 to 37,848 in 1981, that is, by a factor of 6.02.

In terms of Canadian carriers performance, Wardair has

consistently provided roughly fifty percent of Canadian

international air charter services.

under review, the Iargest market share that Wardair enjoyed

r{as in 1 980 when 58 .8% of. revenues generated f rom the total
Canadian share went to them. This represented 49.9% of the

total passenger market share by Canadian carriers. Àir Can-

ada's share of the market has contracted somewhat since the

high of 13.7% recorded in 1976 in revenue terms and its 1983

gers from Malaysia, 227 from Singapore
from Taiwan resulted in a total of 2,
gers from the Pacific Ocean region.
Canada, International
logue 51 -003. p.1 3.

During the four years

Àir Charter Stat

and 681 passengers
270 charter passen-
Source : Stat i st ic s
istics, 1981. Cata-
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revenue share lvas only 8.9% of. the total Canadian market

share. On the other hand, CP Air increased its share to

more than double its 1976 share as measured in both terms,

an increase from 7.9% to 16.3% in revenue terms and 6.9% to

15.2% in passenger seats available. The strength of Canadi-

an performance in the overall non-scheduled market puts the

Pacific Ocean region performance in striking perspective.

8.6

International cargo traffic has experienced significant
growth during the past decade. Between 1976 and 1981, an

average annual rate of growth of 8.1% in internationaL cargo

traffic $¡ere recorded for IÀTA members. For the same peri-

od, the average growth f or the North Pac i f ic r,¡as 4.2%, whi le

16.6% has been observed for the South Pacific market.

Directionat imbalances in international cargo traffic 1ed

IÀTA to release figures according to directional flow and

marked differences in the average annual rate of growth can

CÀNADIAN CARRTER PERFORMÀNCE: CARGO MARKETS

be noted.

shows 0.1% rate of growth while westbound North Pacific

traff ic indicates 1 0 .2% growt}:.. Similarly, in the South

Pacific, a 10.4% growth rate v¡as recorded for eastbound

traffic and 19.4% for the westbound.ss

For example r êâstbound North Pac i f ic traf f ic

qA IÀTA, Passenqer & Freiqht Traffic, Estimates/Forecasts
1982 & 1983 Economics And Industry Finance Division, Sep-
tember , 1982, Table 3.
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The Pacific Ocean region accounted for more than one-

quarter of the worrd's international scheduled freight
tonne-km in 1984. À 17.3 percent average annual growth was

recorded for this region. Àbout 30% of. the 2 míllion Eonnes

of freight performed vras traffic between North Àmerica and

the region. s s

Cargo traffic performed by Canadian carriers in this
region was mainly the resul-t of combined schedul-ed passen-

ger/cargo operations. All freight scheduled services have

not been introduced in this market mainly because cp Àir has

no freighter aircraft. Àlthough Air canada maintains a freet
of freighter aircraft and has expressed an interest in oper-

ating in this region, it v¡as prevented from doing so due to
a lack of traffic rights. loo Fearing that Àir Canada might

manage to get into this market, Cp Àir was quick to arrange

an agreement with the United States based Flying Tiger Àir-
lines to provide such services.
raised by Àir Canada, CP Àir was unable to implement the

agreement effectively. r01 As a result, freight traffic per-

formed by canadian carriers in the pacific ocean region was

mainly the result of CP Àir's belly cargo. Table 96 summa-

rizes the market share of cP Air's cargo traffic in this
region.

es rcÀo, rcAo

loo The Globe

1o1 The Globe

However, upon objections

Bulletin,
And Mail,

Ànd Mai1,

JuIy, 1986, p.26.

8 August, 1986, p.82.

29, October, 1986, p.85.
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Table 97 shows the scheduled cargo traffic between Hong

Kong and Vancouver for the period 1980 to 1986. A similar

trend emerged when Cathay Pacific began its operations with-

in this sector. Since 1984, CP Air has suffered a continu-

ous decline in cargo traffic and by 1986, CP Air only per-

formed 23.2% of. the total traffic for this sector.

Table 98 shows the market share dist.ribution of the

selected carriers operated on the Hong Kong and Tokyo sec-

tor. It shows that market share for CP Air cargo services

has been declining from 15% in 1980 to only 1% in 1986.



Canadian Market Share For Scheduled Freight Traffic In The
Pacific Ocean Reqion

TRÀFFIC SECTORS

Tokyo/Vancouver
CP Air share
Major Competitor

vancouver/tokyo
CP Àir share
Major Competitor

vancouver/HonoIulu
CP Àir share
Major Competitor

HonoluIu/vancouver
CP Àir share
Major Competitor

Sydney/Honolulu
CP Àir share
Major Competitor

HonoluIu/¡¡and i
CP Àir share
Major Competitor

Nandi /Hono1ulu
CP Air share
Major Competitor

Sydney/Nandi
CP Air share
Major Competitor

Nandi /Sydney
CP Air share
Major Competitor

TABLE 96

Market Share
Period 1 Period 2
1970-74 1975-79

57,8%
42 "2%

100 .0%
0.0%

98.8%
2 .9%

94.9%
6.3%

N.A.
N.À.

1 .B%
49.0%

9.2%
31 .6%

5.2%
52.1%

1 ç,o/| . ¿tO

44.9%
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61 .9%
38 .1%

48.3%

86.8%
17 .7%

65.3%
¿*b . 37o

N. À.
N. A.

A 10/z.l/o

44.57

18.3%
42.6%

9.6%
7 4.2%

4.0%
57 .2%

Period 3
1 980-84

0.8%
0.2%

50.7%
49.3%

32.9%*
25.0%

64 .1%
35.8%

7 .0%
65 .6%

14.1%
29.2%

28.6%
38.6%

30.8%
55.4%

22 .5%
28.8%

Source:

* Note:

Figures are estimated from ICÀO, Traffic
!¡ FIiqht Staqe, various issues.

In 1984, freight traffic share for CP Air
was 93.7%.
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TABLE 97

Scheduled Freight Traffic Between Hong Kong and Vancouver,
1 980-1986

Year

980
>öl
982
983
984
985
986

CP Àir

Fre i ght (%)

1113422
1 20631 5
1 391 280
121 0857
809010 43.7
751892 37.5
575287 23.2

Source: Calculated from "Report On Civil Àviation
Hong Kong," Ànnual Review of Civil

Aviation In Hons Konq, 1979-1987 issues.

Cathay Pacific

Fre i ght (%)

Percentage Distribut ion
Hong Kong

Year Total
Fre i ght

1041699 56.3
1252026 62.5
1907000 76.8

Total

TABLE 98

of Scheduled Freight Traffic Between
and Tokyo, 1980-1986

1 980
1 981
1 982
1983

1850709
2003928
2482287

309838 1 3
334547 25
35041944
367 18399
41844208
46918822
6441 1 B 94

Note:

984
985
986

CP Air

Total freight traffic reflects only total volume
carried by the three carriers under review.
Traffic operated by other carriers on the route
is not included in the total.
Calculated from "Report On Civil Aviation

Hong Kong," Annual Review of Civil
Àviatip¡ In llong. Konq, 1979-1987 issues.

Source:

Cathay Japan
Pacific Àirlines

Eo/

4%
Ê,o/

AO/

4%
no/2,/o
10/l/o

50%
42%
33%
30%
33%
32%
45%

45%
54%
62%
66%
63%
64%
54%
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The Pacific Ocean Reqion Market Via Europe Ànd South
As ia

Market share performance of various airlines operating to

the Pacific Ocean region via Europe and South Àsia are sum-

TÀBLE 99

Carrier's Share of Scheduled Passenger Traffic Between
Britain, Ìndia and Singapore

rlight Stage / elrlines

London - Bombay

Air Canada
nritish Airv¡ays
Air India
Singapore Àirlines

Total

Bombav - Sinqapore

Air Canada
Air India
Qantas
S i ngapore

1 982

Total 176772

Source: Calculated from ICAO,
var ious i ssues.

0
154168

N.A.
0

1983

154168

0
1 40095

13006
s360 1

1 984

marizes in Tabl-e 99. It shows the Canadian traffic share

for points operated between London and Singapore via Bombay.

With respect to the initial flight stage from Canada, Air

Canada operated from Calgary, Edmont.on, Vancouver, Toronto

and Montreal. It achieved a monopoly on the Calgary Lon-

2127 02

0
1 46485

N. À.
72042

0
N. A.

0
71031

1985

¿ tó5¿ I

55 t+ |

188615
N. A.

1 5556

0
3¿t¿l
81592
7 3098

375838

Traffic

2661 43

0 3824s
N.À. 31774

1 07 1 00 1 05057
76275 7 3806

292895 31 0668

E¿ Fliqht Stase,
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don and Edmonton London routes when British Àirways sus-

pended its services in 1983 on these routes. For the Van-

couver.- London route, Air Canada has performed relatively
well and its market share has typically been around 63% to

75%. ¡ritish Airways has been very aggressive in the Toron-

to London sector; from the 41.4% share of market performed

in 1982, British Àirways was able to increase its share to

50.6% in 1 985. In the Montreal London sector , market

share for British Àirways has always exceeded it competitor,

Àir Canada. Gradually, however, Àir Canada has regained its
relative importance in this sector. In 1982, Air Canada had

34.0% share of the traffic while British Airways obtained

66.0% and, in 1985, their share vras 42.2% anð 55.5% respec-

t ively.

The traffic from London to Bombay were performed on the

basis of fifth freedoms obtained from the British. From

Table 100, it can be noted that Air Canada had a 13.2% share

of market from London to Bombay. Although this number was

significantly below that performed by sritish Airlrays, the

airline has been able to carry over twice as much traffic as

Singapore airlines, another fifth freedom carrier operating

on the same route. It is interesting to note also that Sin-

gapore Airlines has traditionally been known as an aggres-

sive carrier. The fact that Àir Canada has out-performed

Singapore Airlines on the same footing clearly demonstrates

Àir Canada's strength as an airline. Similar1y, in the Bom-



Percentage Share of Scheduled Carrier'
Between London, Bombay and

FJ. ight Stage / airl ines

London - Bombay

Ài r Canada g)
er i t i sh Ài rways (%)
Àir India (%)
Singapore Airlines (%)

Bombav - Sinqapore

Ai r Canada (%)
Àir India (%)
Qanta s (%)
Singapore Airlines (%)

Source: Calculated from

TABLE 1 OO

1982

s Passenger Traf f
S i ngapore

bay - Singapore market, Àir Canada performed 12.3% of. the

total traffic during its first year of operation in 1 985.

Although the traffic performed was about 20% below that of

Qantas and 10% below that of Singapore ÀirIines, Air Cana-

da's perf ormance v¡as 2.1% above Lhat of Air India, a host

country carrier from India which was weIl established in

this market. Therefore, Air Canada's operation into the

Pacific via the Àtlantic can be viewed as successful.

0
100 " 0
N.À.

0

1 983

0
68.7
1 6.3
25.2

1 984
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00
N. A. 13 .9

0 21 .7
40.2 19.4

Table 99.

198s

0
67 .0
N.À.
JJ.U

t5.¿
70"9
N. A.

trR

In addition, it shouLd be noted that although Air Canada

operated in the Frankfurt - Delhi sector, the airline did

not have traffic rights to either India or Singapore from

Frankfurt. Therefore, Àir India vras the only airline that

offered scheduled passenger services from Canada to Singa-

pore Via Delhi.

0
N. A.
36.6
26 .0

12.3
10.2

¿5.ó



8.7 CONCLUSTO;

Three major market types have been identified in the

international air transportation industry: ( 1 ) scheduled

passenger market, (2) non-schedul-ed passenger market and ( 3 )

cargo market. Of these three major market types, scheduled

passenger market has been the most important type of all for

Canadian carriers operated ín Lhe Pacific Ocean region.

This carrier performance analysis is done both by market

share and load factor. Market share performance is of stra-

tegic importance to the development of firms in oligopolis-

tic markets. It also has public interest implications in

the field of international air transport because a national

carrier's traffic strengthens a nation's balance of payments

problem. It is possible, of course, that market share is

increased unduly at the cost of load factors (and profit-

ability). Ideally, both aspects of performance should be

positive. When market share performance is weak, strength

in load factor performance may act to support carrier prof-

itability. Such profitability, or loss minimization, may

not have long-run viability and may reflect defensive and

restrictive carrier conduct.

279

Performance of the scheduled passenger market has been

analysed according to two major geographical regions; name-

ly, the North Pacific Ocean region and South Pacific Ocean

region. Established route sectors for each region is fur-
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ther identified and analysed. The data reveal a weak market

share performance by CP Air in the North Pacific, character-

ized by a continuous decline in share f.or all sectors. The

only exception to this is the Tokyo - Hong Kong sector where

share of CP Air's market has increased somewhat during the

1975-1979 period but experienced a rather sharp decline dur-

ing the later period under review. Comparatively speaking,

market share results for all market sectors were well below

that of its major competitor with the exception of Tokyo

Vancouver where CP Air has a significantly larger share than

the major competitor up until '1980.

region shows a gradual improvement in market share perform-

ance despite the fact that these are relatively small market

share in comparison with CP Àir's major competitor. This is

not without exception, however. In fact, quite opposite to

the general performance observed in other sectors, CP Air's

market share in the Vancouver -
significantly higher than its major competitor but v¡as

experiencing decline over the period under review.

Growth trends for CP Àir in the North Pacific have been

mixed. Early in the period under review up until 1980'

positive growth can be observed in both Tokyo Hong Kong

and Tokyo Vancouver sectors, while declining growth was

being observed in Anchorage iokyo sector. Subsequent to

1980, all sector experienced decline in traffic growth. ln

addition, all growth were significantly lower than its major

The South Pac i f ic

Honolulu sector has been
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competitor. As for the South Pacific, positive growth was

recorded in the earlier period with a decline after 1980 for
all sectors. Vfith the exception of the Vancouver - Honolulu

rnarket , all sectors have a higher growth rate.

For both North and South Pacific regions, performance of

CP Àir's load factor has been impressive. In fact, not only

has the trend of load factor been steadily improving, it has

always exceeded the market average with the exception of the

Tokyo - Hong Kong sector. However, CP Àir also experienced

load factors that were below its competitor's level in Van-

couver - Honolulu sector before 1975, and before 1980, its
Ioad factors for both Honolulu

sectors v¡ere well below market averaqe

Based on this analysis, the conclusion can be reached

that traffic arowth in South Pacific region has enabled Cp

Air to improve its passenger load factors while expanding

its share of the total market, making these sectors more

profitable during the later period under review. For the

North Pacific region, however, even though Cp Air has not

shown aggressiveness in capturing a bigger share of the mar-

ket, higher load factors is indicates success in improving

profitability. It is therefore, not surprising that Cp Àir
has recently announced to increase its efforts and market

presence in this region.

Nandi and Sydney - Nandi



Às far as non-scheduled services

been noted that no major efforts has

the Pacific Ocean region. Limited

services lrere of f ered by Wardair,

been impressive.

Cargo operation in the Pacific Ocean region has been lim-
ited to belly space transport. Scheduled al1 cargo freight
transport has not been operated by either Canadian carriers,
but limited non-scheduled cargo has been performed by Air

Canada to China.

Final1y, the respectable 12.3 percent rnarket share with

an average load factor of 60 percent achieved by Àir Canada

during the first year of operation into the Pacific Ocean

region via the North Atlantic completed the current analy-

sis. In sum, this analysis of Canadian carrier performance

in the Pacific Ocean region has shown that:

are concerned,

been rnade by CP Air in

non-scheduled passengers

but the number has not
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it has

1. Scheduled traffic performance by CP Àir, according to

market share analysis, showed some strength but dete-

riorated under competitive pressure later in the

1970-1985 in important markets.

CP Àir's load factor performance was better than its
market share performance but thi s ñây, in part ,

reflect restrictive provision of capacity.

It v¡as lef t to Air Canada to put pressure on CP Air

to activate the bilateral with China.

2.
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4. Air Canada showed considerable initiative in reaching

Singapore in the Pacific Ocean region but its route

vras lengthy and indi rect .

5. Performance of Canadian air cargo carriers in the

region was relativellz weak.

6. Non-scheduled traffic performance of Canadian carri-

ers $ras also disappointing.



While it is not a primary objective of this thesis, it is
illuminating to identify the factors that are of strategic
importance in explaining why Canadian air transport perform-

ance, while not without merit, fell somewhat short of what

might have been expected. À review of these factors is the

purpose of this chapter. This analysis will have two some-

what interrelated components. The first will discuss the

conduct of the carriers and the second, the role of the Can-

adian government.

CÀNAD]AN AIR TRANSPORT PERFORMANCE IN
PERSPECTIVE

Chaoter IX

9.1 THE CONDUCT OF THE CARRIERS

Chapter VIII provided a detailed analysis and evaluation

of Canadian carrier performance in the Pacific Ocean region.

In this discussion of the conduct of the canadian carriers,
four distinct, though interrelated, elements emerge. First,
there is the management of carrier operations.

there is aircraft fleet planning and development. The third
element is the adequacy of carrier resources related to sys-

tem responsibilities.
that are largelyr or entirely, beyond a carrier's control
should be noted. In this section, primary attention wiII,
of course be devoted to CP Air.

284

Fina1ly, strategic considerations

Second,
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Operating cost control in airline operation requires pre-

cision and attention to detail. Certain carriers operating

in the Pacific Ocean region, such as Japan Air Lines and

Singapore AirIines, are outstanding in their cost control.
Some questions can be raised about CP Àir's conduct with

respect to costs. In the context of more general critical
comment by Goldenberg on this aspect of CP Àir's economic,

the following point was made:

CP Àir's use of orange paint on its planes not
only adds to its maintainance bi11s, but also
increases fuel consumption by 0.5 percent. This

amounts to about 750,000 gallons costing $1
million at 1981 prices. Eastern ÀirIines, for
example, shaved its annual fuel and maintainance
bills by $2.5 million as a result of stripping the
paint off its planes and poJ-ishing the silver met-
al instead.lo2

At the end of the period under review, the president of

CP Àir, Donald Carty introduced a major strategy to improve

aircraft utilization, improve the efficiency of flight
training, reduce inventories, lower the cost of engineering,

maintenance and handling, and offer more non-stop service.

With respect to product differentiation by special ser-

vice to promote business class travel, CP Àir's activity
appears to have been more defensive than aggressive. For

example, CP Air's Empress cÌass service v¡as introduced to

r ival Cathay Pac i f ic' s Marco Polo C1ass of service. ÀIso,

CP Àir introduced a new business class of service on the

route between Canada and Japan in 1983 with the support of

1 o 2 susan
Powertt

Goldenberg
, Methuen,

, "@!þn Pacific
Toronto, 1 983. p. 1 46.

A Portrait of



considerable promotion,

the context of a traff
years. It did, however,

at the time of introduct

In another area of competition, flight freguencies, Cp

Àir's conduct appears to have been perverse. rn response to
the entry of cathay Pacific on the Hong Kong canada route,
cP Àir reduced its flight frequency from three to two per

day.

CP Air did make a serious effort in the charter market.

It entered the charter market during the 1970s. In 1973,

Transpacific Tours limited (rpt) was established in partner-
ship with a Japanese firm to package tours and handle traf-
fic primarily traffic originating in the orient destinated
for canada. In 1976, cP Àir formed a separate charter divi-
sion as passenger charter demand expanded. A year later, Cp

Air acguired total oh'nership of TpT and, in 1979, estab-
lished cP Àir Horidays for operation of its own charters.
rn 1984 cP Air Holidays launched a joint venture with viva
Holidays of Australia to promote and sel1 Viva's vacation
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but this move should be placed in

ic decline in the preceding three

have a favourable impact on traffic
ion.

programs in the Canadian market.

in chapter vIIr, these efforts met with limited success and

cP Air withdrew from charter activity in this region in
1984.

However, as has been seen
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Cargo operation never seems to have been a high priority

matter for CP Àir in the Pacific Ocean region, even though

it had long held rights for cargo as well as passenger oper-

ations. Industrialization in the region would appear to

have presented opportunities but traffic promotion either by

price or non-price methods has not been apparent nor vlas any

action taken to use a specialized aircraft.

It is interesting to note that Àir Canada, in addition to

its aggressive development of its round-about route to Sin-

gapore, conducted two charter flights from Hong Kong late in

1985. These flights resulted from the need of a Hong Kong

freight forwarder to make Christmas-season clothing ship-

ments to Texas. Air Canada provided a freighter aircraft
from its specialized fleet for this purpose. Subsequently,

Flying Tiger Lines of the U.S., an aIl-freight airline, pro-

tested and Àir Canada's routing $¡as restricted by the inclu-

sion of Toronto.

FinalIy, it should be noted that partial productivity

measures for 1 983 and 1984, given in Chapter VI , showed that

Japan Airlines, Qantas, Singapore Airlines, Cathay Pacific,

Northwest Orient, and Pan ArIì, were well ahead of CP Air and

Àir Canada according to data based on international opera-

tions. Partial productivity measures must be treated with

care but the figures are, nevertheless, âD important operat-

ing indicator.
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CP Air's long-range jet aircraft fleet development, which

is fundamental to international traffic, began late in 1959

with an order for six standard Douglas DC-8 aircraft. Five

DC-8-63s, an aircraft type specially designed for long range

expanded passenger and cargo capacity, v¡ere acquired about a

decade later. À11 DC-Bs were retired in 1981 and 1983. The

airline's wide-body fleet began with Boeing 747s.

first two acquired in 1973, one v¡as used on Pacific service.

Two more s¡ere added to CP Àir's f leet in 1974. In 1979, two

DC-10-30s were purchased and several more were added subse-

quently.

Àgainst the background of strong international traffic
growth during the mid-seventies, the airline planned for a

major and ambitious fleet expansion program aiming at cap-

turing its traffic and enlarging its market share. However,

a variety of circumstances, both internaL and external, led

to disappointments. Àir transport expansion was harassed by

high fuel costs and then by high interest rates. CP Air's

problems with market share expansion led eventually to fleet

rationalization by the end of the period under review. In

1985, CP Àir sold its complete fleet of Boeing 747s to Paki-

stan and brought four more DC-10's. The sale of Boeing 747

parts and maintenance equipment brought in millions of dol-

lars in cash for CP Air.

Of the

CP Àir's eventual reliance on DC-10s for wide-body ser-

vice did rationalize and simplify its fleet. The DC-10'
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range and in other economic

even load factor. For long-

extended-range fuel tanks in
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747, offered the potential of

. However, it is inferior in

characteristic such as break-

range use , the DC-'1 0-30 requi red

an attempt to provide non-stop

s unfavorable to the payload

in CP Àir's case even the extra

iver the sought-after non-stop

The next element in strategic airline conduct to be con-

sidered is the adequacy of carrier resources related to sys-

tem responsibilities. Throughout its history, CP Air has

aggressively sought system extension in order to achieve

major airline status in a Canadian system, which began with

an Àir Canada (rCa) monopoly. This led CP Air to grasp the

chance to serve the Australia route in order to get a major

international link. It vras ful1y recognized that this entry

into the Pacific Ocean region would put pressure for many

years on the airline's resources because of the low-traffic,

long-range character of the routes. By 1970, CP Air had

been able to extend its international network to Europe,

Lain Àmerica and additional routes in the Pacific Ocean

region. Statistics provided in table 80 in Chapter VI I I

puts CP Àir's international traffic in perspective.

Meanwhile, in Canada, CP Àir

alternative airline Lo Air Canada

had gained recognition as

in Canada's domestic sys-
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tem. The transcontinental system had initially been an Air

Canada monopoly. However, government policy $¡as modi f ied

and CP Air entered the system and eventually became a fuIl
participant through a series of phased increasing market-

share limits.
progress when CP Air was allowed to improve its position

successively in 1970, 1974, 1977 and 1979.

These system expansions put heavy demands on CP Àir. The

Canadian Pacific conglomerate, of which CP Air was a part,

was bound to react with caution to the financing of the

expansion of CP Air, especially for Pacific Ocean region

purposes, when it had had to absorb losses for many years.

AIso, market share expansion by CP Àir encountered heavy

The seventies were an important period of

costs of rivalry. In particular,

Àir's efforts in Canada by strong price competition. To sus-

tain its development in the Pacific Ocean region, it is not

surprising that CP Air appears to have found itself faced

with f inanc ial problems.

The magnitude of CP Air's talk of system expansion can be

seen from the fact that CP Àir ranked 20th among major

international scheduled airlines in terms of tonne-kiIo-

meters performed in 1969 but ranked 30th in 1979. Àir Cana-

da ranked 12Lh in 1969 and 13th in 1979. By 1985 Air Canada

ranked 14th, with Japan Àir Lines and U.S.

Àir Canada countered CP

including United, Pan Àm and Northwest Orient, in the top

ten. Singapore Àirlines had risen to 15th and Qantas ranked

carrlers,
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20th. The Pacific Ocean region s¡as clearly much too compet-

itive for CP Àir to cope with.

Strategic circumstances which were large1y, but not

entirely beyond airline control,
of the explanation of CP Air's conduct in the Pacific Ocean

region. The direcÈional nature of traffic f1ow, dictated by

relative population size, relative economic expansion, and

the priority of. the region in national economics, has creat-

ed fundamental problems for CP Àir. It is well recognized

in international air transport that carriers of the country

of origin for traffic have an advantage in capturing this
traffic. This problem has been especially acute in cargo

traf f ic but also affects other airline traff ic.
are more dif f icult to achieve than, f or example

where there are deeÞ-seated economic and soc

long-standing.

form the fourth comoonent

Second, it should be noted that the labour costs of Àsian

and Australasian carriers form a lower proportion of total
operating costs than they do for North American carriers.
Doganis, for 1982, shows the first group at an average of 16

percent while the North Àmerican group is at 35 percent.

More specifically, the percentage for Qantas is 27 percent

and for Japan Air Lines, 24 percent while Àir Canada's per-

centage is given at 36 percent.lo3 A separate estimation for

1 o 3 Rigas Dogani s,
I nternat ional
1 985. D.90.

Remed i e s

n the U.K.

links of

,l

ial

FIvinq Off Course
Ài rI ines, George Allen

The Economics of
& Unwin, London,



CP Air, on the basis of its
age of 32 percent. While

some of the discrepancies,

probably contribute to this
American carriers.

9.2 THE ROLE

The central question to be addressed in explaining the

rol-e of the Canadian government's air transport policy in

the Pacific Ocean region in the 1970 1985 period is the

v¡ay in which it worked to promote air transport system

development in support of Canada's economic interests and

its strategy in support of Canadian air transport industry

development. The two aspects of this question direct this
discussion towards government bilateral agreements and gov-
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concLusions about air transport in the Pacific
include the f ollor+inq:

The basic determinants of ar

have been highty supportive

period under review. They

and trade development and

backed by strong population

These two issues are

r transport activity
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¿" Economic nationalism

promoted strong air
region.

3. Àir transport development by a variety of

national airlines, in Àsia, Australia, and the

united States, has been aggressive and competi-

tive. The airlines vary considerably in charac-

ter of operation.

4. United States development of multiple gateways

and carrier designations has been competitive

for Canadian based air traffic.
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in a variety of forms has

transport rivalry in the

I n general , the Pac i f

ly rapid evolution into

theatre of operation.

plexity in its passenger

tive conditions for air

Canada has extended the scope of its system of bilaterals
in the period under review. Of major importance has been

the Canadian government's work to establish links with the

Asian mainland in the Pacific Ocean region and to provide

for penetration of the Southeast Asia sector of this region.

More specifically, the bilateral vrith China, and the work

towards the bilateral with Korea should be noted. In South-

ic Ocean region has seen a relative-
a major world regional air transport

It has considerable variety and com-

and cargo markets and very competi-

transport operations.

east Àsia the nev¡ U.K. bilateral linked with the bilateral
with India provided a system for Air Canada to reach Singa-

pore, albeit by a roundabout route. Subsequently a bilater-
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al was concluded with Singapore to provide a better 1ink.

Also, the U.K. bilateral provided "beyond" freedom Links to

Bangkok, Jakarta and Manila; these were, however, rather

limited in their provisions. AIso, in the South Pacific

sector, the New Zealand bilateral was activated. These were

important strategic moves to provide a more substantial Can-

adian traffic svstem in Lhe Pacific Ocean reqion.

The Canadian government chose to continue its "division
of the world" policy in the period under review. Carrier
selection is a government responsibility in any event in the

bilateral system of international air transport. Further,

the "division of the worId" system would appear to make

basic sense in terms of the effective use of Canadian air
transport resources. Bilateral routes involve smaLl number

rivalry with foreign carriers and, since Canada's air trans-
port system is very widespread, economy of resource use is
very important. Market specialization by the "division of

the world" policy for carrier system development makes gen-

eral sense. The main question about the role of the Canadi-

an government in carrier choice is concerned with the appli-
cation of the "division of the world" approach.

In the evolution and application of its "division of the

worId" policy, the Canadian government has had alternatives.
At the time of the policy's establishment, Canada had two

international carriers in operation, Àir Canada and CP Air.
In the major Canadian overseas market, both carriers were
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operating to Europe while CP Air had all the Pacific Ocean

traffic. One alternative would have been to confine Canadi-

an participation in Europe to Àir Canada, leaving the Pacif-

ic Ocean markets in the hands of CP Air.

simplified Canada's European system for scheduled traffic

development but would also have conserved CP Àir's resources

for its Pacific Ocean region, as well as a domestic, system

development. It also would carry the risk of a loss of ini-

tiatives by Canadian carriers if the European traffic were

Ieft to one carrier.

À second alternative would have used Àir Canada directly
in the Pacific Ocean region along v¡ith CP Air while the

European two-carrier policy was continued. Based on the

"division of the world" principle, the two carriers would

have different systems in the Pacific Ocean region, analo-

gous to the pattern established in Europe.

would have provided a maximum range of carrier system initi-

atives for Canada based on international rivalry while mini-

mizing internal Canadian rivalry, as intended in the "divi-
sion of the world" policy. It would also have lessened the

demands placed on CP Àir resources in the Pacific Ocean

region.

This would have

A third alternative would required the use of a two-car-

rier policy for Europe and, essentially, a single carrier
policy for the Pacific Ocean region. The continuation of CP

Àir's virtual monopoly of Canadian carrier operation in this

This pattern



region appears to have

development. It has confi

rier, the smalLer of the

The third alternative
under review. In terms of a balance of advantages, consid-

ered against the backdrop of the dramatic changes in the

Pacific Ocean market in this period, the second alternative
would appears to have the most merit. It was, in fact, cho-

sen subsequently. Government policy in carrier selection

does not appear to have fundamentally v¡rong. Rather, the

adjustment of this type of policy application was too slow.

limited Canadian

ned carrier initia
two.

was the one used in the Deriod
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tives Lo one car-



This economic analysis of Canadian airline development

and air transport public policy in the Pacific Ocean region

in the 1970 1985 has four main components. Following an

introductory statement, Chapter II and Chapter lII respec-

tively present general airline economics and the institu-
tional framework for international air transoort in order to

Chapter X

CONCLUSION

provide some basic knowledge for this study.

component, Chapter IV, Chapter V, Chapter VI and Chapter

VII, present material which is specific to the Pacific Ocean

region. Canada's bilateral air agreements and public policy

on carrier designation are given in Chapter IV. Chapter V

analyses the demand, supply, price and output conditions

operating in the region. In Chapter VI, a systematic review

is conducted of the climate of air transport rivalry and

relationships which have developed in the region. Included

in this chapter is a review, by nation; of bilateral agree-

ments and the international carriers operating in Pacific

Ocean markets. Chapter VII gives information on the charac-

ter and development of Canadian traffic in the Pacific Ocean

region. It includes a discussion of traffic diversion via

the United States. Chapter VIII and Chapter IX make up the

third component. In Chapter VIII a systematic analysis is

The second

297
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conducted of Canadian air carrier performance in the Pacific

Ocean region. This includes market share analysis done by

markets and by traffic type, i.e., scheduleC, non-scheduled,

and cargo. A load factor analysis of Canadian carrier per-

formance for the important scheduled market classification

is also included on a sector by sector basis. These compo-

nents are then brought to a focus in Chapter IX where carri-

er conduct and the role of the Canadian government are dis-

cussed. Finally, the results of the thesis are reviewed and

comments are offered on their implications.

Three principal questions have been addressed in this
thesis which covered all of the important aspects of Canadi-

an commercial air transport operations in the Pacific Ocean

reqion from the oeriod 1970 to 1985.

First, with respect to the nature and the evolution of

Canadian commercial air transport participation in airline

traffic in the Pacific Ocean region, this study revealed

that:

1. Canada has been an important participant in interna-

tional commercial air transport throughout the period

under review. Almost half of all the Canadian sched-

uled traffic was performed on an international basis.

The Pacific Ocean region share of this Canadian

international scheduled traffic rose from

cent in 1970 to 6.22 Dercent in 1984.

2.35 per-
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2. The Pacific Ocean region is an important and increas-

ingly significant region for airline activity, âs

traffic arowth in this region has shown by far the

greatest percentage increase among the top regional

markets. In 1970, only 7.8 percent of the world's

airline traffic were accounted for by the Àsia/pacif-
ic region, by 1985, this number has increased to rep-

resent a share of 17.7% percent of the world's sched-

uled traffic. It is noteworthy that this percentage

share has risen from just under 9 percent of that of

the Iargest market region to almost 50 percent.

The conduct of air transport operations has been con-

ditioned by national considerations and by the div-
erse character of the carriers serving the region.

This study reveal-ed that countries in the Pacific

Ocean region have experienced significant economic

important elements in promoting air transport growth

including increases in population, rising real income

per capita and strong growth of industrial output

have also been observed in this region. lnitiatives
provided by the region's national governments has

helped to create many strong carriers in the region.

4 " During the period under review, carriers in the

Pacific Ocean region has shown significant traffic
growth and impressive performance results. Many car-

riers fron this region have developed to become top

growth, in addition, favourable trends that are
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carriers of the world with the help of long-range jet

aircraft and innovative marketing strategies.

The proliferation of trading activities had resulted

not only in an increase of passenger traffic, but

also in a dramatic increase in cargo traff ic.

U.S" deregulation has, through additional gateways

and its stimulus to the traffic promotional efforts
of U.S. carriers has resulted in the the diversion of

a significant volume of Canadian traffic to the U.S.

6.

Second, the performance analysis of the Canadian govern-

ment in the development of air transport was done in Chapter

IV. It revealed that:

1. the Canadian government had been effective in extend-

ing and improving Canada's Pacific Ocean region net-

work for air transport through new, and major revi-

sions of existing, bilaterals. The bilateral network

for Canadian carriers vras substantially extended in

the period under review.

With respect to the government's ability to repair

flaws in the existing bilateral agreements, problems

with the Japanese and New Zealand agreements suggest-

ed that Canada has not been as successful as one

might have hoped.

The Canadian government "division of the worId" poli-

cy, while not challenged as a suitable policy, has

had disappointing results in its application. Net-

¿.

3.
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v¡ork development has not been fully exploited by the

assigned carrier, CP Àir, and CP Air's performance on

existing routes has not been ful1y satisfactory.

Third, Canadian carrier performance has been reviewed in

terms of market share and load factors. This Derformance

analvsis revealed that:

The market share

traffic has been

petitors and has

isolated cases.

Charter activity
of the period but

termínated.

¿.

performance in scheduled passenger

generally inferior to its major com-

suffered further decline exceot in

¿L

CP Air's cargo traffic performance has been weak.

Load factor analysis of CP Àir's performance gave

more encouraging results. However, while load factor
performance is supportive of airline profitability,
it does not offset the long-run implications of loss

of market share.

by CP Àir was sustained through most

, after very limited success. was

CP Air has not been aggressive in exploiting new

bilateral opportunities.
Air Canada did succeed in building a multiple-bilat-
eral linkage with Singapore and in attracting inter-
est from Hong Kong in cargo shipment as a result of

Àir Canada's reputation in air freighter fleet opera-

tion.

6.
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This thesis has certain implications for Canadian air
transport development in the Pacific Ocean region. They

involve both public policy and carrier operations.

First, while the "division of the world" policy is useful

in the environment of international air transport, its
application needs attention.
routes to carriers is fundamental to the economics of

resource allocation in international air transport.
successful dynamics, the application of this policy needs to

be both realistic in terms of regionaf route assignments and

responsive to changing conditions. The Pacific Ocean region

is very complex and is an area of strong growth and substan-

tial growth potential. The policy of single-carrier use,

and the smalfer carrier at that, has been unrealistic. Giv-

en the significant change in competitive conditions and the

performance problems of CP Àir in the period under review,

it is clear that adjustment in the application of the policy

was too slow. Subsequent to 1985, a change to a tvro-carrier

pol icy vras made and thi s seems to be appropriate in the

light of the analysis in this thesis. For proper policy

application, continuing monitoring of carrier performance

and competitive conditions is needed and, when appropriate,

political action needs to be taken.

Government allocation of

Continuing efforts are needed to ensure that Canadian

bilaterals have sufficient flexibility in terms of Canadian

needs. It is very important that bilaterals, once negotiat-

For
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ed become fulIy effective in terms of traffic. The bilater-
aI with China is an example of difficult development. Here,

special attention might be given to governmental interde-
partmental cooperation to facilitate trade, travel, and

transport activity.

. The field of cargo operation is difficult. In addition

to the opening of the region to Àir Canada air freighter
operation, it would seem that gateway airports should be

evaluated and improved, if necessary, for effective and

efficient cargo handling links with freight forwarders

should be explored and cooperation between airline and gov-

ernment trade Dersonnel could be beneficial.

Passenger charter traffic development possibilities need

eval-uation. It might be that charter activity is somewhat

obsolescent because of scheduled passenger seat-sa1e tech-

niques. However, such a concLusion is probably too hasty,

Wardair, a very successful Canadian international charter

specialist, might be encouraged to explore the Pacific Ocean

region with care. À1so, institutional linkages with travel
organizations and airports in the region might also be

facilitated by government-airline cooperation in Lhis field
of transport.



Southeast Asia

Brunei, Ðarussalam, Burma,
c rat ic ) , Lao People' s Democ
Phi 1 ippines, Singapore , Tha

Northeast Asia

IATA REGIONAL DEFINITION

Appendix A

China, Hong Kong, Japan, Korea (Democratic Peop1e's
Republic of), Korea (Republic of), Macau, Mongolia,
Taiwan (Province of China), USSR (east of UraIs).

Southwest Pacific
Àustralia, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea and aLl other
islands of the South Pacific including Àmerican Samoa,
Carcline Islands, Christmas Islands, Cocos (t<eeling)
Islands, Cook Islands, Fiji, French Polynesia, Guam,
Johnston Island, Kiribati, Mariana Is1ands, Marshall
Islands, Midway Islands, Nauru, New Caledonia, Niue,
Noriolk Island, Pitcairn, Samoa, Solomon Islands,
Tokelau, Tonga, Tuvalu, Vanuatu, Wake Is1and and
Wa11is and Futuna Islands.

Indonesia, Kampuchea (oemo-
ratic Repub1ic, Malaysia,
iland, Viet Nam.
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EXCERPT FROM THE STATEMENT BY TRÀNSPORT MINISTER
J.W. PICKERSGILL ON INTERNATIONAL ÀVIATION

POLTCY,1964

[SinceJ Àpri1 24th, 1964, ... the main attention of the

Government has been concentrated on working out the interna-
tional aspect of civil aviation policy. in the interna-
tional field, air services provided by Canadian airlines
should serve the Canadian interest as a whole; that these

services should not be competitive or conflicting, but

should represent a single integrated plan, which could be

achieved by amalgamation, by partnership or by a clear divi-
sion of fields of ooerations.

In applying Itfre] principle, the Government decided to

ask Air Canada and Canadian Pacific Airlines to see whether

they could agree themselves after consultation upon a basis

for its application. The two airlines have agreed that the

most effective way to carry out this policy would be by a

clear division of their fields of operations so that outside

Canada neither airline would serve any point served by the

other. After considering many possible divisions of the

world between the two airlines it was finally concluded that

the simplest approach would be to agree that each line
should continue to serve all the points now served by it and

that the geographical areas nohr served by each should be
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defined and extended so that practically the whole world
would be open to service by one airrine or the other.

Às a result, it has now been decided that canadian pacif-
ic Airlines will serve the whore pacific area, the whole

continent of Àsia, AusLralia and New Zealand, southern and

south Eastern Europe and Latin Àmerica. Air canada will
serve the united Kingdom, western, Northern and Eastern
Europe, and the caribbean. The only exception to this clear-
cut divi sion i s that Canadian Pac i f ic Ai r1 ines wi 11 cont inue

to serve the Netherlands. This division accounts for the
whore of the world except Àfrica and the united states. For

the time beingr Dêither airline is contempì_ating service to
any part of Àfrica and the question of service to Àfrica
will be left aside untiL some practical question arises. In
the case of the united statesr wê continue to hope that
negotiations for a nelr bilateral agreement will soon be com-

pleted. once they have been completed a decision will be

made as to which of the new points is to be served bv each

of our national airlines.



POLTCIES AND PRINCIPLES GOVERNTNG INTERNÀTIONAL
CTVIL AVTÀTION BY TRÀNSPORT MINISTER JEAN

MÀRCHAND, MÀRCH 23, 1973

The government has agreed upon the following set of poli-
cies and principles.

It"

Appendix D

The economic viability of proposed routes to serve

the travel-l ing publ ic and to meet the growing

requirements for air freight, should continue to be a

major consideration and it should be Canadian policy
to avoid direct subsidization of international sched-

uled air services, and to refrain from establishing
such services for the sole purpose of national pres-

tige.
The government should refrain, as it has for several

years, from granting or seeking temporary authoríza-
tions to inaugurate international scheduled air ser-
vices pending the negotiation of bilateral air agree-

ment s .

The Minister of Transport and the Canadian airline
designated to serve a particular foreign country

should arrive at an understanding with regard to the

carrier's intentions and plans pertaining either to
future service or modifications of existinq service.
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4. The gateways offered to foreign countries will depend

on an assessment as to which will best serve the Can-

adian travell-ing public, the value to Canada of the

rights accorded in exchange for these facitities and

the best interests of Canada as a whole.

5. The Minister of Transport will encourage more commer-

cial co-operation between CP Àir and Air Canada in

the context of benefits to Canada and will use the

authority granted to him under Section 22 of the

National Transportation Àct to require the Canadian

Transport Commission to report to him on the degree

of co-operation which is being achieved. The degree

of co-operation which is achieved within the flexi-
bility afforded by the division of the r+orId outlined
in this statement and wouLd influence the timinq of

any review of this division.
Wherever possible the Canadian carrier or carriers
for the route or routes concerned will be identified
prior to negotiation of a bilateral agreement.

Àir Canada and CP Air are advised that in order to
provide them with a broad basis for long-range plan-

ning to promote the orderly growth of their interna-
tional passenger and cargo services and to maintain

the pre-eminent position of Air Canada, the govern-

ment has approved the following division of the world

consistent with the above principles. The division
of the world outlined below will be reviewed at the
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end of seven years to determine the effect of inter-
vening market and traffic changes on the relative
position of the airlines. This review will take into
account the need to maintain the orderly growth of

both Canadian airlines in terms of their internation-
al passenger and cargo services. Should it be found

necessary to make some adjustments, these changes

will be made in the first instance by the introduc-

tion of double designations to major cities, and only

in exceptional circumstances by the transfer of

routes from one carrier to the other.

The new plan

Europe. Ai r Canada

Netherlands, central

saw Pact countr ies ) .

southeast Europe olus

is as follows:

The Caribbean, Central and South Àmerica. Air Canada

for the Caribbean countries and bordering South

Àmerican countries of Colombia, Venezuela and the

three former Guianas. CP Àir for the balance of Cen-

for northern Europe except the

Europe and eastern Europe (War-

CP Air for southern Europe,

the NetherLands.

tral and South America. Either Air Canada or CP Àir
or both may be assigned to serve Brazil.

Australia, New Zealand and

tries for CP Air.

the Pac i f ic I sland coun-
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Africa. Air Canada for all of Africa except for
Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia, and for either Egypt or

Sudan if selected as a route pursuant to Canada's

agreement þ¡ith Ita1y.

Asia. Àir Canada for Lebanon, India and pakistan,

and for China if the right to designate two Canadian

airlines is obtained. CP Air for most of the balance

of Àsia including Israel, Iran, China and Japan. The

question of Canadian airline designation for certain
Southeast Asian countries will be determined on the

basis of rights available from these and third coun-

tries and the prospects for viable round-the-worl-d

air routes for one or both airlines.
The government decided that the status quo on desig-

nation which presently exists should be maintained

and that Àir Canada should be designated to serve

Yugoslavia and CP Àir to serve Milan.

x



Appendix E

STÀTEMENT BY THE TRANSPORT MINISTER JOHN C.
CROSBIE ON THE ALLOCÀTION OF INTERNÀTIONAL

ROUTES, 1987

EuroÞe

Àir Canada is assigned to serve Europe except for The
Netherlands, Denmark , Sweden, and Norway, I ta1y, theU.S.S.R., and routes linking western Canada and Frankfurt,
and to Munich.

Àsia

canadian Àirlines rnternational is assigned to serve Àsia
east of Burma except Singapore, Malaysia, Korea and thePhilippines, which are assigned to Àir Canada.

Àir Canada is assigned to serve Asia west of and includ-
ing Burma excluding across-the-Pacific services to Derhi or
calcutta, India, assigned to canadian Airlines rnternation-
a1.

Midd]e EasL

For Àir Canada.

Àfrica
For Air Canada.

Australia, New Zealand and the Pacific island countries
For Canadian Àirlines International.
The Caribbean, Mexico, Central and South America

canadian Àirrines rnternationar for Mexico, central and
south America except for venezuele which is assigned to Àir
Canada. Air Canada for the Caribbean.

Source: Transport Canada Information, No. 248/87 .
Press Release, October 5, 1987 .
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Airline

PACIFTC AREA SCHEDULED INTERNATIONAL AIRLTNES

Air New Zealand
All Nippon
Cathay Pacific Àirways
China Airlines
Civil Àviation Àdministration
of China
Japan Ài rlines
Korean Àirlines
Malaysian Àirline System
Philippine Àirlines
Qantas Àirways
Singapore Airlines
Thai Àirways International

Àppendix F

Ba se

Auckland
Osaka
Hong Kong
Ta iwan

öe1l1ng
Tokyo
SeouI
Kual-a Lumpur
Man i la
Sydney
S i ngapore
Bangkok

Date founded

1 939
1 957
1 946
1 953

1 929
1 953
1 962
197 1

1 941
1 920
197 2
| >3y
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Orqan izat i ons :

ÀEA

Àsc

Àssociation of Eurooean Airlines

ATB

Aviation Statistics Center
a statistical compilation agency operates as a part
of the Transportation Division of Statistics Canada.

Àir Transport Board
This Board was superseded in 1967 by the Àir Trans-
port Committee of the Canadian Commission.

Air Transport Committee
a member committee ef the Canadian Transport Commis-
sion and is responsible for regulating air transpor-
tation in Canada.

Civil Aviation Authority
a regulatory body for the UK air transport industry.

Civil Àeronautics Board
a regulatory body for the US air transport industry
deals mainly with economic regulation, this regula-
tory agency no longer exist.
European Civil Aviation Conference
a group of 22 western European countries

Federal Àviation Authority
a regulatory body for the US air transport industry
primarily concern with safety and air traffic con-
tro1.

Appendix c

GLOSSARY

ÀTC

cÀÀ

cÀB

ECÀC

FÀÀ

I ÀCÀ Internationat Air Carrier Àssociation
founded by a group of European non-scheduled carri-
ers and members of the National Air Carrier Associa-

I ÀPA

tion (use).
charters can freely operate worldwide.

International Àirline Passenger Association
a commercial organization selling specialist travel
insurance, discounts, etc. for the business market.
Also represents its clients in the national and
international arena.
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IATA
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Internationat Air Transport Association
a trade association of most, but not all, interna-
tional scheduled and non-scheduled airlines that
provides a forum for securing inter-airline agree-
ments on routes, tariffs, etc.

International CiviI Àirports Association
Trade association of ( international ) civil airports,
with UN consultative status. Produces statistics on
airports.
International Civil Àviation Organization
an international government organízaLion, a special-
ized organization under United Nations, deals exclu-
sively on matters related to civil air transport.

Orient Airlines Association
an organizaLion of international airlines whose mem-
bers includes scheduled flag carriers such as Cathay
Pacific Airways, China AirIines, Japan Air Lines,
Korean Àir, Malaysian Àirline System, Philippine
Àirlines, Qantas Airways, Royal Brunei AirIines,
Singapore Airlines and Thai airways lnternational.
Orient Àirlines Research Bureau

an airlines organization based in the Orient formed
in 1966. Its name chanqed to OÀÀ in earlv 1970.

I CAÀ

I CAO

OAA

OARB

Terms

Àvailab1e seat-miles (aSus)
The aircraft-miles flown on each flight stage (or
"1e9" or "sector") multiplied by the number of seats
available for revenue use (that is, excluding seats
occupied by non-paying passengers) on that stage.

Bucket shop
A shop selling scheduled airline tickets at
count.

Cabotage

Capac i ty

The reservation to the home country of all air traf-
fic operations within its territory.

Combi-aircraft
An aircraft that is designed in such a
is capable of simultaneously carrying a
of aircraf t unit load devies (U.r.D.'s)
gers on the main deck.

Number of seats and cargo space that an airline is
permitted provide on a particul-ar route.

a dis-

way that it
combinat ion
and passen-



City-pairs
The origin and destination of an air trip.

Fares
ABC - Àdvanced booking charter
AGC - Àffinity group charter
ÀPEX - Advanced purchase excursion
C - Club class
EX Excursion tickeu
F - First class
FCU Fare construction unit
IPEX Instant Purchase Excursion'IT - Inclusive Tour
ITC - Inclusive tour charter
M - Tourist class
OP - Off-peak
OTC - One stop tour charter
OW - One way
PEX - Excursion
RT - Return
SGIT - Special group inclusive tour
Super ÀPEX - Cheaper, more restrictive ÀPEX
TGC - Travel group charter
Y Economy class
YE - Economy class excursion
YN Economy class night flight
YSB - Standby
YSSB - Shuttle standbv

Hague Protocol
The Hague Protocol modified the Warsaw Convention by
increasing the liability limits.

Hub and spoke system
networks with routes - or spokes - into the hub air-
port airport which wilI carry passengers going to
many different final destinations via connection
through the hub.

Interlining passenger
a passenger who arrives at a particular airport just
to change planes and airlines. Sometirnes used to
include a passenger changing planes but not air-
lines, but these are strictly speaking "intralining
passengers". Interline tickets enable a passenger
to cover several stages of a journey on different
airlines with a single ticket paid for in a single
currency.

Joint fare
a fare for an inter-line journey (that involves two
airlines) which is set by agreement by the pair of
airlines (or by IATÀ). The agreement also covers
the division of the revenue from the fare. (See
"Pro-rated" )
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Load factor
proportion of total
cargo space) actual
percentage.

Networ k i ng
routi.ng of air services. Can be direct ( f rom A to
B) or indirect via an intermediate airport.

Pooling agreement
agreement between two airlines operating the same
route to develop their traffic as profitably as pos-
sible. À11 revenue on the routes covered by the
agreement by both airlines is put into a common pool
and shared out again between the two airlines.
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available capacity (seats or
Iy sold or used, expressed as a

Predatory fare
À below-cost fare price set
to force competitors out of

Pro-rated ( fares )

the fare that an airline receives for carrying an
inter-line passenger on one stage of the total jour-
ney. Usually less, and sometimes much less, than the
normal- f are f or that stage.

Revenue passenger-miles (npus)
a measure of airline output, computed by multiplying
the number of aircrafL miles flown b1' the number of
paying passengers for each stage.

Seating density
Standard of seating on an aircraft. NormaIly meas-
ured by distance between rows of seats, and number
and size of seats in a row.

Seat factor
Tf" percentage of the total number of seats on an

. ai.rcraft occupied by paying passengers. The average
seat factor is calculated by dividing the total RPM
by the total ÀSM.

Warsaw Convention
A ConvenLion held at Warsaw on October 12, 1929 for
the Verification of Certain Rules Retating to the
International Carriage by Air. It provide rules and
establishes the monetary Iimits relating to such
matter as liability for damage, death or injury to
passengers, destruction, lossr or damage to baggage
or goods, and l-oss resulting f rom delay. The Conven-
tion also establishes the

by an airline; intended
the market.
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